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Horlick’s yo eer ag 
The Original and Only Genuine 

For Every Member of The Family 

A delicious food drink, very nutritious and digestible. It upbuilds the young, [| 
refreshes and sustains the invalid and the aged. More healthful than tea or coffee, as it | @ 
assists digestion, nourishes and invigorates. Pure, rich milk, with the nutrition of select 
malted grains, in powder form, soluble in water. Prepared by merely dissolving in water, 
needing no cooking or addition of milk. A glassful, hot, upon retiring brings refreshing sleep. 

Also in Lunch Tablet form, with chocolate, for a light, convenient meal. 

Samples free upon request. 

Ask for “Horlick’s”; accept no Imitation or Substitute. 

Horlick’s Malted Milk Company, Racine, Wisconsin, U. S. A. 
London, England. Montreal, Canada. 
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HERALDIC DECORATION 

W! THOUT some knowledge of the 
science of heraldry it is impos- 

sible to appreciate the various devices 
which appear in the ornamentation of 
many of our public buildings and 
churches. Within the last few years in 
particular, Americans have given closer 
attention to the dignity and beauty of 
these stately edifices, and it requires but 
a passing glance to acquaint us with the 
part that heraldry plays in their embel- 
lishment. The revived taste for the 
well-defined styles of architecture of the 
medizval period is apparent in all our 
larger cities: the introduction of the 
griffin, lion and other heraldic figures is 
particularly noticeable. Take, for in- 
stance, the Public Library of Boston, 
“built by the people and dedicated to 
the advancement of learning,”’ in which 
heraldic decoration forms one of the most 
important features. ‘The heraldic seals 
of the State, city and trustees are beauti- 
fully carved on panels above the main 
entrance; the seals or book-marks of the 

world’s most famous publishers, beauti- 
fully carved, are a feature of the exterior 
decoration, and eagles, lions, the signs 
of the zodiac, and other symbols, are 
executed in various parts of the building 
with telling effect. The quaintly carved 
“lion and unicorn” upon the old Boston 
State-house speaks plainly of British 
occupancy, and the many coats-of-arms 
on old tombstones in that city and 
vicinity cannot fail to impress the obser- 
ver. An especially rich display of sculp- 
tured coats-of-arms is to be seen upon the 
Gettysburg battle-field, where costly 
monuments bear the arms of the States 
by which they have been erected in 
commemoration of the troops who par- 
ticipated in that memorable conflict.— 
Eugene Zieber, in Li ppincott’s. 

AN ARCHITECT DESERVES PAYMENT 

FOR HIS WORK 

O many American judges appear to be 
whimsical in their judgments on 

cases in which architects have a concern, 
itis a relief to discover one who is in- 
spired by equity, viz.: Judge Barnard. 
The case in question might be called a 
stereoty ped one, which is familiar to the 
courts of all baile Mr. Bardsley, an 
architect, sued a client for his fees. He 
had prepared plans according to in- 
structions for farm buildings, on the 
understanding that if the work was 

Kw. 

Cottage Heating 
Three or four years ago few houses of less value than 
$5,000 were heated by Steam or Water; but as the public 

has rapidly come to learn of this greater living-comfort, the 

use of these outfits has ex- 
tended into the $2,500 cot- 
tages, and today into the 
$1,000 homes and even 

cottages of less value. 

AMERICAN [DEAL 
RADIATORS BOILERS 

are no longer called “luxuries,” because proven to be an economy for any home, 
however small. IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators provide uniform 

warmth in all rooms, far or near, and under perfect control. They bring no ashes, 
dust, or coal gases into the living-rooms. They are noiseless, absolutely safe, and 

will outlast the house. They require no more caretaking in heating 5 to 15 rooms 

than to run a stove for 1 room. Their fuel savings, cleanliness, 

and protection to family health soon repay the cost of the out- 

fit. Whether your cottage, house, store, office, school, church, 

etc., is OLD or new, in town or country, you can at a small 

investment escape from the labor-laden winters of attending 

to old-fashioned warming methods. 

ADVANTAGE 6: IDEAL Boilers will supply the 

necessary heat for not less than 8 hours in zero weather with 

one charging of coal. The house is kept warm all night and 

there is ample fire to start up for the next day. The firepot 

is large and deep, holding ample supply of coal, thus main- 

taining slow, steady burning fire, which is effective and most 

economical. 

Write for our latest 72-page book “Cottage Heating” 
(mailed free), full of valuable suggestions and illustrations. 

Sales Branches and Warehouses throughout America and 

Europe. 

IDEAL Boiler of Round 
Type showing large 8- 
hour fuel capacity and 
space for thorough com- 
bustion of coal gases and 
air 

AMERICANRADIATOR (OMPANY = 
DEPT. 10 
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Landscape Architects 
and Engineers 

Plans for the development of private estates, parks, 
cemeteries gnd boulevards made and executed 

SOUTHERN WORK A SPECIALTY = Established 1856 

P. J. BERCKMANS CO. _ Augusta, Ga. 

FORMAL AND NATURALESQUE GARDENS 
To those who may wish expert assistance in 

garden design, we offer our services and invite 

correspondence, 

VINAL & NEGUS 
Landscape and Garden Architects 

COPELY SQUARE BOSTON, MASS. 



Che Chapman Cn. 
Designers and Manufacturers of 

Mosuics of All Rinds, Lamps 

Lenuded Glass, Andirans 

Hintures, Pottery 
Bice Screens Branxe-Work 

PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR SPECIAL WORK 

Folder upon request 

97 PORTLAND STREET 

Don't you th nk it would pay you to go after 
a class of people w..o have fine home«, love fine 
homes —and always want the very best things 
inthem’ The best way to reach these peop ie 
of expensive tastes and the means to gratily 
them is through 

Flouse 
An Iilustrated Monthly Magazine 

Finely printed and beautifully illustrated 
containing eu gestive articles on home anc 
surroundings, it appeals to people who can and 
will apend money to *ecure whatever their fan- 
ey may dictate. The reading matter instine- 
tively makes the reaier turn to the advertis- 
ing pages. If your article is to be well ad ver- 
tised, you mua use the co'umns of House and 
Carden. All information, rates, ete., gladly 
furnehed on request. 

THE JOHN C. WINSTON CO., Publishers 
1006 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

BOSTON, MASS. 

want to remem- 

ber when ordering 
Sheets, Sheeting or 
Pillow Cases, and be sure 

FOR that this anchor trade- 
OVER mark is on the goods you 

A HALF go accept unwor- 
CENTURY sce imitations, but demand 

me “Dwight Anchor,” 

TRADE) 2d secure the best sheet- 
ing made. One test will 

prove its worth, and 
repeated tests will 
surely confirm its 
value. 

Send postal for “ SHEETING 
FACTS” Address Dept. No. 21 

Dwight Mfg. Co. New York 

EsTasiisHep 1844 

PEERLESS 
MORTAR COLORS 
BLACK RED BROWN BUFF 

NEW COLORS: Moss Green, 
Royal Purple, French Gray, 
Pompeian Buff, Colonial Drab. 

The original and standard colors 
for interior and exterior mortar. 

SAMUEL H. FRENCH & CO. 
PHILADELPHIA 

Water-Reducing Valve 
When the water pressure is too 

high it causes splashing at the 
spigots, hammering in the pipes 
and sometimes bursting of the 

plumbing apparatus. 

This valve will insure against 
these annoyances. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE 

WATSON & McDANIEL CO. 

137 N. Seventh Street 

Ideals Y ne 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

carried out under his supervision he was 
to be paid 5 per cent on the lowest 
tender, or 3 per cent if the buildings were 
not constructed. The tenders ranged 
from $14,000 to $23,000. ‘The client 
said he had given directions that the 
cost of the work was to be $7,000 or 
$8,000. 

The judge, in giving his decision, said: 
“The duty of an architect generally 
is to anticipate the wants of the owner 
in respect to the building capacity and 
workmanship. He is not a_ builder. 
The work done by him is to be made 
out with extreme care, so as to prevent 
disputes between the builders and the 
owner. The specifications are so made 
out in this case. I deem it to be more in 
accordance with ordinary business con- 
duct to find that the architect did not 
agree to lose his labor if the estimates of 
others were too high. I believe they 
were not too high to meet the structures 
wished for by the defendant and his 
son. 

“The buildings were exactly what was 
wanted by the owner, but they could 
not be built for $7,000 or $8,000. The 
plaintiff is, therefore, entitled to recover 
3 per cent.”” It would be difficult to 
discover a judgment in an English court 
in which it was held that to bring an 
action for the recovery of fees was evi- 
dence of business capacity in the archi- 
tect which would be advantageous to 
those who commissioned his services. 
The Architect. 

ROOT PRUNING TREES 

“HE great superiority of trans- 
planted trees over others not so 

treated is so apparent to all familiar.with 
the subject that it is now far more com- 
mon than it was for nurserymen to pay 
great attention to transplanting. A tree 
prepared in this way can be transplanted 
with almost entire safety. The cost of 

preparing is so little that it can easily 
be added to the price of the tree, and no 
customer whose trees live will ever find 
fault with the extra price paid. If the 
thought arises that a high price has been 
paid for a tree it is rarely expressed 
when the tree lives and flourishes. 

At this season of the year actual trans- 
planting cannot be done to any extent 
but root pruning can; and it is just as 
good, often better. Sometimes when 
trees are but small a thrusting down of a 
spade around them will cut off the ends 

> In writing to advertisers please mention Hous® aNnD GARDEN. 
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of roots, and be sufficient. When the 
trees are larger a trench is dug at a few 
feet from their center, circling the trees 
and severing the roots met with in the 
operation. If the trees are large and 
tap roots are supposed to exist, the dig- 

ging goes under them until the roots are 
met with and cut. The soil is then 
thrown back; and, in one or two years 

if dug for transplanting there will be 
trees well supplied with roots. 
When trees are large the root pruning 

is better than a transplanting. ‘There is 
no disturbance of the roots in all their 
parts. A number will always be found 
undisturbed, the tree itself is still in 

solid ground; and no matter how large 
a tree or how many roots were cut, | 
have never known one so treated to die. 

There is really no time in which this 
mode of pruning may not be done, nor 
no tree, evergreen or deciduous, on 

which it may not be practiced. ‘This is 
a good time to do it, as roots are still 
forming; and even when growth is over 
for the season it may still be done, and 
all will then be ready for the next sea- 
son’s development.—Florists’ Exchange. 

PREHISTORIC IRRIGATION IN EGYPT 

HILE modern English engineers 
are steadily carrying out a plan 

for irrigating Egy pt that is to restore 
prosperity to its sun-parched fields, an 
English antiquarian has found at Hiera- 
konpolis the records of a primitive sys- 

tem of irrigation that was carried out no 
less than six thousand years ago. The 
changeless East has rarely vindicated the 
repetition of its history in such convinc- 
ing sort. Before the pyramids of Gizeh 
were planned, or the mighty steps of 
Sakkara completed, at the very dawn 
of those earliest dynasties of primeval 
monarchs who ruled in the hoary dawn 
of Egypt’s history, the limestone mace- 
head of King Nar-Mer recorded the 
turning of the first sod in some primitive 
scheme of canalization. Even then four 
distinct types of population can be traced 
and on the pivot of an ancient door is 

carved the bent figure of a bound cap- 
tive, supporting its weight upon his back, 
exactly like those Romanesque or early 

Gothic figures to which Dante compared 
the suffering souls in his Inferno. Even 
so long ago, the vase of sculptured 
diorite shows a skill in working hard 
material that would be difficult to sur- 
pass to-day; and the toilet dish from 

In writing to advertisers please mention House AND GARDEN. 

Evergreens for Every 

Place and Purpose 

Are found in our Nurseries, and they are of 

the choicest quality, for careful and frequent 

transplanting with the best scientific culture 
has produced the choicest stock. There are 
here EVERGREENS FOR: 

Lawn specimens 

Mass planting 

Woodland planting 

Rapid growing 

Slow growing 

Giving shade 

Hedges The best columnar, glob- 

Edging ular, prostrate and 

Windbreaks weeping varieties. 

Screens House decoration 

Formal gardens Dry soil 

Seaside gardens 
Windswept tracts 

Smoky cities 
Swamp and marsh land 

Heavy soil 

Light soil 

Shallow soil 

We invite you to visit our Nurseries and make personal selection of stock. Our 

Nurseries are located 35 minutes from New York City on the main line of the Erie Railroad. 

To those who are at a distance our catalogue will bring a glimpse of our Evergreens 
and other stock with descriptions and prices. Send for a copy. 

BOBBINK & ATKINS 
NURSERYMEN AND LANDSCAPE GARDENERS 

RUTHERFORD, NEW JERSEY. 

\ 
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Decorative 

Cloths 

THE 
HOLLISTON 

MILLS 
Used by the highest class decora- 
tors in the country and found 

superior to any other wall covering 

NORWOOD, MASS. 

U.S. A. 
Absolutely sanitary—will not hold dust—colors are fast, lasting and match perfectly. 

New York Office No. 67 Fifth Avenue 

SEND FOR SAMPLE BOOKS—FREE 
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~ SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES 
Quince 

Mansion School 
FOR GIRLS 

Wollaston, Quincy, Mass. 
Beautiful location, six miles south of Boston 

Might acres of grounds with fine old trees 
Athletic fleida, artificial lake Three handsome 
bulldings, large library, Assembly Hall, seating 

pret Art room, 

mritimie rooms 

laboratory gymnasium, ten 
Large corps of teachers Excel 

lent courses for graduation Advanced work in 
Music, Language and Art Numerous electives 
Certificates for college Address 

HORACE M. WILLARD, A.M., ScD., Principal. 

a ’ The Gilman School 
: CAMBRIDGE for Girls “iiss. 

Corporation, controlled by Harvard professors 
who inetruct In Radcliffe College. Many teach 
ers, mostly Radcliffe graduates. Classes, small. 
Courses of study, planned for each pupil. Pri 
mary, Intermediate, Academic, and College Pre 
paratory departments Teaching thorough. Ex 
iminationsa required only of girls going to col- 
lewe School house and residence separate, built 
to be full of sunshine and good air. Basket-ball, 
tennis, Radcliffe gymnasium and swimming pool, 
Hiarvard museums and Boston afford great fa 
cliities and peculiar attractions, Address 

aq Miss RUTH COIT, Head Mistress. ~ 

Mrs. Mead’s School 
For Girls sitiside, Norwatk, Conn. 

Beautifully situated in charming suburban 
town one hour from New York. College 
Course admits by certificate to leading col- 
leges 

Attractive General Courses for girls who 
do not enter Coll ue 

Musical and Art instruction 
equipment for Library, 
Studio Work 

Pleasant home and school life 
For Circulars address 

Mrs. M. E. MEAD. 

Complete 
Laboratory and 

HOWARD SEMINARY 
For Girls and Young Ladies West Bridgewater, Mass. 

In a healthy and beautiful location, 25 miles 
from Poston. Home bullding remodeled in sum 
mer of 10905, at a large expense. Academic, Col 

lege Preparatory and Special Courses. Two 
years’ course for High School graduates. Art 
and Musle etudios For catalogue, address 

Miss Sarah E. Laughton, A.M., Principal. 

MISS BAIRD’S 
Home School for Girls 

NORWALK, CONN. 
One hour from New York city and 
five hours from Boston, via N. Y., N. 
H. and Hartford R.R. Country air. 

Ideal environment for stud 
and recreation. Broad cul- 

ture. Real training of body, 
mind and manners. The 

homelife is replete with inspi- 
ration, tending to develop each 

girl into a useful and attractive 
member of the family and of so- 

clety. Separate house for girls un- 
15 Intermediate, Academic 

and College-Preparatory classes. Su- 
pe verior advantages in Music, Art and 

e Languages 

MISS CORNELIA F. BAIRD, Principal 

oe Stearns School 
A sub-ftting school, preparing boys for Phil- 

lips Academy and other leading schools. Course 
of study includes the first two years’ work of 
the usual high school. The home life is cheer- 
ful and sympathetic, boys living in cottages 
with the principal and masters, and constantly 
under their watchful care and supervision. The 
school is beautifully located in a small country 
town, where the climate is delightful and bene 
ficial to health All outdoor sports—golf 
course, tennis court and baseball field. Gym- 
nasium. For further information, address 

ARTHUR F. STEARNS, A.B., 

Mount Vernon, New Hampshire. 

Hummer 
Arademy 

SOUTH BYFIELD, MASS. 
(Near Newburyport) 

One of the most beautifully located schools in 
New England. 330 acres. Fine opportunity for 
physical training, LW. riding, golf, boat 
ing and swimming. Prepares boys for any ¢co1- 

lege, scientific school or business. Individual 
attention is provided for by an able corps of 
teachers. The aim of the school is to develop 
in each boy a high moral standard, a healthy 
body and a well-balanced mind. For illustrated 
catalogue, address Head Master. 

Wellesley School for Boys 
Wellesley, Massachusetts. 

A unique school. Catalogue and illustrated 
books sent on request. 

The Commonwealth Avenue School for Girls 
(THE MISSES GILMAN’S SCHOOL) 

General and College-Preparatory Courses. Resident 
and day pupils. 

Miss Gilman, Miss Guild, Principals, 
324 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston. 

The Laurens School 
FOR GIRLS 

107 Audubon Road, Boston, Mass. 

Beautifully located, overlooking the Fen 
way Park. New building specially designed 
for the purpose, Rooms large and cheerful, 
open fireplaces, and at least two windows in 
each. Outdoor sports, under trained di 
rector, on private playground. Best of in- 
struction, College preparatory and finish- 
ing courses 

Miss Elisabeth Bailey Hardee, B.S. 

Miss Sarah Chamberlin Weed, B.A. 

Concord, Mass 

Concord School for Boys 
Prepares boys not only to enter but to go through 

college. Special preparation for scientific schools. Ex- 
cellent business course 

Athletic feld, golf, canoeing, and all sports 
Address, Leon Epwin Rytuer, Prin. 

Lawrence 
Groton, 
Mass. Academy 

Founded 1793. Prepares boys for universities, col 
leges ana scientific schools; also a thorough 
academic course for those not going to colicge. 
Unusually efficient corps of teachers enables the 
school to give each boy careful and individual 
attention. Beautifully located in an attractive 
New England village, widely known for its 
healthful climate. Splendid opportunities for 
outdoor sports—football, baseball and track 
work, hare and hound chases, cross-country run- 
ning, skating, coasting, etc, 

Year opens Sept. 19, 1907. For catalogue, address 

WILLIAM STEEN GAUD, Head Master. 

New York, New York, 6-8 East 46th St. 

S. Mary’s School (Episcopal). Founded 1869 
Boarding and day school for girls. Two courses or- 

fered— College Preparatory and Higher English. Spe- 
celal attention given to individual pupils. Address 
Sister Superior. 

Denderah, dating about 2440 B. c., is as 
delicate a bit of workmanship in the 
same stone as could ever be produced. 
Professor Petrie found an ordinary coat- 
button, too, carved roughly in bone, that 
opens up quite novel problems of attire 
before the days of “double-breasted 
vests.”” The land of slaves and warriors 
and priests has always been the same 
in its essentials. ‘The beauty of its art 
alone has perished. — St. ‘fames’s Ga- 
zette. 

MOVING A RUSSIAN TOWN ON 

SLEIGHS 

HE moving of an entire city to 
another point, which offers strate- 

gic and commercial advantages superior 
to its present location, is being proposed 
in the far north of Russia. The City of 
Kola, on the peninsula of the same name, 
is now situated at the confluence of two 
rivers, the Luttojoki and the Notosero, 
forming the Kola River, about fifty miles 
from the Arctic Ocean. While the 
rivers and the bay below are navigable 
for even large vessels, Kola is situated 
so far inland that it is shut off from the 
sea by ice much longer than other sea- 
ports situated even farther north, like 
Vardoe, in Norwegian Lapland. The 
Governor of the province Archangelsk, 
Baron Engelhardt, to whose jurisdiction 
the district of Kola belongs, has pro- 
posed to transfer the city to a better port 
nearer the mouth of Kola River into the 
Arctic Ocean. Imperial and ministerial 
consent having been given, active prep- 
arations are now being made to trans- 
port Kola, house by house, by sleighs 
on the river, to a spot forty-three miles 
below. The new location affords great 
advantages to navigation, and since it is 
surrounded by hills which it will take 
but little expense to strongly fortify, it 
will certainly become a point of great 
strategic importance. — Philadelphia 
Record. 

—___—— 

STOWE HOUSE 

STOWE House, long the home of the 
ducal house of Buckingham, has 

been placed in the hands of agents to be 
let or sold. Many readers will remember 
the place from Pope’s often-quoted line— 
“A work to wonder at—perhaps a 
Stowe.’’ Others will recollect refer- 
ences to its glories in the writings of 
Horace Walpole, Congreve and others, 
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who have termed it an “Elysium. 
“Tf anything under paradise.’’ wrote 
Pope to Bolingbroke, “could set me 
beyond all earthly cogitations, Stowe 
might do it.” Lord Chesterfield and 
Lord Chatham were as loud in its 
praises as Walpole. During the last 
century Stowe was more than once 
the temporary home of the exiled royal 
family of France; and it is now offered 
‘to be let or sold, owing to the death of 
the Comte de Paris.”’ Stowe belonged 
to the Canons of Oseney, near Oxford, 
till the Reformation, when the Leoni 
acres of the estate were given, for a 
short time, to Wolsey’s great college at 
Oxford. Four centuries ago, in 1592, 
it was conveyed to the Temples, one of 
whom soon afterward erected there a 
mansion, which was enlarged by Lord 
Cobham, through whom it passed to the 
Grenvilles, and so to the Dukes of 
Buckingham. The estate having be- 
come involved in debt, the place was 
dismantled in 1848, when the furniture 
alone was sold by George Robins for 
upward of £70,000. The last Duke 
lived again at Stowe, but after his death 
the property passed into female hands. 
Some idea of the size and grandeur of 
Stowe may be formed from the fact that 
its grand front is goo feet in length. 
Its gardens, roseries and collections of 

foreign trees and shrubs are among the 
finest in the kingdom, and so also are its 
statuary and sculpture, both inside the 
house and in the adjacent grounds; and 
the Grecian and Italian temples which 
diversify its “Elysian Fields” are full of 
classical inscriptions, chiefly from the 

pens of scholars and statesmen of the 
lastcentury. ‘he gardens were original- 
ly laid out by Bridgman, but were 
largely altered and improved by Kent 
and by “Capability’ Brown.—T he 

London Times. 

TREE-TRUNKS AS FILTERS 

WELL-KNOWN Austrian engi- 
neer, M. Pfister, is stated to have 

discovered a remarkable property of the 
trunks of trees, namely that of retaining 
the salt of sea-water that has filtered 
through the trunk in the direction of the 
fibres. He has consequently constructed 
an apparatus designed to utilize this 
property in obtaining potable water for 
the use of ships’ crews. ‘This apparatus 
consists of a pump, which sucks up the 
sea-water into a reservoir, and then 

‘ In 

FAMOUS POULTRY FARM PAYING $10,000; description, with 
hundreds others in catalogue, postpaid. 

CHAPIN FARM AGENC , 294 Washington St., BOSTON. 

In Building 
Your Home 

are you building for one summer or for a 
generation. 

Are You Erecting 

a New House 

“ The Griswold,’’ New London, Conn. 

R. W. GrBson, Architect, 

—26” diam. 24’—0" long. 8—24” diam.—22’—0” long 

79—14" diam.—11’—7” long. 

Koll’s Patent Lock Joint Col- 
umns and Ornamental Capitals 
were made and furnished by us 
for this building. 
We have unusual facilities for turning 

out work of this c harac ter. Seeour spe- 
cial catalogue in ‘‘ Sweet's Index Cata- 
logue of Building Construction,” pages 
323 to 328. 

Hartmann Bros. Mfg. Co. 
MT. VERNON, N.Y., U.S. A. 

New York Office, 11433 BROADWAY 

H. SAUNDERS CO., Elston & Webster Aves., Chicago, I). 

A. J. KOLL PLANING CO., Los Angeles, Cal 

Manufacturers of Koll's Patent Lock Joint Columns for Pergolas, 
Porches, or Interior Use. Send for catalogue (P) 

that is going to look shoddy or shabby in 
a year or two? 

Are you familiar with the economy 
of using floor and wall tile in bath-rooms, 
kitchens, butlers’ pantries, laundries, 
fireplaces, vestibules and porches ? 

For free information write to the In- 
formation Bureau of the 

TILE INDUSTRY 
318 Corcoran Bldg. Washington, D. C. 

HARTSHORN SHADE ROLLERS 
Wood Rollers Tin Rollers 

Bear the script name of Stewart 
Hartshorn on label. 

Get “‘Improved,"’ no tacks required. 

Interior view of the First Church of Christ, 
Scientist, Boston, Mass., in which we laid 
30,000 feet of Interlocking Rubber Tiling, in 
a solid color, to harmonize with the stone 
finish. 

Interlocking 

Rubber Tiling 
Noiseless, non-slippery, restful to the feet, 

sanitary, extraordinarily durable. The finest 

floor for use in public buildings, banks, offices, 

theatres, hospitals, libraries, kitchens, laun- 

dries, billiard rooms, bath rooms, stairways, 

etc., ete. 
Samples, estimates, and special designs fur- 

nished upon application, 
Beware of infringers. 
Manufactured solely by 

Patented. 

Foyer of the First Church of Christ, Scientist, Boston, Mass. 

New York Belting and Packing Company, Ltd., 
91 and 93 Chambers Street, New York City 

Cuicaco: 150 Lake Street. 
Sr. Louis, 218-220 Chestnut St. 
PHILADELPHIA, 118-120 N. 8th St. 
SAN FRANCISCO: 
OAKLAND: 
E. 11th St. and 3d Ave. 
Boston : 232 Summer Street. 
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. : 229 South Meridian St. 

3ALTIMORE: 114 West Baltimore Street. 
3UFFALO, 600 Prudential Building. 
PITTSBURGH, 913-915 Liberty Ave, 
SPOKANE, WasuH., 163 S. Lincoln St. 

Sole European Depot, Anglo-American Rub- 
gee Ltd., 58 Holborn Viaduct, Lonpon, 

( CAL 
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(SAVE 
YOUR 
TREES 

Out of Sight after the Wash Our booklet, ‘*The Care of Trees,’’ can 
be of use to all who realize (1) the priceless value 
of an old tree, (2) that the growing tree may become Fold it up; put it away. No dis- 

figuring clothes-posts to mar the — ag = pean 4 er 
, = ail pruned and sprayed. e will send this little boo 

law a. Holds 150 feet of line. The free, on application. Write for it. We do for the 
sensible clothes dryers for par- decaying tree trunk what the dental surgeon does for 

ticular people- ~at prices within your decaying tooth. It is an inelegant simile but it 
fits. We insure your young trees a beautiful youth 

reach of all. and a long life and we give your old trees a grand 
Write for Catalog 72 Do it now old age. You will be surprised to see what old 

timers we can preserve from the axe of the chopper. 

HILL DRYER COMPANY This work of ours is scientific in every respect. Our 
998 Pork Ave., Worcester, Mass. directors are graduates of the Amherst Agricultural 

Alive Balcony Dryers f > College. We are masters of the details of 

PRUNING, SPRAYING, 

FORESTRY, ARBORICULTURE, 

ENTOMOLOGY, TREE SURGERY, 

Ives Patent "Patent Window Stop Adjuster ead FERTILIZATION. 
PREVENTS DRAFTS, DUST AND WINDOW RATTLING. This business of ours is not new or experimental. 

IVES’ PATENT Let us tell you about some of the things we have done. 

Window Stop Adjuster. 

pAvy BED MUNSON-WHITAKER CO. 

Boston, i Bldg. 

PATENTED. ork, Flatiron Bldg. 
The only Stop Adjuster made from one piece of metal with solid L Albany Harrisburg 

tribe and heavy bed that will not cup, turn or bend in tightening 
the screw Manufactured only by The H. B. IVES CO... New 
Haven, Conn., U. 5. A. (Fifty-page Catalogue Mailed Free. ) J 

wwe 

Satisfactory Usage Is The Test 

| 

Your bathtub should be a source 

of satisfaction. “Ideal” Porcelain 

bathtubs are most satisfactory, being 

made entirely of solid clay—there is 

no metal used in their construction. 

Imitators of “Ideal” porcelain bath- 

tubs cannot dispute the superiority 9 

of Pottery Plumbing Fixtures. Let | 

us send you illustrations and refer 

you to users of “Ideal” porcelain 

bathtubs in your neighborhood. 

**Ideal’’ Every Piece 

Porcelain Bears 

“Ideal” Porcelain Oval Pattern Bathtub. Trademark This Label 

PLATE 812% G. 

Offices and Showroom The Tr enton Factories at 

Trenton, N. J. Potteries Company Trenton, N. J. 

“The World's Largest Manufacturers o Pottery Plumbing Fixtures.” 

© in writing to advertisers please mention House anp GARDEN. 

forces it into the filter formed by the tree 
trunk. As soon as the pressure reaches 
1.5 to 2.5 atmospheres the water is seen, 
at the end of from one to three minutes, 
according to the kind of wood used, 
to make its exit from the other extremity 
of the trunk, at first in drops and then in 
fine streams, the water thus filtered being 
potable, freed, in fact, from every parti- 
cle of the usual saline taste which is such 
a drawback to water obtained in the 
ordinary manner.—Railway Review. 

PAVEMENTS MADE OF SHELLS 

‘TH E shell concrete pavements of Ma- 
con, Ga., are attracting considera- 

ble attention at present. The material 
used isa shell limestone similar to the co- 
quina of which buildings were construct- 
ed at St. Augustine while it was a Spanish 
colony. ‘There is a bed of this stone 
about thirty miles from Macon, which 
was discovered during the construc- 
tion of the Georgia Southern & Florida 
Railroad, some years ago. Part of the 
roadbed of that railway was made of it, 
and it hardened into such a durable 
form that several carloads were brought 
to the city and laid about the freight- 
station, where it resisted the wear of the 
heavy traffic unusually well. After it 
had been in service for four or five years, 
the city paved a street having one of the 
heaviest grades in Macon with it, and this 
first street gave such satisfaction that 
several more have since been paved in 
the same manner. About 35,000 square 
yards are now in use, and petitions for 
10,000 yards more are on file. The 
stone is crushed and laid on the sub- 
grade excavated to receive it; the layer 
is about seven inches deep at first, and is 
consolidated by a fifteen-ton steam- 
roller to a thickness of six inches, being 
sprinkled at intervals. On heavy grades 
a gutter is formed by mixing cement 
with the stone. The pavement costs 
from 50 to 60 cents a square yard, which 
includes crushing and labor.— Enginser- 
ing Record. 

IVORY VENEERS 

VV ENEER-cutting has reached such 
perfection that a single elephant’s 

tusk thirty inches longi is now cut in Lon- 
don into a sheet of ivory 150 inches long 
and twenty inches wide, and some sheets 
of rosewood and mahogany are only 
about a fiftieth of an inch thick.— 
Boston Transcript. 
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House and Garden 
AUGUST, 1907 No. 2 

Bungalows, What They Really Are 
The Frequent Misapplication of the Name 

By SEYMOUR E. 

ROM India to California is a far cry. The 
Englishman in the Far East, over two cen- 
turies ago, devised a form of habitation 

which to-day is being copied in many of its character- 
istics by the American in the Far West. When 
John Bull first sent his sons into the wilds of 

India to open up the avenues of trade along which 
vast wealth was soon to be moving into the coffers 
of the old Trading Companies, climatic conditions 
were encountered, which rendered life a very uncer- 
tain thing for the white man. 

The dangers and discomforts of torrential rains, 

THE BUNGALOW OF MR. SCHUYLER COLE 

Copyright, 1907, by The John OC. Winaton Co. 

LOCKE 

tropical humidity and long droughts had to be met 
and the consequences minimized by the application 
of rational preventive measures. 

This led to the planning of a form of house which 
would most nearly fill the requirements of protection 
from the elements direct as well as reduce the danger 
from the atmosphere impregnated with fever-laden 
moisture which the hot sun drew from the ground 
after the rains had ceased. 

The native houses had the mother earth for floors, 
which after a rain and aided by the hot sun exhaled 
a poison as deadly as it was insidious. ‘To mitigate 

» COLEGROVE, CALIFORNIA 
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LIVING-ROOM IN THE BUNGALOW OF MR. SCHUYLER COLE 

this the native prolonged the slope of the thatched 

roof nearly to the ground, in order to keep the mois- 
ture as far away as possible. ‘This also served to 
protect the walls from the action of the rain against 
them and, these being 
most frequently built of 

sun-dried brick, was a 

very necessary precau- 

tion. 
The Englishman, how- 

ever, in planning his 
house proceeded to ele- 

vate the floor well above 
the ground which insured 
free circulation of air 

under it. For the roof 

he retained the palm 

thatch, so carefully and 
ingeniously laid that the 
water was shed so 

quickly it scarcely pene- 
trated below the outside 
layerof palm fronds. 
Instead of bringing the 
roof line down so low as 
in the native house, he 

46 

A CORNER OF MR. COLE’S BUNGALOW 

extended it on all sides and made a gallery or 
veranda under it. This gave him in pleasant 
weather additional lounging room and hammock 
space as well as affording the necessary protection 

to the walls. 
Thus were conditions 

improved, health was 
not constantly jeopard- 
ized and life became 
more bearable. The 
houses were invariably 
one storyin height, the 
space secured by the rise 
of the roof above the top 
of the side walls to the 
apex was one of the 
essentials, forming an air 
space which kept the 
living apartments at a 
somewhat more uniform 
temperature. 

What then in India 
and the Far East was a 
real necessity, has, by 
modifying it to meet 
the’ differing climatic 

ad 



conditions in California and the Far West, been 

converted into a convenient and very desirable form 

of permanent house, which has gained immediate 
popular favor. 

The reasons for its 
popularity are easily 
understood. First, a 

studied simplicity of de- 
sign and detail and the 
lack of pretension in 

finish. Second, the 
artistic and unaffected 
use of the materials 
employed in the con- 
struction, and lastly, in 
consequence of the 
foregoing ones, the pos- 
sibility of practising 
economy in the build- 
ing of the home without 
materially detracting from the artistic effect, or im- 
pairing the value from the standpoint of convenience 

Of course costly materials may be em- or utility. 
ploy ed and 

expensive fit- 

tings installed 
which will 
run the cost 

into large fig- 
ures if desir- 

ed. But a 

bungalow is 

of nece ssity 

$1 mple in 

design and 

where any 

coniet dies ble 
departures 
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First Floor Plan of Mr. Cole’s Bungalow 

A HOUSE WITH PATIO AND PERGOLA OF ITALIAN 

The Home of Francis W. Wilson 

INSPIRATION 

, Architect, Santa Barbara, California 

are made from such simplicity the structure must be 

classified under a different name. 

many monstrosities have been perpetrated which have 

In recent years 

sought to cover their 
sins both of commission 
and omission under 
shelter of the appella- 
tion of “bungalow.” 

In this connection ref- 
erence must be directed 
to a humorous article 
illustrated by an accom- 
panying floor plan, 
which appeared several 
months since in one of 

the leading weekly illus- 
trated journals, entitled 
‘How to Build a Bun- 
galow for $15,000,000.- 
oo.” The suggestions 

contained therein possess in many instances just as 
good reason for being, as, those we see embodied in 
some houses which the proud owners are pleased to 

call bunga- 
lows. 

A most un- 
pleasant mix- 
ture was re- 
cently depict- 

ed, having a 
heavy Span- 

ish tiled roof 

carried on the 

most unsub- 

stantial look- 

ing walls of 
cedar shin- 

gles. Had 

RESIDENCE OF MR. BENJAMIN F. THURSTON, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 
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these walls been cemented to give the appeatr 
ance ot solid construction the effect would at 

least have been pleasing, however much of a 
deception it might have been in reality. 

Other “creations” are long, rambling, many 
gabled, two-stoned houses complicated in both 
plan and design, having more early English 

feeling with their half-timbered gables and 

Klizabethan details than any other—yet are 

referred to as “ bungalows.” 

The roof lines of a bungalow should be as 
unbroken as possible and dormers permitted 

only for ventilation if this cannot be obtained 

in another manner. 

Sull other houses, characterized as bunga- 
lows, are charming ones built around an inner 
court or open patio; low one-story houses with 

floors only a few inches above the grade level 
beautiful and most admirably adapted to 

the climatic conditions of the country, but they 

are not bungalows —but the dev elopment of the 
abode of the “ Hacienda,” or, the “ Villino of 

ltraly”’ into delightful modern homes in which 
simplicity of living may be indulged in, or 
where the more complicated mode of daily life 

exacted by social ambitions may be installed. 

The old Spanish or Mexican ranch houses 
were usually built around three sides of a 

square, with wide-covered brick-paved corri- 
dors facing the court yard. ‘The various rooms 
and apartments all opened off from these cor- 
ridors and the floors were only a few inches 
above the brick paving. ‘The dry airand earth 
made the slightest ventilation under the floor 
suthcient to prevent deterioration of the tim- 

bers. ‘The roofs were generally flat but some 
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HOME OF ARTURO BANDINI, ESQ., PASADENA, CALIFORNIA, SHOWING INSPIRATION FROM THE “* ADOBE’ 

LIVING-ROOM IN THE HOME OF ARTURO BANDINI, ESQ. 
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Bungalows, What They Really Are 

THE LIVING-ROOM IN THE BUNGALOW OF MRS. D. H. GIROUARD, 

ALTADENA, CALIFORNIA 

THE BUNGALOW OF MRS. D. H. GIROUARD, ALTADENA, CALIFORNIA 

DINING Poon 
IS RIF 

Floor Plan of Mrs. D. H. Girouard’s Bungalow 

had a ridge and rafters and were cov- 
ered with tiling, or split shakes, or 
slabs cut from pine trees in the adja- 
cent mountain range. It is easy then 
for the “tenderfoot” to confuse this 
low structure with the bungalow even 
though it resembles it only in being 
a one-storied house. 

The climate of Southern California 
for the major part of the yearis dry and 

free from humidity. The sun, from 
which protection is sought in India, 

is eagerly courted in California. The 
“three hundred cloudless days in the 
year” which the acclimated Easterner 
is heard mentioning so frequently and 
so enthusiastically are responsible for 
the beneficent effects so often notice- 
able in the faces of those who seek 
health and consequent happiness in 
that favored locality. Hence the elimi- 
nation in many cases in the Southern 
California bungalow of the encircling 
veranda and the placing of porches, 
loggias or even uncovered terraces at 
such points as will enable the occu- 
pant to take a morning sun-bath or in 
the afternoon lounge in the shade, 
where the gentle breath of the trade- 
wind wafted up from tropical islands 
in more Southern latitudes of the 
Pacific bring to sore and tired lungs, 
healing balm and peaceful rest. 

In the East India bungalow a large 
living-room occupies the center of the 
house with sleeping- rooms on each of 
two sides. ‘The kitchen and quarters 
for servants are in detached houses, 
the former being connected with “the 
house” by a covered passage. ‘This 
was made necessary by reason of the 
evident readiness of the thatches to 
catch fire and destroy the entire estab- 
lishment, for in those days cooking 
stoves and ranges were unknown and 
the cooking was done on open fires 
built upon a raised platform or table 
of clay. ‘The isolation of the only 
part of the ménage where fire was ever 
used solved the problem as far as the 
household gods at least were con- 
cerned. If the dinner was cooled by 
a lengthy passage from the kitchen to 
the table it was usually so impregnated 
with curry that enough heat remained 
to satisfy all but the most exacting. 

In California the isolation of the ser- 
vants’ rooms and kitchen department 
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THE BUNGALOW OF MR. LINDSAY, ALTADENA, CALIFORNIA 

frees the house from odors of cooking, for the trade- 

winds are so constant that by properly locating these 
service rooms absolute freedom from this annoyance 

may be secured as well as the surety of more privacy, 

which the “one floor plan” sometimes makes difh- 
cult to obtain. 

Che several illustrations herewith given set forth 

good examples of what may be defined as “accli- 
matized bungalows” as well as some houses, the 

inspiration for which may easily be traced to Spain 
or Mexico and Italy, and improperly called bunga- 
lows, but which by any other name would still be 
quite as beautiful. 

Of this latter type the home of Mr. Francis W. 

Wilson of Santa Barbara is a charming one showing 
unmistakable Italian origin, but it cannot properly 

be called a bungalow. 
the letter H, with the ends of the two rear legs con- 

nected by a wall about six feet high from which flows 
a stream of water falling into a little pool in and 
around which caladiums are growing, forming a 
delightful feature of the enclosed court where com- 
plete privacy is assured. 

The house of Mr. A. J. Eddy at Pasadena, Cali- 

fornia, is another one possessing much beauty of 

§° 

The house is in the form of 

finish throughout its interior where primitive designs 
and effects have been employed—after being refined 
and beautified to meet modern usages. ‘The exterior 
presents the severe simplicity of detail which is so 
restful and which characterized all the older adobe 
ranch houses, after which it has evidently been 
patterned. 

The home of Arturo Bandini, Esq., located on the 

outskirts of Pasadena, is built on three sides of a 
court and shows the Mexican form constructed in 
the simplest manner, of redwood boards set upright, 

the joints both inside and outside, being covered with 
three-inch battens. The exterior is left in the rough 
and stained, while the inside is surfaced and given 
a thin light oil finish to prevent spotting of the wood 
and yet retain as nearly as possible its natural color. 
The interior illustrations suggest much room and 
comfort and artistic possibilities at comparatively 
small outlay. 

What may be considered a type both of Southern 
California bungalows and California rural homes, is 
seen in the Fitzgerald house at Duarte, California. 
It is situated in perhaps the most beautiful stretch 
of country in the San Gabriel valley, and has for a 
background the Sierra Madre mountains, whose 
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THE LIVING-ROOM LOOKING INTO THE DINING-ROOM 

fringing pines on the summit appear from the valley 
below like the ranks of an army, ever moving yet 
never advancing. The house itself is embowered in 
vines and its setting is amidst orange and olive groves. 
The spreading pepper tree shown in the foreground 
of the picture extends its arms across the broad drive- 
way and shades the miniature pool and water-garden 
with its trellis sheltered seat adjoining. The roof of 
the house almost unbroken, with its broad expanse 
of silvery gray showing against the mountain back- 
ground, the encircling veranda a mass of luxuriant rose 
and other vines and the broad sun-lit spaces, all make 
the house picturesque and attractive in the extreme. 
An inexpensive yet exceedingly comfortable bunga- 

low is that of Mr. Schuyler Cole at Colegrove, Los 
Angeles County, California. The exterior is so 
screened by trees and covered with vines that but a 
faint idea can be gotten from the pictures of its size 
and general effect. The plan, however, will show the 
measurements. The arrangement is typical, the 
detail and finish simple in the extreme. The com- 
forts and conveniences provided, however, are all that 
are usually found in much more pretentious houses 
and the sanitary appliances all that could be desired. 
The view given of Mr. Benj. F. Thurston’s sidehill 
bungalow on West Bellefountaine Street, Pasadena, 

BUNGALOW_OF MR. LINDSAY, ALTADENA, CALIFORNIA 

shows a very typical adaptation of the Far East- 

ern idea to local conditions. The house is of 
frame, the exterior cemented on*metal lath. The 
foundations, chimneys, and porch column work 
all being of boulders from the bed of the near-by 
mountain stream. ‘The wide veranda faces the west, 
on which side the most shelter from the sun is usually 
provided. Extensive and beautiful views are ob- 
tained from this porch both up the Arroyo Seco 

canon with the foothills and mountains beyond, and 
down over the Los Angeles hills to the Pacific 
Ocean. The wing at the rear of the house which 
extends at an angle from the main building contains 
the kitchen conveniences properly located so that 
all odors are carried away from the house, as the 

trade-winds blow from the southwest. The house 
is a new one; given one year, or at most, two, and the 

growth of vines, shrubs, etc., will so enfold it as to 

make it hardly possible to recognize in it the same 
house herewith shown. 

The bungalow built for Mrs. D. H. Girouard at Alta- 
dena, California, is located near the top of the long 
heavy grade of the mesa which slopes from the Sierra 
Madre mountains down to Pasadena, some five miles 
away. The house faces the south, thus securing to the 
principal rooms, unobstructed, the magnificent views 
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THE LIVING-ROOM IN MR. LINDSAY'S BUNGALOW, SHOWING THE ROUGH STONE FIREPLACE 

which on clear days extend even to the Channel 

Islands, some torty miles off shore in the Pacific 

Ocean. The approach is from the avenue above 
the house by walks and a carriage way leading to the 
small porch shown on plan. From this porch an 

entrance hall leads to the central living-room which 

extends entirely through the house, opening by 
generous French windows onto a piazza at the south. 
The living-room is panel wainscoted to the héight of 
about eight feet where the ceiling, as shown in the 
illustration, is divided into panels on the rake by light 

moulded beams; the center of the ceiling is treated 

THE HOUSE OF MR. A. J. EDDY, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA, SHOWING MEXICAN INSPIRATION 
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AQUATIC POOL AND RUSTIC SEAT—THE 

in a similar manner, the panels being plastered. A 

large fireplace and brick mantel form an attractive 
feature of this room. Reference to the plan will 
show a very successful arrangement of the sleeping- 
rooms and conveniences for the family on one side of 
the living-room; on the other side the dining-room, 
facing east and south, with the kitchen department 
complete and servant’s room, placed to be as lit- 
tle in evidence as possible; an octagonal latticed 
and screened porch masks the outside kitchen 
entrance. 

The exterior walls are covered with cedar shingles, 
stained. The roof, which is unbroken by excrescences, 
has wide extending eaves. The chimney tops are of 
cobblestone laid in cement mortar with joints well 
raked out to give light and shade effects. Casement 
windows with small lights of glass lend a definite 
charm to the appearance of the house, which as a 
whole, possesses much merit in the frank combination 
of the useful and the artistic. 

A most satisfactory house is the bungalow of Mr. 

Lindsay, also located at Altadena. A very pleasing 
rusticity in the exterior appearance is given by the 
use of the trunks of small trees for porch columns 
and railings and the cobblestone work of the chimneys 
and foundations. The house is low-spreading and 
inviting;—the roof lines are good and are practically 

FITZGERALD HOME, DUARTE, CALIFORNIA 

unbroken. From the two views given of the interior 
may be seen the general character of the finish and 
furnishings of houses of this type in Southern Cali- 
fornia—indicative of the great amount of comfort pos- 
sible with minimum expenditure of care and energy. 

It must not be inferred that bungalows and houses 
of similar character are confined to Southern Califor- 
nia in this country. The conditions of climate, 
however, render them particularly suitable for all the 
year occupancy there. 

In recent years they have been found on both sides 
of the Continent to be ideal for summer houses either 
at the seashore or in the mountains. Long Island 
has many examples of them, while the New Jersey 
coast resorts and inland towns are replete with them, 
and the general favor accorded them has resulted 
in very many having been erected for suc h uses. 

The ‘ ‘Encyclopedia Britannica” says; “ The Bun- 
galow is the kind of house occupied by Europeans in 
the interior of India. It is a one storied thatched 
or tiled house usually surrounded by a veranda. 
Houses of masonry with terraced roofs are dis- 
tinguished as ‘packa-houses.’ The name is a 
corruption of the native word bangla—Bengalese 
and probably refers to the first place or district, where 
the native house of similar form was noticed by 
Europeans.” 
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The Pittsburgh Country Club 

American Country Clubs 
IV. THE PITTSBURGH COUNTRY CLUB 

By MABEL TUKE PRIESTMAN 

fix Country Club of Pittsburgh is one of the 
most ambitiou$ and progressive suburban 
clubs in the United States, and all its members 

are loyal and enthusiastic supporters of all its func- 
tions. [he choice of its location is a particularly happy 
one. It is situated on a hill just beyond the long stretch 
of Beechwood Boulevard, where three promontories 
jut out into the four mile Run Valley. The central 
promontory, undoubtedly the most beautiful of the 
three, is the one upon which the country club is 
situated. It is 464 feet above the water line in the 
heart of the city, and 1170 feet above sea level. It is 
within half a mile of the boulevard driveway and 
scarcely a mile from the street cars. 

A lovelier or more accessible spot for a country 
club could not have been chosen, and its command- 
ing view, covering 360 degrees of the circle, and its 
exposed position make it always a cool and desirable 
spot in the hot days of summer. The broad drive- 
way which winds round the hill allows the visitor 
an excellent opportunity of viewing the club house. 

It is built in Colonial style and is surrounded on 
two sides by wide verandas. ‘The entrance is in the 
center of the building, and is reached through the 
piazza from the porte-cochére. The handsome 
portico extends some distance beyond the main 
porch and adds to the distinctive approach. The 
building is formed of overlapping boards, painted 

gray, with white trims. ‘The dormer windows in the 
roof add a pleasing quality to the general effect of the 
club house, and the heavy columns supporting the 
piazza roof have an imposing appearance. 

A good view is obtained from the round porch at 
one end of the building. It serves a useful purpose 
in being a charming outdoor dining-room. Masses 
of palms banked against the bright awnings, with 
the scent of flowers wafted in from the flower boxes 
on the piazza, make it an ideal spot for dining. 

The dining-room itself overlooks this porch. ‘The 
room is attractively broken by heavy columns support- 
ing deep moulded beams. ‘The walls are covered 
with blue green tapestry. The ceiling is stenciled 
with a wide border repeating the tones of the wall 
fabric. The furniture is of beautifully carved heavy 
mahogany, while the floors are partly covered with 
rugs having a very heavy pile, which were made to 
orderin Vienna. ‘The floor of the dining-room has 
been laid with handsome maple, for dancing, and 
may be engaged for that purpose after dinner hours, 
although one third of the room can be cut off and 
used at all hours. 

Adjoining the dining-room are the reception and 
reading-rooms, which are divided by columns in the 
same way as the dining-room, giving beautiful vistas 
into the rooms on either side. ‘The chairs are uphol- 
stered in leather and tapestry, and the rooms are 
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furnished with handsome mahogany furniture. The 
color scheme is repeated in the beautiful Vienna rugs. 
lhe heavy mouldings and white columns are pleas- 

ing features of 

which are fully 

for reading and writ- 

these rooms 

equipped 

ES ing, while 
ithe same 

pi ano. 

another division of 

rooms contains a 

PORCH 
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First Floor Plan = 

ITS CHARMING INGLE-NOOK 

Taking our way through the house we find 
ourselves in a spacious hall, which is attractively 
papered with scenic paper of Colonial 

design, surmount- ing a low paneled 
dado painted white. 

The wide stair- 
case is a particu- 

larly imposing 
one, with its treads and 

hand-rail of mahogany. The 
feature of the club is the clas- 

» sical appearance of the lower part, 
with its stately columns dividing one 
room from another. 

The billiard-room is on the right of the 
hall and carries out the same style of architecture 
as the rest of the house. A charming ingle-nook 

is divided by columns and the wall is surrounded 
by a high wainscoting of oak, with a handsome 
frieze ornamented with detail border lines. One 
end of the billiard-room opens into another hall- 
way through which the gnill room can be reached. 
It is suitably furnished with chairs and tables of 
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The Pittsburgh Country Club. 

THE GRILL ROOM 

massive oak, and the high walls are paneled with oak 
to the height of the doorways. The ceiling is 
heavily beamed, and each panel is ornamented with 

carvings harmonizing with the frieze. The grill room 
is completely cut off | = = —séfrrtcom’ the 
remainder of the . 4} club. 

The center of the mf building, 
hall, is behind the main 4 | 

| 

Y ] 
‘ saan, See aa | | 

Hy | 
HAT 

Second Floor Plan he. = 3} 

devoted to the service quarters. In an adjoining 
building connected with the main club house by a 
piazza, are the locker- rooms and shower- 

baths. In the main \ club house there are 
thirty-two well- %\ appointed bed- 
rooms on the second floor, as 
wellas \ dressing-rooms, 

and a private 
dining-room for the 

- P- ladies. From early 
_ spring until late in the fall 
these rooms are in constant use 

\ notonly by the members of the club 
but by their families. 

The smoking-room, bowling-alleys, and 
rifle-range may be found in the basement below 
the piazza and locker-room. The smoking-room 

is of ample proportion, with paneled walls and low 
beamed ceiling. The generous fireplace is particu- 
larly worthy of note, with its wrought iron furnish- 
ings. 

In addition to the provisions already named for 
the accommodation of the members and theirfriends, 
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The Pittsburgh Country Club 

REGISTERED JERSEY CATTLE BELONGING TO THE CLUB 

THE FOURTH HOLE 
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THE FOUR-IN-HAND BELONGING TO THE COUNTRY CLUB 

THE MAIN PIAZZA IN FRONT OF THE CLUB 



The Pittsburgh 

fine golf links, lawn tennis courts, bowling alleys, polo 
held, riding, driving, coaching and concerts are all 
available to the members and guests. The club forms 
an important factor in the social life of Pittsburgh. 

The club is a very progressive one, and its board 
of directors are enthusiastic in widening its spheres. 
Eventually it will possess a swimming-pool and 
indoor riding-school as well as its own greenhouse. 
The pool has already been designed. It is proposed 
to build the pool sixty feet long and thirty feet wide, 
also to have a suite of Turkish baths attached and 
an instructor in swimming will be in attendance 
who can teach the children of the members, and be 
responsible for their safety. 

For the near future a few squash courts, more 
tennis courts, tether ball and bowling on the green, 

with a good gymnasium are already planned. 
The club already possesses accommodation for 

sixty horses and polo ponies as well as commodious 
stabling. It is expected sometime in the future the 
Pittsburgh horse shows will be held in the riding- 
school. A competent nding master is always in 
attendance, and is subject to the call not only of 
members of the club but their families. 

A unique feature of the club is the possession of 

Country Club 

several pleasure vehicles. ‘The four-in-hand coach 
“Hiawatha,” the four-in-hand break, and the 
tandem-cart have all been given to the club by some 
of its horse-loving members, and are fully appreciated. 
Polo ponies for nding, or for polo practice, may be en- 
gaged at any time except on days when a match game 
is going on and lessons in polo may be arranged for. 

The club being a mile or a mile and a half away 
from the street cars, arrangements are made, whereby 
members not choosing to go in their own, or not pos- 
sessing their own conveyances, can be taken to the 

club by the club’s automobiles and wagonettes. 
The outdoor sports are confined to golf, and tennis. 

Golf being the chief game of interest at this country 
club, and though only possessing a nine hole course, 
its members are enthusiastic lovers of the sport. 
The holes are all visible from the club porches. 

Every privilege is given to ladies and children to 
make full and free use of the club house and ground for 
afternoon teas, porch parties, picnics, card parties, etc. 

The Country Club of Pittsburgh is perhaps the 
only club in the United States owning its own herd 
of registered Jersey cattle as well as a herd of Berk- 
shire swine. They also grow their own vegetables 
and raise their own chickens. 

THE SMOKING-ROOM IN THE BASEMENT OF THE CLUB HOUSE 
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Artistic Japanese Features for Gardens 

and Country Estates 
By F. MAUDE 

OWEVER much we have cause to change our 

minds from time to time, regarding the Jap- 
anese people, never within the memory of 

even the oldest inhabitant, has there been a shadow 

of doubt as to their exquisite ideas in art. Their 
superb embroideries serve for everything from collar 
embellishments to wall panels. As for their skill 

with the brush, their figures are so lifelike as to have 
been prettily touched off as literally arising and walk- 
ing off the paper. 

Though fascinated with their landscape gardens 
in miniature the occidental regards such topiary 
efforts as mere curios or child’s play. Indeed, many 

children do try their hands at such effects, with no 
more space than a_ window sill box affords. 
Grown-ups, however, with more or less of the 

blessed earth at their command go in for broader 

S¢ heme s. 

[he stone lanterns are most frequently used 

of the real Japanese features. [hey are altogether 

fascinating, whether they be of the tall grace- 

ful, or low squat, form. ‘These odd and _ interest- 

ing importations are set at such places in their 
grounds as require lights. It must, however, be 

admitted that some merely “erect’’ them as monu- 

ments to their money or vanity. Of course they 

may be hewn out of native stone. Very many, truly 
copied and praiseworthy, never saw the Flowery 
Kingdom, a sight just now as much desired as was 

GATEWAY IN BRICK, TILE AND IRON 

02 

SMITH 

JAPANESE STONE LANTERN 

that of Paris when somebody, long ago, was 
moved to say, “See Paris and die.” But no 
longer are we content with seeing. ‘here’s 
the desire to bring home, to utilize, and to 
make beautiful. 

For large estates, where various effects 
may be carried out, a stunning addition is 
the Japanese temple gate. Many fancy, at 
first hearing of this gate, that it is but a thin 
frame, little more than our own gateways. 
Not so, the temple gate in Japan is a two- 
story affair with a balcony around the upper 
story. It may serve asa mere shelter or as an 
outdoor sitting-room or studio of the most 
fascinating and seductive character. The 
first floor is open, though in Japan great 
carved figures of terrifying gods guard it at 
each end. There, too, the second story would 
be filled with the religious emblems that 

eres 



Artistic Japanese Features for Gardens and Country Estates 

appear so grotesque to us and 
mean so muchtothem. The stair- 
way runs upatoneside. The one 
illustrated was brought from 
Japan, where it was carefully 
taken down, and here it was as 
carefully put up again, by Japa- 
nese workmen, after its long 
journey. It might be copied at 
a modest figure. 

Gateways, as they are under- 
stood by most persons, may be 
charmingly done in the Japanese 
fashion, too. 

A gateway in a wall or iron 
fence may be artistically accom- 
plished in carved stone and orna- 
mented iron work, while a wall 
of brick, with wide mortar joints, 

is effective with a gateway done 

in brick and tile. 

Or the gateway may be of 
wood, painted as well as carved. 

Indeed, the painting is an im- 
portant item of all Japanese fea- 
tures. Without their peculiarly 

AN ATTRACTIVE JAPANESE BRIDGE 

brilliant shade of red paint or lacquer it is all wrong. water, and the stately pink and white flowers have 
Placed near by the temple gate already writ- an unusually fragile appearance as compared with 

ten of, and over a stream connecting two lotus the stocky little bridge with its nearly circular fiery 
ponds, is a Japanese bridge. This wooden struc- red railings and supports. The remainder of the 
ture spans most sketchily the pretty ribbon of _ bridgeis left natural color. Ofa truth it has not the air 

of a bridge built for Americans, but 
rather seems designed for the atti- 
tudinizings of a troupe of eign 
from the land of the Mikado « 
for this wonderful folk as we 
know them on the paper fans from 
the land across the sea. 

The beautiful Wistaria, the leg- 
endary pine (both grown by the 
Japanese to perfection) that chal- 
lenger of the breezes, the tall bam- 
boo, should supplement the pic- 
ture in those grounds favored with 
Japanese architectural touches, 
while the porcelain bowl with its 
pigmy garden, includinga gnarled, 
lichen-covered evergreen, will 
adorn the temple gate studio. 

It is peculiarly interesting that 
just as we are going in for Japa- 
nese features en grand, the Japs 
themselves are broadening their 
scheme of gardening, the advanced 
Japanese landholder now speak- 
ing of his horticultural interests 
by the hundred acres instead of 

JAPANESE TEMPLE GATE AS A STUDIO by the square foot. 
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THE SPREEWALD 
A BIT OF THE OLD WORLD 

By WILLIAM MAYNER 

HE rivers Havel and Spree lend to the general 
landscape of the Mark of Brandenburg a 
peculiarly fascinating character, but it is the 

Spreewald ” in particular, over which an indescri- 
bable charm seems to rest. One cannot but be 
impressed and feel a wonderful interest in the cus- 
toms, dress, mode of living and language of the 
inhabitants of the Spreewald, the remnants of a 
once powerful race, known as the Wends. The 
Wends are a Slavic tribe which once occupied the 
Northern and Eastern parts of Germany. 

The Colony of Burg, in the Spreewald,was founded 
in the year 1765 by Frederick the Great; the 
hundred settlers who came at that time from Austria, 
Bohemia, Hungary, Saxony and Silesia, receiving 
each about eighteen acres of fiscal land. It is note- 
worthy too that the settlers of German weavers in the 
village of Burg, soon adopted the Wendish, or, more 

correctly speaking, the Sorbish language, customs, 
opinions and even physically acquired a pronounced 
Wendish type. Especially in Burg, has the dress 
and custom remained Wendish. ‘The women go to 

és 

av. 
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communion service dressed in black (as if in mourn- 
ing) with white cloaks. The dress of the bride, as 
will be seen in our illustration, js particularly pictur- 

esque. 
Even at the beginning of the eighteenth century 

almost the whole area of the Spreewald was an 
impenetrable forest. Now, however,the forest does 
not occupy more than a fifth part of the Spreewald. 
It is computed that nearly 50,000 tourists visit the 
Spreewald annually. 

There is something weird and uncanny in the 
superstitious character of the inhabitants of the 
Spreewald. The most fantastic legends are re- 
lated and believed by these simple peasants. At 
night the old Wendic King is said to ride headless 
over the hill. Black men are alleged to be seen by 
the peasants at dawn; at dusk women clad in white 

are said to “walk” the forest. As soon as deep holes 
are bored in the hill, great serpents raise their heads. 
These legends are solemnly believed by the Wends. 

In the warm weather almost all the trafhc 

is carried on in boats. The boat carries the 
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takes him 

to the happiest festival of his life 

his wedding, and finally bears him on 

journey in his coffin to his last 

When winter stretches 
its crystal bridges over the Spreewald, 
the skating and sleighing begin be- 
tween the various villages. 

The night before the burial of a 
Spreewalder, a chorus of girls sing 
funeral hymns around the open coffin, 
which is surrounded by many 

burning candles the 
which the deceased had 

the custom in Burg 
relatives of the 

appear clad entirely in white cloth, so 

that only the eyes and hands are free. 

It seems hardly credible, but it is true, 

that when the cof 

hn is carned out, 

the bees and the 

Spreewalder to baptism, 

his 

resting place 

as 

as 

lived. 

for the 

de ceased to 

yveawrs 

lt 18 

female 

cattle are solemnly 
informed by these 

simple folk, that 

now they to 

have a new master 

whom they will 

have to obey. It 

is hard to believe 

that this “Sleepy 

Hollow "is within 

two hours’ journey 
by train from the 

great modern city 
of Berlin, but such 
isthefact. Im- 

mediately after 

are 
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INTERIOR OF A WENDISH PEASANT’S HOUSE 

INN OR LODGING HOUSE 

the death of a 

Spreewalder, the 
windows are 
opened wide, to 
“let out the soul.” 
The bench on 
which the cofhn 
has stood is 
knocked over at 
once, sothat 

no person may 
sit upon it and 
“die after.’’ 
These supersti- 
tious Wends also 
believe that in or- 
der that the grave 
may not sink in, 
all the names of 
the relatives of 

the deceased must be recited, a light 
meal must be eaten before the burial, 
to be followed afterwards bya regular 
funeral feast with plentiful beer and 
schnapps. 

It was Professor Virchow who 
asserted that the excavations around 

the “Schlossberg” at Burg, showed 
undoubted evidences of prehistoric 
dwellings. The Slavs entered this par- 
ticular district in the sixth century. 
In the period of the Margrave Geros 

(so runs the legend) a Wendish prince 
by the name of Ciscibor, after the de- 
struction of his castle on the ‘‘ Landes- 
krone” near Gorlitz, fled to the Spree- 
wald. He wandered to the banks of 
the Spree, built himself a raft and 
floated safely down the river as far as 



FARM BUILDINGS 

“* Niederlausitz. ” 
Here he built the 
castle of Burg, and 
ruled over the 

Wends of Nieder- 
lausitz as king. 
The last king of 
the Wends is said 
to have perished in 
the flames in the 
year 1298. 

Many centuries 
ago, in the district 
between the rivers 
Elbe and Oder, 
lived the Germanic 
races known as the 
Semnones and the 
Longobards. After 
them, in the fifth 
and sixth centuries the Slavic people, 
the Wends, came and took possession 
of the abandoned lands. 

The Wends of the Middle Mark of 

Brandenburg were “ Liutizen,” a peo- 
ple related to the Poles. The only 
band that held them together, after 
a fashion, was the powerful priesthocd, 
whose headquarters were at Rhetra. 
They were noted for their hospitality. 
To be hospitable was a duty. He who 
fulfilled this obligation was honored. 
He who neglected it was despised. On 
the other hand, we are told that they 
were given to lying, treachery and were 
cruel to helpless enemies. ‘Their prov- 
erb, “Thou shalt divide with friends in 
the morning what thou hast stolen 
during the night,” shows how little 

The Spreewald 
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developed were their ideas of “mine” 
and “thine.” With the Wends the 
blood revenge was a sacred duty, to be 
carried out by the survivors or rela- 
tives of a murdered Wend. Polygamy 
prevailed among the Wends. The sons 
were treated with great love and care 
by the parents, but the daughters were 
regarded as a burden. When there 
were several daughters in one family, 
some of them were killed. Sick or 
superannuated Wends had to be taken 
care of by their relatives. They were 
not infrequently buried alive, or beaten 
to death. Sometimes the wife was 
burned with the dead body of her hus- 
band.* But this was only done if she 
had previously made a vow to this 

effect. The Wends 
did not regard this 
as cruel or without 
feeling, for they 
regarded a violent 
death as a great 
honor, and as se- 
curing an entrance 
into the Kingdom 
of Happiness. The 
Wends, like all 
Slavs, were an in- 
dustrious and fru- 
gal folk. The 
Wends carried ona 

* Dead bodies were either 
buried or burned, Crema 
tion was 1¢garded as a great 
honor paid to the deceased. 
The ashes were carefully 
collected and placed in urns. 
Huge stones formed the sep- 

LINEN ulchres. Some of these 

graves are still preserved 
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flourishing trade with their neighbors in the East and 
West. Both land and waterways were availed of for 
trafhe. There were no bridges at that time, but the 
streams were crossed by means of primitive ferries. 
lhe trade was not merely exchange, but the Wends 
bought and sold, though the gold was not counted, 
but weighed. The conditions and functions of house- 

hold life were influenced by household gods. Every 
“house-father” made his own household gods out of 
wood, stone or iron. The demigods were spirits 

who carried out the orders of the gods. 
hey carried on their work by night. They brought 
good luck to those who left them undisturbed. But 

whoever interfered with the demigods was sure to 
suffer misfortun [hus superstition created beings 
the names of which still live in the language of the 
folk, such as dragons, manikins and goblins. 

But, to return to the modern Spreewald. 

or ghosts 

The 

greater part of the meadow-land belongs to the land- 
lords at Straupitz (Count Houwald), and at Lib- 

benau (Count Lynar), and in part to the town of 

Roval F ore st Fiscal authonities, and 

to the Royal Court Chamber in the Lower Spree- 

wald 

| ubbe nau, the 

lhe peasant farmers of the Spreewald lease 
the land from these owners. 

In the Spreewald district, the nver Spree is divided 
into no less than 300 small streams, and during the 
season between the autumn and spring, by the 

THE HOME 
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regular flooding of the land, a great lake, many 
miles in extent is formed. 

Liibbenau derives a considerable income from its 
culture of beans, horseradish, celery, carrots and cab- 
bage and has become celebrated for its export of 
sour cucumbers. 

Most tourists prefer to visit the Spreewald in the 
spring, although this whole district is intensely inter- 
esting at any season of the year, awaking as it does 
the remembrance of the long struggle between two 
nations and two religions. It is true we no longer 
find the old Spreewald of the chroniclers, of almost 
endless extent, impenetrable, and the hiding place of 
wolf and bear. Since the completion of the Cottbus 
& Liibben railway, the district can be comfortably 

traversed by the tourist. The enterprising Spree- 
wald Verein (association) has, by constructing new 
bridges and the erection of signs, etc., made the way 
more pleasant and less dangerous for the wandering 
tourist than was formerly the case. For those desir- 
ing to lead the simple life, | can cordially recommend 
the Spreewald. 

If the stranger from the North selects Libbenau 
as the entrance portal to this strange and magic 
corner of the earth, he will, on leaving the railway 
station at Liibbenau, be greatly impressed by the 
picturesque and noteworthy spectacle. ‘The Spree- 
wald maidens with their bright and many colored 

OF A FORESTER 



The Spreewald 

“tenedern. 

LUXURIOUS SIMPLICITY—INTERIOR OF A WENDISH HOUSE 

dress form an agreeable contrast to the simple, almost 

sombre apparel of the sunburnt, powerfully built 
men. As will be seen from the pictures, the skirts 
of the Wendish girls reach just below the knee; they 
are generally of a bright scarlet hue, trimmed with 

black velvet. The bodice is generally of black velvet, 
and white sleeves, the head-dress being either white 
or colored. White stockings and half-shoes add to 
the picturesque effect. The Spreewald bridesmaids 
especially, carry a small fortune—in skirts. The 
more skirts they put on, the wealthier the family. 

The Spreewald girls spin and weave the materials for 
their own dresses. The men are engaged chiefly 
in fishing, gardening and agriculture, the spade tak- 
ing the place of the plough. On the outskirts of the 
Spreewald, the people have become somewhat more 
Germanised, but in the Spreewald proper, it is 
wonderful with what tenacity the peasants cling to 
the traditional dress, customs and language of their 
ancestors. May this primitive, magic little spot of 
green, refreshing in its simplicity, long be preserved 
from the too aggressive inroads of a prosaic and 
effete civilization. 

The Spreewald is unique in its charm, its legendary 
history and fables. Certainly its like cannot be 
found in E urope, perhaps not in the whole world. 
» The former wilderness of the Spreewald, sur- 
rounded as it was by bogs, constituted a safe refuge 

for the Wends, who were striving to defend their 
religion and their nationality. ‘The heavy cavalry 
of the Saxons, in their campaigns against the Poles, 
had to halt before this labyrinth of bogs and impene- 
trable thicket. Under the shade of the venerable 
oaks, rose the grotesque figures of the ancient gods 
of the Wends. Here, too, in later years, fled the 
inhabitants of the neighboring villages with what the y 
could save of their property, during the Thirty Years’ 
War. 

Axe and saw have since brought light and air into 
this forest which the old Wends regarded as imper- 
ishable. 

The Upper Spreewald formerly extended from 
Liibben to Cottbus, and still forms the principal 
point of attraction to tourists. But the Lower 
Spreewald, geographically, ethnographically and 
historically, can really lay claim to be the more 
interesting. ‘lhe systematic excavations which were 
carried on for so many years under the direction of 
Professor Virchow, afford conclusive evidence that 
the district was inhabited even before the immigra- 
tion of the Slavs from the East. The gradual popu- 
lating of the Spreewald by the forefathers of the 
present inhabitants took place in the fifth century. 
Fishing, hunting, the cultivation of flax and the 
production of honey, and cattle-breeding, constituted 
at that time the principal occupation of the Wends, 
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FUNERALS ON THE WATER IN THE SPREEWALD ee ee: ERAT 

and even nowadays a weaving-stool for utilizing the houses. Each must be surrounded by a free space, 
self-gained flax, forms a necessary part of the house- forming in its way a “castle” of itself. There 
hold furniture. 1 have spoken elsewhere of the is in the warm season a lively boat trafic between 

Wends of the Middle 

Mark of Brandenburg 
being treacherous and 
deceitful, not so the 

Wends of the Spreewald. 

These people are tradi- 

tionally hospitable, 

open and honest. Who- 

ever refused hospital- 

ity to a stranger, ran 

the msk of having his 
house burned during the 
night. The block-house 
of the Spreewalder gen- 

erally consists of three 

rooms only: living-room, 
bedroom and kitchen. 

The illustrations of the 

interiors show in some 

instances much comfort 

and a strange ming- 
ling of the old and new. 

lhe rude block-houses 

of Lehde, Leipe and 
Burg, as far as arrange- 
ment, form and con- 

struction are concerned, 

correspond almost 

exactly to the square, 
massive blockhauses de- 

scribed by Tacitus. 
The Wends never 

build semi-detached A WENDISH BRIDE 

house and house, vil- 
lage and village, over 
the 300 small streams. It 
is sweet to hear the greet- 
ing of the rowers Pom- 

ogaj Bog wamas the 
boats glide noiselessly, 
save the plash of the 
oars, over these “ Vene- 
tian streets.”” Where- 
upon the greeting is ac- 
knowledged by Bog 
zekujscho! — May God 
requite you. 

In addition to per- 
sonal study of the Spree- 
wald and its inhabitants, 
made on the spot, I 
have availed myself of 
the following literature: 

Die Landschaften der Prov- 

inz Brandenburg— 
Dr. Ed. Zache. 

Markische Streifzige— 

A. Trinius. 

Spreeland—Theodor Fontane. 

Der Spreewald— 

Albert Goldschmidt. 

Eine Frahlingsfahrt in den 
Spreewald—Dr. Miller. 

Die Wenden der Mittelmark— 

Friedrich Wienecke. 

Die Provinz Brandenburg in 
Wort und Bild. 



The Small House Which is Good 
A Half-Timbered Cottage at Nutley, N.J. 

WIiLiiaM Strom, Architect 

HIS house thoroughly good, from whatever 
point of view it may be considered, was 
designed by the architect owner for his own 

occupancy. The exterior with its random ashlar 
stone foundations and porch work; the exposed 
timbers of the wall construction filled between with 
stucco work; the steep pitch of the roof and the 
charming casement windows, all proclaim the Eng- 
lish origin of the inspiration. ‘The trees and ever- 
greens surrounding it provide the final requisite for 
the suggestion that it is the lodge of some great estate. 

From the low recessed porch whose stone columns 
carry the projection of the second story of the house, 
one enters the little hall, finished in oak with walls 
tinted a shade of buff. The stairway at the left has a 
landing up two nisers above the floor, where a case- 
ment window looks out upon the lawn. A Chinese 
lantern of teakwood and painted glass hangs from 
the ceiling; on the polished floor is an Oriental rug 
of soft coloring. 

The lower floor, while small, is well arranged and 
all the space is utilized to its fullest possibility. 
Generous fireplaces are found in the parlor and 
dining-room and in the latter Chester cabinets are 
built in the corners of the rooms. 

The color scheme of these two rooms is very 
agreeable indeed. The parlor is in dull green, 
russet brown and mahogany. Low book shelves fill 
much of the wall space. The hangings for the leaded 
windows and the square archways, as well as the 
upholstery of the divan and chairs, are in a some- 
what darker shade of green than that of the walls. 
The dining-room walls are in dull red with hangings 
of the same colorina deeper shade. A _ beautiful 
old Sheraton sideboard is a feature of this room. It is 
flanked by a fascinating mullioned casement win- 
dow. 

The second floor is remarkably roomy, has four 
well- lighted chambers, as may be seen by the accom- 

panying plans. Here are two more fireplaces built 
in quaint pattern of yellow gray or red brick. The 
walls are covered with old-fashioned pale yellow 

paper with plain stripes of old rose or orange. We 
find some splendid examples of old furniture in the 
family heirlooms: highboys, sewing tables, low 
posted bedsteads in Colonial mahogany and brass 
trimmed dressers of the First Empire. The bath- 
room is shortened somewhat to allow for a curious 
little stairway to the maid’s room in the attic. Al- 
together this is an exceedingly attractive house for 
the cost. It was built some years since, but could 
be duplicated to-day for about five thousand dollars. 

A Colonial House at Highland Park, IIl. 

ArTHUR G. Brown, Architect 

ig: home of Mr. Elisha Morgan, which, while 
only ten minutes’ walk from the railway 
station, is a veritable “ Nest in the Woods.” 

It is built upon the edge of a wooded ravine a block 
from the bluff overlooking Lake Michigan. 

It faces the west, which gives a delightful outlook 
to the south and east, over and through the wooded 
growth of the ravine. 

The exterior follows closely the form and detail 
of the New England Colonial, being clapboarded 
and painted white. ‘The outside of the front door is 
painted white and with the side-lights, fan-transom 
and gabled entablature presents a quaint and very 
attractive feature to the street. 

From an open stoop the entrance hall is reached 
through a vestibule. The woodwork throughout 
the house is all eggshel-white enamel finish, and all 
doors are birch and of one panel design, all stained 
with dark mahogany wood tint and finished with 
shellac and florsatin. ‘The stair-treads and the 
hand-rail are also of birch stained to dark ma- 
hogany. 

The living-room, 14x25 feet, has east, west and 
south exposures. On the latter side, entrance to the 
screened porch is effected by French windows. ‘The 
fireplace in this room is low and broad. ‘The facing 
of mantel is of light buff brick laid in red mortar. 
The mantel shelf and brackets which support it are 
of birch stained dark mahogany. ‘The white wood- 
work of this room, the mahogany shelf and the brass 
andirons make a most pleasing combination with the 
delicate green of the walls. 

The dining-room has a plate rail at a height of 
six feet. The walls are tinted “pumpkin yellow.” 

The kitchen department is complete and provided 
with every convenience. 

The second floor has three bedrooms and a bath- 
room. The bedroom on the south has a fireplace 
and has been arranged for the owner’s use, with 
double closets each having an outside window. 

The third or attic floor besides a bedroom has a 
servant's room, a bath-room and a large unfinished 
room for storing trunks, etc. 

All floors except in the kitchen are of oak, un- 
stained. ‘The wood finish, as well as the plaster 
walls to a height of five and a half feet in the bath- 
rooms are finished in white enamel. 

The house is heated by a hot water system. The 
hardware is artistic, glass knobs having been used 
on the doors throughout the house. The plumbing 
devices are of the best sanitary type. The house 
cost $6,300. 
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The Utility and Beauty of Mosaic 
Floors 

By KARL LANGENBECK 

O-DAY we are spread over a much greater 
portion of the surface of the earth than were 

those great builders of country houses, the 
Romans, and we therefore are required in our build- 

ings to meet more varying conditions of climate 
which affect the comfort and convenience of those who 

occupy them. Thisis particularly the case in America, 

where houses must be built to meet extremes of 

weather conditions in one and the same latitude. 

his difficulty was never encountered by the Romans 

in their building, even in their most outlying prov- 
inces. 

Then, too, apart from the mere comfort of home 

living, our ideas have advanced in so many ways that 
we naturally are making greater claims along the line 

I 
*3 v5 Mod is hy Km ie 

a 
te is 

of luxury at home, to accord with the conveniences 
with which we are surrounded in business life and in 
travel. The Romans were an eminently practical, 
and also a luxurious people as far as the material 
conditions of their day and degree of their inventions 
allowed; in fact they pushed their ingenuity into the 

service of comfort more rapidly than in any other 
direction; as, for instance, in their extensive appli- 

ances for bringing pure water into the cities and into 
the individual homes, as well as their provision for 
sewage disposal. These both show that our most 
modern ideas of sanitary plumbing are not greatly 
in advance of theirs save in little points of mechani- 
cal perfection. ‘The allusions found in literature to 
the engineering and sanitary work done by the 

MOSAIC FLOOR OF ROMAN VILLA 
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The Utility and Beauty of Mosaic Floors 

Romans, are but few, although it is clearly proven 
to us by history and modern research that those 
works were wonderful indeed. ‘Time has almost 
effaced the brick conduits, and the lead : ‘ping which 
we know they used has entirely disappeared. The 
floors, however, of their buildings, which remain to 

this dayin a 
marvelous state 
of preservation, 

show that in 

these they built 
against time 
itself. So im- 
portant did 
these people 
consider the 
permanent and 
indestructible 
floor thatit was 
a matterof great 
pride with them 
to have them 
embellished 
and beautified 
more than any 
other portion of 
the house. 

Pliny tells us 
in his time, that 

the man was 

considered a 
poor one indeed 
who could not 
afford to have 
at least one mo- 
saic floor. This 
was usually in 
the entrance 

hall of his coun- 
try home. The 
floors in these 
houses were 
of two kinds, 

either compos- 
ed of geomet- 
ric pieces of 
marble or small 
cut fragments. 
The Romans 
spoke of one as 
a floor in sectile 

and of the latter as one in tessere as we now speak 
of a floor in tile, or in mosaic. Even when the 
Romans left Italy and went to places where wood 
was as plenty as with usin earlier days, we find as 
in their villasin Britain, Gaul and Germany, they 
used these wonderful mosaic floors in preference to 
those of wood. 

ROMAN MOSAIC FLOOR 

This was the more remarkable as they were 
people of much experience in the tempering of tools 
and the working of soft material was certainly easier 
for them than the shaping of a hard one, and would 
have been not only simpier but cheaper. Though they 
knew nothing of microbes or the germs of infec- 

tion and disease, 
we cannot but 
admit that they 
knew much of 
cleanliness and 
valued it appar- 
ently beyond 
everything else, 

as their public 
and private 

baths and their 
extensive facili- 
ties for con- 
ducting water 
testify. We can 
clearly attribute 
to this cause 
their use of im- 
pervious floors 
which would be 
subject to no 
suspicion of de- 
cay, moreover, a 
matenal which 
was a poor con- 
ductor of heat 
and impervious 
to moisture un- 
doubtedly ap- 
pealed to their 
practical sense. 
These floors 
were conducive 
also to the 
safety of their 
household inas- 
much as they 
are not inflam- 
mable. While 
they lived much 
in the open air, 

they built their 
houses so that 
they might en- 
joy in privacy 

this out-door existence, for the open court which 
was found in the center of each villa, was sur- 
rounded by the rooms of the houses, though open 
to the sky above. 

The floors were planned to stand exposure from 
the weather as the partly overhanging roof was 
insufficient to shield them from decay. So again 
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The Utility and Beauty of Mosaic Floors 

they used for their favorite mosaics, materials abso- 
lutely unaffected by the elements. 

As has been said the needs of our modern life are 
different; ourideas of comfort and convenience have 
extended and our 
problems of guard- 
ing against changes 
of temperature are 
more difficult to 
solve, but the princi- La 
ples which have been 
enumerated as guid- 
ing the old Roman 
in his day, apply as 
forcibly to us of the 
present time. In 
planning our homes 
to-day, we often in 
the multiplicity of 

considerations that 
crowd upon us, for- 
get some detail, 
which perhaps in 
their simpler life was 
more obvious to 

them. This would 
in a measure explain 

the perfection that 
they were able to 

carry out in their 
houses. The tiled 
wall and floor in con- 
junction with the 
bath-room are now so common that their advantages 
hardly need to be pointed out, still many people look 
upon the tiling of this apartment as a luxury rather 
than a necessity. Nothing contributes more to the 
endurance of the house against decay, which starts 
from decomposable floor and wall material, resulting 
from moisture and warmth, than the protection of 
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ROMAN MOSAIC WORK 

tiling, and the expense should not be considered. 
For the porch of the suburban or even the large 
city house which is exposed so that the rain may beat 
upon its floor, no more effective and certainly, as the 

Romans have proven, 
A AZYN I no more durable 

bx LOIN § floor could be used 
‘< a 4 ~ \% va ° 

wel SAS than tile. In the 
RX, BEX Rs beautiful houses of 

peepee Be ks mY the country estates 
“SS Me meu which are springing 

‘ i 
up throughout 
America, much 
money is spent in 

beautifying as Well as 
in building for the 
future; therefore this 
most attractive and 
permanent material 
is growing in favor. 

Marble in the form 
of tile or tesselated 
pavements Is not as 

practical with us 
now as it was with 

the Romans, we must 
4 use something hard- 

e 5 en . er, for they walked 
yo : in sandals and in 

bare feet, while our 
floors to day must 
withstand the tread 
of more heavily shod 

feet. This harder substance can be found in the 
ceramic materials which the art of to-day has 
given us in tile and mosaic stones. “These furnish a 
great range of colorin burned clays and at less cost, 
it may be pointed out, than the marbles which the 
Romans used, although that was cheap with them 
and answered their practical purposes sufhciently. 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF EXPERT ADVICE IN PLANTING 
OWADAYS, people have come to realize that 

N an avchianes 1 is a good thing, that he is profit- 
able to engage, but they have not so univer- 

sally come to acknowledge that the setting of the 
house in its surroundings, the working up the lawn’s 
surface into pleasing effect and particularly the 
selection and distribution of trees and shrubs is a 
matter not to be settled offhand. 

Advice from a landscape architect or from an 
architect who has had some experience in planting, 
should be sought. Given even a village lot, it can 
be made to look broader or narrower, deeper or 
shallower, by means of the planting. Furthermore, 
the selection of material is of the greatest importance, 

because one ignorant of the characteristics of trees 
and shrubs may select a lot of inferior kinds that as 
years advance get less attractive or outgrow the allotted 
space instead of a selection that grows more beautiful 
as years go by. If one goes about this the right way, he 
can frequently get some guiding information from his 

architect. This, of course, will not be as good as 
employing a landscape architect, but it will be far 
better than allowing the inexperience of one’s own 
ideas to recommend how the grading should be done, 
where the paths and roads should go and what trees 
and shrubs should set off the grounds. 

Even the most modest cottage cannot afford to 
lose this last touch of the designer’s skill. 
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The Decorative Use of Beaten Gold 

and Other Metals 
By GEORGE ETHELBERT WALSH 

HE uses of gilding of gold, silver, aluminium 
or any combination of the different metals for 
household decoration are numerous, and their 

employment in the hands of an amateur can some- 
times be made extremely effective. In the Colonial 

houses the metal coverings are of great value in 

giving finishing touches to moldings and carvings 
and also for forming the background on walls over 
which ornamentation is to be laid. ‘The many cheap 
substitutes for beaten sheets of metal do not give 
the same wear or general effect as the genuine 
article, and where they are used the work must be 
frequently done over again. In gilding chairs and 
other furniture the same holds true. It is cheaper in 
the end to use only the thin sheets of the beaten 
metals and avoid the gold and silver paints. 

Gold-leat is produced by beating the metal into ex- 
tremely fine sheets, some 2000 sheets usually making 
one ounce. [hese sheets are about one three-hundred 
thousandth part of an inch inthickness. The pure 
gold, before being subjected to the beater’s art, is 
mixed with two parts of alloy of some harder metal. 

Che amount of alloy in it determines both its price 
and its color. By using copper and silver as alloys 
different shades can be obtained, ranging from silvery 
white to “red gold.” 

The gold-leaf comes in books of twenty-five sheets 
each, interleaved so that the sheets cannot stick 
together and are about three and one-half by four 
inches in size. The metal leaf is so fine and light 
that the breath will often blow it away and spoil it 
for any practical use. Many hesitate to work with 
gold-leat for this reason as well as on account of the 
expense and the supposed difficulty of the art. 

But the fact is it is cheaper, and almost as easy, to 
do good work with gold-leaf as it is with gold-paint, 
and the result is superior in every way. The gold- 
leaf once properly applied will not tarnish or lose 
its brightness, while gold-paint fades and quickly 
grows dull and dirty looking. It is not injured by 
the heat and gases of the atmosphere, and if it gets 
soiled with grease and dirt it can be washed off. 
Picture frames gilded with pure gold-leaf can be 
wiped clean with a damp cloth every week, and the 
hrst effect be preserved indefinitely. 

When the outline of the molding or other surface 
to be gilded has been carefully marked off, a good 
size should be applied smoothly with a fine brush. 
The best size for household use is known as oil gold 
size or fat oil. This size can be purchased at a 
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reliable paint shop or made at home. The only 
drawback to the latter method is that it takes much 
time and patience to get the size in proper condi- 
tion. A quantity of linseed oil is placed in an open 
receptacle and allowed to stand in the open air. It 
becomes partially oxidized in this way. A thick 
skin forms on the surface, and this must be carefully 

removed from time to time. Then it is ready for 
use when it shows a sticky consistency, which may 
vary from six to ten or more months. A quicker 
but less satisfactory size is obtained by boiling the 
oil to the proper consistency. Gold size japan is 
another good size which has the advantage of quick 
application. But neither of these sizes has the same 
durability and elasticity as the first. 

When the size has been applied it must be allowed 
to dry a short time, which may be from ten minutes 

toanhour. Then it is ready for the gold-leaf. The 
simplest way is to transfer each individual leaf to a 
small block of wood covered with roughly dressed calf 
skin. ‘This block of wood should be an inch thick so 
it can be held firmly in the hand, and its length and 
width should correspond to the size of the gold-leaf. 
By deftly turning the leaf over on this leather surface, 
the transference can be made without difficulty. “The 
thin leaf will adhere to the leather surface until some- 
thing possessing more adhesive powers touches it. 

The next process is to transfer the metal leaf to the 
surface covered with the size. It will immediately 
stick to the size, and with a knife it can be pressed 
and smoothed. A small soft hand-brush should 
be manipulated in smoothing out the gold-leaf, and 
this should be frequently rubbed on the hair to keep 
the tip well oiled. 

Only those parts of the leaf will adhere to the 
surface that come in contact with the size. The 
edges can then be brushed off with a camel’s-hair 
brush. For this reason a good deal of trouble will 
be avoided by outlining the design with the size before 
the gold-leaf is applied. If this is not done properly 
in advance it will be necessary to remove parts of the 
ragged edges with a sharp pointed knife. In doing 
this there is the danger of cutting too much away and 
thus spoiling the effect. 

Many gilders take the sheets of gold directly from 
the book and transfer them to the sized surface by 
a deft movement of the hand. This can be accom- 
plished by the amateur after a little practice. The 
leaves are so light that the breath will often blow them 
away, and no good work can be accomplished in a 
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room where there is any draft. Doors and windows 
must be closed, and no one should be admitted when 

a leaf is being applied. 
The loose parts of the leaves which extend beyond 

the edges should not be removed until the size has 
had time to dry and the gilding is properly set. “Then 
the loose pieces can be lightly dusted off with the 
soft brush. 

It will be seen that the whole process is a simple, 
one and quite free from complications. The two 
governing requirements are the proper preparation 
of the foundation for the metal leaf, and the care 
used in the application of the sizing and leaf. The 
amateur in a very short while will become expert 
enough to gild picture frames, moldings, plaster casts 
and even pieces of furniture, with very satisfactory 
and pleasing results. In regilding chairs and furni- 
ture the old gold-leaf or paint must first be scraped off 
thoroughly. Even a new surface should be care- 
fully scraped, sand-papered and washed with warm 
water. If thereis any grease onit a little borax should 

be used in the water. After cleaning the surface, 

it must be allowed to dry before the size is applied. 
Silver-leaf is handled almost the same as gold, but 

as this is about three times as thick it is not such a 
delicate operation. Silver cannot be beaten as fine 
as gold, but nevertheless the leaves are thin enough 
to be blown away with the breath. The cost of 
silver-leaf is also much less than gold and the initial 
expense and waste of material are therefore an item 

to consider. 

Silver-leaf does not possess the chief advantage of 
gold of not tarnishing. The sulphur gases in a room 
will tarnish the best of silver-leaf. Asa result of this 
aluminium-leaf has been substituted for silver in 
most cases, for it will not tarnish or lose its color. 
The silvery effect of the aluminium-leaf at the outset, 
however, is not so brilliant, and where temporary 
effects are desired the genuine metal will prove more 
satisfactory. 

A good deal of our furniture, picture frames and 
other gilded articles, which pass as gold-leaf, have 
no gold whatever on them. They are not painted 
with the ordinary gold-paints, but are treated with 
some of the numerous substitutes for gold. Thus 
Dutch metal is employed quite extensively in orna- 
menting cheap articles, and when new its effect is 
nearly as perfect as gold-leaf, but it quickly tarnishes 
and loses its luster. When varnished or covered 
with a transparent lacquer it will hold its color, but 
as soon as any part of the covering 1s worn off the 
Dutch metal fades. The metal is composed of an 
alloy of copper and zinc, and contains no precious 

metals in its composition. 

Copper-leaf is also an effective substitute for 
vold-leaf, but like the Dutch metal it must be pro- 
tected from the air by a lacquer or varnish. The 
copper has a very bright golden appearance, but if 

exposed to the air it will quickly turn a deep red or 
brown. Thus it is not unusual to see parts of gold 
chairs with their sides a brown or red where the 
hands have worn off the lacquer. It is impossible 
to make a lacquer or varnish which will long resist 
the effect of warm moist hands placed on them. 
Cleaning them with a moist cloth and even dusting 
them tend to expose the copper-leaf to the tarnishing 
effects of the air. 

There is another substitute commonly used in this 
work. Aluminium gold has more permanent effects 
than any of the others, and it comes the nearest to 
pure gold-leaf. It is really an alloy of copper and 
aluminium, and it will resist the effects of the atmos- 
phere for some time. But to make the work satis- 
factory it is necessary to protect it with a varnish or 
lacquer. Other alloys of tin and copper and zinc 
and copper have the same disadvantages, and they 
should not be employed for any first-class or per- 
manent work. 
When pure gold-leaf has been applied it can be 

burnished to produce a more brilliant effect. But as 
a rule the ordinary gold effect is more beautiful for 
household ornamentation than the burnished. If 
for any reason the gilded surface is exposed to the air 
or gases it may be wise to protect it with a trans- 
parent varnish. 

Where specially fine work is desired a second layer 
of gold-leaf should be applied. This is done exactly 
as the first. An interval of several days should be 
allowed between the application of the first and 
second layer. The second layer will cover up any 
defects in the first and make the thickness of leaf so 
much greater that it will last twice as long. 
When gold-leaf is properly applied it will last 

indefinitely on furniture, picture frames and interior 
ornaments, but a little care to protect it from unnec- 
essary injuries should be exercised. Placed close to 
a steam radiator or hot-air register, the best gold-leaf 
must soon loosen and part with its brightness. Re- 
peated wettings will likewise injure it permanently 
unless it is dried off each time. A wet or greasy 
rag left on the burnished surface for any length of 
time may cause a dull blotch to appear which no 
amount of polishing and bumishing can entirely re- 
move. Such accidents are not likely to happen 
except in homes where careless servants are per- 
mitted to care for the furniture and decorations 
without proper supervision. 

In gilding on glass which is to be seen only on 
one side, a coat or two of varnish is nearly always 
applied, followed by a coat of black japan. The 
sizing used on glass is different from that recom- 
mended above. ‘The best is made by boiling in water 
the finest Russian isinglass until a thin, weak solution 
is obtained. This is applied to the back of the glass, 
and its transparent nature prevents any defects 
showing through. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE MONTH 

Che housekeeper’s aim in August is commonly to think as little 
ibout the house as possible, to shut up the household goods and 
banish all thought of their welfare. But this is not always feasible 
and there are compensations for those who take their holiday at 
home well worth considering. A little boy once said that leap year 
came every four years in order to give an extra day for the inaugu- 
ration of the President, and some housekeepers have thought, in 
like manner, that August has been included in the calendar that 

they might have a spare month in which to attend to neglected odds 
and ends. ‘There are always things about a house which are not 
pressing needs, and therefore can be put off to a convenient season, 

but which, for this very reason, too often remain indefinitely un- 
done, some small repairs here and there which add immensely 

to the comfort and preservation of the house and yet are not urgent. 
lt is so easy to accommodate oneself to inconvenience—to grow 
used to the “dear dilapidation” that has come upon us gradually. 

August is the time to have your reupholstering done, to have 
your mattresses made over and your pillows steamed. The family 

is smaller then and the workmen are less busy. It is a goud time, 

too, to repaint that old set of enameled furniture, or to give those 
odd pieces a pleasant, dull, Flemish oak finish. With the windows 

wide open the paint or stain will soon dry and the odor will not 

linger. To be sure, these are the expediencies of the “ comfortably 

poor,” but the rest of the world, you know, are taking a make- 

believe holiday 

In all probability expert painting, outdoors and in, and the neces- 

sary papering, and decorating, have been done in July, though it 

is a little better, perhaps, if it has been put off till August, for it will 
be fresher then when the house is reoccupied in the autumn. If so, 
care should be taken that the new surfaces are protected against 

flies, and if any long wet spell comes to have the house thoroughly 

aired lest mildew result. 

It is also very important at this time to examine the cellar and 

the safes, and to have all drains inspected, that there may be no 
stagnation and no lurking fever germs. See also to your roof gut- 

ters, and down spouts, for if you have overhanging trees, they 

are apt to become clogged with natural debris and when the Sep- 
tember rains come the result will be disastrous. 

And for present comfort give the house as cool an appearance as 
possible, and make the porches thoroughly livable. Get com- 

fortable chairs for the piazza whether they are picturesque or not, 
screen the light, and place a bowl of bright nasturtiums on the porch 

table with the current magazines. 

Indoors, avoid a glare of light, but insure plenty of air and good 
ventilation. Stuffy, cool rooms are less agreeable than breezy 
warm ones. Keep the slip covers fresh, even if they have to be 
laundered in the middle of summer; have the matting on the 

floors wiped up with a damp cloth once a week, or once in a fort- 

night, and put a little salt in the water if you wish to restore the 
color; and don’t have much bric-a-brac about. The pleasantest 

summer rooms are those in which the furnishings are simple. But 
it is also well to avoid the other extreme, to remember that the man 
of the house wants a home in August as much as in December, and 

that because the rest of the family are away the house should not 

be made dreary and uninhabitable. Curtains swathed in dust 

covers, furniture shrouded merely for protection, and pictures 
covered with sheeting muslin, even if cool, do not tend toward 

making a cheerful environment. Screen the windows to keep 

out the flies, and have the coverings attractive as well as useful. 

(Continued on page 8, Advertising Section.) 
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Keep the garden sightly by removing weeds, dead leaves and 
flowers, and tying up vines. 

Tea roses and others that bloom in the fall should be given liquid 
manure. A tablespoonful of aqua ammonia in a gallon waterpot 
full of water is the proper quantity. 

Roses and other hardy plants should receive a liberal mulch of 
well rotted manure, grass clippings and other similar material. 
This serves the purpose of keeping the roots of the plants cool and 
moist, prevents the earth from crusting, without preventing the 
rain water from getting to the roots. 

Hardy hydrangea can be propagated from cuttings. | Make the 
cuttings about four inches in length, remove all the leaves but the 
upper pair, and if the leaves are large, as they will most likely be, 
cut away a portion of each leaf from the tip downward; this will 
leave foliage enough to sustain proper circulation and not enough 
to cause wilting by excessive transpiration. Have the soil mellow 
and fully exposed to the sun. Set the cuttings in the ground and 
press the earth closely about the base and the stem. Water freely, 
and cover with a paper, for two or three days, during the hottest 
hours of each day. Be sure to remove the paper at night and do 
not replace it before nine o’clock in the morning. By the end of the 
third day this protection may be discontinued. If the weather is 
dull and damp the protection is not necessary. 

This is the time to grow hardy rose cuttings. Procure strong 
shoots, of good length, plant deep in a well prepared bed, leaving 

at least two buds above the surface of the soil. Place over the 
cutting a glass fruit jar which should be pressed well into the earth. 
Keep the ground well moistened about the cutting, but do not dis- 
turb or remove the glass. Air is fed to the plant through the pores 
of the earth. 

As the winter comes on, cover the ground around the glass jar 
even to the top thereof with coarse barnyard manure, and leave the 
bottom of the inverted jar uncovered for a window to the plant. 
When the frost is out of the ground in the spring, remove the 

coarse parts of the manure and work that remaining in about the 

roots of the plant. Take away the jar. The cutting will by that 
time have been rooted and in condition for fine spring growth. 

During this month Easter lilies, freesias, buttercups, oxalis 

and zephyranthes must be potted if good results are hoped for. 

Do not wait until it is too late for these bulbs, then pot and com- 
plain at the outcome in the spring. 

In potting use porous, sandy soil and barely cover the bulbs. 
Water sparingly till the tops push up and then increase the supply. 
During the winter avoid a dry, hot room and give the plants plenty 
of light so they will not grow up slender. Do not hurry the growth. 

Keep the chrysanthemums well watered during the month and 
look out for the “black aphis,”’ an insect which has a decided liking 
for this particular plant. If this bug appears promptly dispatch 

(Continued on page 8, Advertising Section.) 
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The editor wishes to extend a personal invitation to all readers of House and Garden to send to the 
Correspondence Department, inquiries on any matter pertaining to house finishing and furnishing. Care- 
ful consideration is given each inquiry, the letter and answer being published in due time as matters of 
interest to other readers. Where an early reply is desired if a stamp and self-addressed envelope are 
enclosed, the answer will be sent. 

HE interior of the small house to be discussed this month is 
simple, practical and convenient in its arrangement. The 

slightly recessed porch gives directly into the living-room, which 
apartment serves as entrance hall and library as well. The digni- 

fed proportions of the room are accentuated by the simple archi- 
tectural detail of the standing woodwork. Chestnut is the wood 
used here and it has been treated with a stain and dull finish. 

The wall is of rough or sand finished plaster, and has been tinted a 
soft sage green. The ceiling of smooth plaster between the beams 

shows a clear cafe au lait which contrasts attract ely with the 
color of the side walls. The rich nut brown color produced on 
the wood by the stain gives the effect of wood which has been 
colored by age. The varnish used as a finish here is entirely 

dull and in no wise detracts from this effect of natural old 
wood, although it brings out the grain of the wood perfectly. 
This is simple three coat work, and can be successfully accom- 
plished by any workman of ordinary experience. 

The floor of maple is left in the natural tone and finished in an 

effect of rubbed wax which is beautiful and easily obtained. 
The mantel shelf is of the chestnut supported by wrought iron 

brackets. All hardware of the room has been given a black finish 
and resembles wrought iron. In style it is entirely without 
ornamentation and heavy in line. The same idea is carried out 

in the electric fixtures, there is no central light. At either end of 

the room lights suspended by chains are used with clustered shades 
of ground glass of quaint design. About the fireplace an unglazed 
ecru tile is used, thus bringing the color of the ceiling into the lower 
part of the room. At either end of the room long seats are built in. 

These serve a double purpose, as they cleverly conceal the radiators 
and assist materially in furnishing the room. 

The windows in this room are casement, showing medium 
sized panes. These are ordinary stock windows and were 
bought for a modest sum. They were hinged and fitted in the 
openings and supplied with bolts. These windows add greatly to 

the quaint effect of the room and also materially improve the 

exterior aspect of the house. Two of them at the rear of the room 
are set on either side of the mantel shelf and in a line with it. Over 

the mantel is placed a plaster frieze showing in the shadows an 

almost brownish tone, and ivory in the high lights. This room 

thus completed looks almost livable and would require the simplest 
furnishing. The furniture chosen for it must, of course, be on 
plain and simple lines conforming with the spirit of the architec- 
tural detail of the room. 

From the western side of the living-room opens the dining-room. 

Here the standing woodwork is of birch, which has been stained 
a forest green stain and given the same dull finish as the wood- 
work of the living-room. The beautiful natural shading of the 

wood is brought out attractively under this treatment. The wall 

is tinted a dull dark green. At eighteen inch intervals about the 
room are set strips of birch three and one-half inches in width, 

No charge whatever is made for any advice given. 

giving a panelled wainscot effect. The strips are capped by the 
plate rail placed six feet from the floor line. The upper third of the 
wall above is covered by a tapestry paper showing green and dull 
blue foliage against a smoke blue ground. The hardware in this 

room shows the same craftsmanlike simplicity of design and is of 

dull brass as are the fixtures. The leading feature of this dining- 
room is the square alcove window in six sections looking to the west. 

These windows come within two feet of the floor line. They 
show the same square panes, though the window frames are long 
and narrow. A wide shelf or the extension of the sill stained 

and finished like the woodwork of the room will offer an excellent 

place for ferns and blossoming plants. The ceiling color is a trifle 
duller in tone than that of the living-room but is practically the 
same color. The floor is maple and finished in the same way as 

that of the adjoining room. A built-in buffet and corner glass cup- 
board, the lower part of which holds and almost conceals the 

radiator, go far toward furnishing this delightful little dining-room. 

The shade of green chosen for the living-room walls shows the 
exact color of the reverse side of the foliage leaf of a La France rose, 
and is beautifully soft in tone, and from this the green of the 
standing woodwork and side walls in the dining-room deepens 
harmoniously and agreeably. 

Keeping to various tones of one color for the living-rooms of 

a house has many points in its favor. It materially adds to the dig- 
nity of the room so treated and gives an appearance of added size. 
This latter effect is also assisted by treating the floors in the same 

manner, that there shall be no break in the color effect other than 
that supplied by the rugs which will be used upon them. 

In planning the interior of the house it is well to try out the vari- 
ous colors for wood trim, wall, etc., before determining upon a 
scheme of color. Sample panels of the wood to be used for the 
trim and floors should be furnished to the stain manufacturers with 

request to obtain certain effects, if one’s ideas are formed along 
this line. In this way the exact finished effect may be seen. As 
woods of the same variety show greatly differing characteristics 

in different localities, it is always best to have these tried out. 
Samples of wall tinting in various shades will also be supplied 

upon request by the manufacturers. ‘These should be tried in 
combination with the wood panels. ‘The choice of stain and finish 

for the wood trim as well as the color and treatment for the walls 

is, of course, largely influenced by the architectural detail of the 
room, as even the simplest and least expensive house should ex- 

emplify a definite and carefully worked out architectural idea, 
which is enhanced or belittled by the color scheme and furnishing 

accessories. Add to the wood trim, wall and ceiling color a bit of 

the tile to be used in the room, and select the hardware and fix- 
tures from the excellent and complete line of cuts which can so 

readily be obtained from the manufacturers. With these in 
hand it does not require a great deal of imagination to see how 

the completed rooms will appear. 
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Leading directly from the dining-room is the butler’s pantry. 
Here an exceedingly attractive effect has been obtained by the use 

of purely white tile set to the height of six feet, where no shelving 

or cabinet work occurs. ‘The wall above is painted in oils in a dull 

yellow. ‘The wood trim and doors of yellow pine are finished in 
the natural with a high gloss varnish and the floor of maple shows 
also a gloss finish. ‘The sink of white enamel and the drain shelves 

beside it are exactly the right height, and opposite, set above three 

deep drawers, is a china closet with glass doors. 

The kitchen has also the yellow pine wood trim, including a 
wainscot of tongue and groove three inch boards, topped by a 

shelf extending about the room and wide enough to hold platters 

and jugs of blue and white. ‘The wall above this yellow wainscot 
is painted in oils a clean light delft blue. ‘The windows set high 
have deep sills,and the sink is of enamel. . Cleverly con- 

trived corner closets and tables which may be dropped against the 

wall when not in use are a part of this convenient little kitchen. A 

small kitchen pantry has a window all its own set above the glass 

covered pastry board. One wall of this pantry is lined with 

enclosed shelves. A little porch, its latticed sides lined with wire 
netting, offers in summer days a cool and inviting retreat from 

the heat of the kitchen. On one side are set the laundry tubs. 

Che lattice of this porch has been painted white. The floor is 

painted a shade of light russet which is less apt to show foot 

marks than other colors. The woodwork other than the lattice 

has been painted green which makes an attractive framing for the 
white lattice Glazed sash carefully fitted and removable are pro- 

vided for this porch. ‘These are put in place in the fall, so that it is 

as useful in the winter time as it is in summer, when the sash is 

stored away in the cellar. 

Opposite the dining-room and opening through a small hallway 
from the living-room are the two chambers. The rear room of 

northeastern exposure has opening from it an ideal bath-room. 
The woodwork of the chamber has been treated with an exquisite 

clover pink enamel, the wall tint being several shades lighter in tone 

than the woodwork. ‘The ceiling to picture rail is covered with a 

paper of delightful color and design. Against the ivory white back- 
ground great clusters of clover blossoms with gray green stems and 

leaves seem thrown by a careless hand. This makes a charmingly 

dainty little room which one involuntarily fits out in white enamel 

furniture and embroidered muslin curtains. 

The woodwork of the adjoining bath-room is treated with the 
white gloss enamel \ white tile wainscot extends to the height of 

seven feet. ‘The wall above the tiling is painted the shade of gray 

green shown on the bedroom wall-paper. 

Phe several plumbing fixtures in the bath-room are of the most 

approved sanitary type yet plain in finish and simple in design. 

The basin and slab are cast in a single piece and porcelain lined 

both inside and out and is supported on a pedestal of the same 

material, ‘There being ample room a tub of Roman shape having 

a wide roll rm was used 

The southeastern chamber has the woodwork treated with the 

ivory enamel of eggshel gloss. A silver blue tint has been chosen 
for the wall, the upper third of which is covered by a paper, show- 

ing conventionalized blue blossoms against the white ground. The 
floors in these bedrooms are of the maple, finished exactly as those 

in the living-room and dining-room. In the bath-room the maple 

floor has received a high gloss finish. 

lhe simplest of brass fixtures and hardware are used in these 
chambers and bath-room, though these, by their very plainness of 

design, are at once removed from the ordinary. ‘The glass shades 

are clear and unornamented, of bell shape and spreading. Many 
people err greatly in the selection of the shades for their fixtures. 
Where the house ts an inexpensive one, the less ornamentation that 

one obtains the better the effect. Also the quality of the goods 

purchased is sure to be much better than where any of the price is 

expended for the ornate. 

\t even as early a date as planning the house on paper it 1s pos- 

sible to make selections and obtain estimates of the cost of many 

No 

things which go to make up the beauty as well as the real comfort 
of the home. There are firms who furnish cuts made from photo- 

graphs, together with descriptions of variously priced bath-rooms, 

and when one is assured, as they may be, of obtaining absolutely 
Sanitary arrangements within a given price, it is not difficult to come 
to a decision. Each fixture shown in the pictured room is priced 
in detail. ‘This applies also to the selection and estimates of tiling. 
Size, color and quality may be determined, the measurement of 

your hreplace, bath-room and kitchen supplied, and one will know 
to a dollar what the work will cost. This is, of course satisfactory 
and helpful. 

(Copyright, 1907, by Margaret Greenleaf.) 

TINTING THE WALLS IN NEW HOUSES 

| cannot accept my architect’s suggestion that I leave my walls 

in white plaster until the house settles. This I am told will require 

at least a year. Kindly suggest something which can be done in 
the meantime. ‘The plaster, of course, is smooth, as it is prepared 
to receive paper later. Is there anything I can put on which will 
not peel or rub off? Of course, oil paint would spoil the walls for 
papering later and would also be more expensive than I can afford. 

A. B. 

There are prepared tints on the market which can be used 
attractively on plain walls and while the effect is not so good as 

when the rough or sand finished plaster is used, it certainly makes 

much more attractive and livable rooms than with the white walls. 
Some of these tints are exceedingly pleasing in color. If you will 
write to some of the manufacturers, you can obtain color cards 

from them and can make your selections of shade. If you will 
send me a self-addressed envelope I will be glad to send you the 
addresses of some of these firms. 

HEAVY WALL COVERING 

It is my desire to cover the walls of my house with some fabric 
which is heavy enough to disguise the fact that they are badly 

cracked. What would you advise me to use? If I canvas the 
walls would they require to be painted in oil to obtain a good color ? 

X. L. 

It is not necessary to paint canvas for your walls. There are 
many fabrics which are now manufactured which give excellent 
service as wall covering and may be utilized in just such 

situations as you describe. ‘There is a wall covering made which 

closely resembles linen crash, although it is much heavier and is 
thoroughly stiffened. It comes in good shades and shows just 
sufficient texture to give a pleasing effect. This may be retinted 
in water colors or oils at any time that it seems desirable. Burlap 
is now sold under various titles and also in various qualities. 

These may be obtained in the self color ready for tinting or a very 
large selection of colors may be secured. I am sending you the 

address of several of these manufacturers as you have enclosed 
me a self-addressed envelope. 

SELECTING APPROPRIATE LIGHTING FIXTURES 

| am about to purchase the fixtures for my new house and would 
like to ask your assistance in deciding upon the style to select. 
The ceilings in my rooms are not at all high, although the rooms 
themselves are of good size. ‘There are no beams but much wood- 
work, wainscot, etc., in the rooms. The woodwork is all dark in 

color and in two rooms is stained green. Would you suggest 
polished brass fixtures with Colonial glass shades. 

Kansas City. 

| think you would make a mistake to use fixtures suggestive of 

the Colonial in your house, as from the slight description you give 
I am quite sure it is not at all on Colonial lines. The polished 
brass could be used if desired, or, better still, the burnished or dull 
brass, or wrought iron fixtures would harmonize with the style of 

the rooms and woodwork. ‘There are many fixtures made after 
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the Arts and Crafts designs. Among these I think you would find 
something best suited to your rooms. | will be glad to supply you 
with the addresses of firms from whom you can obtain cuts and 
prices if you will send me a self-addressed envelope. 

SELECTING THE WOOD TRIM FOR THE HOUSE 

Kindly give me the benefit of your advice as to the best cheap 
wood to select for the standing woodwork of a new house. The 
house completed must not cost more than $4000. I want some- 
thing rather out of the ordinary and artistic as well as durable in the 
wood trim of the house, as I think this greatly affects the appear- 
ance of the interior. 1 shall use oak floors throughout but cannot 
afford a hardwood for the standing woodwork. 

Wood Trim. 

Ash, chestnut, cypress, hazel, poplar and white pine are all inex- 

pensive woods and are also susceptible of beautiful effects under 
stain and finish as in most of them the grain of the wood shows up 

well when so treated. For the living-rooms of your house | 
would advise ash as a wood which will surely give you beautiful 
effects, although any of the others named would be satisfactory. 

‘There is but one which presents difficulty among those named, and 

that is cypress, as the sap in this wood makes it somewhat difficult 
to handle if inexperienced workmen are employed. The white 
wood or poplar is susceptible of good effects under stain and also 
takes an enamel very beautifully. The effect under mahogany 
stain is especially good, and if you desire a Colonial effect in your 
house 1 would recommend that you use white wood exclusively, 

enameling the standing woodwork and treating doors and hand- 
rail of banisters, etc., with mahogany stain. Over all the dark stains 
save the mahogany I advise a dull finish. Where mahogany is 
used a slightly rubbed effect is always better. In any case you 
would find that the ivory enamel for the chambers of your house 
would be attractive and satisfactory. If I can be of further service 
to you and you desire to send me a rough draft of the plan of your 
proposed house, I will be glad to take the matter up with you fur- 
ther. 

SELECTING ORIENTAL RUGS 

I am desirous of purchasing some really good Oriental rugs. 
I have had no experience whatever in buying these, and while I 
think I know what is beautiful I am not at all sure I could judge of 
the quality. Can you furnish me with the address of some one who 

will make these purchases for me or some one who can put me in 
touch with the proper party from whom to buy. 
addressed envelope. 

I enclose self- 

Rugs. 

I take great pleasure in sending you the names you requested, 
and hope that you will successfully select your rugs. You are quite 
right in feeling that some knowledge other than an appreciation of 
the beautiful is necessary in selecting Oriental rugs, and I would 
heartily advise all who contemplate purchasing to be as careful as 
you have been. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR A MORNING ROOM 

Will you kindly give me suggestions for floor covering in a room, 
the walls of which are papered with paper like enclosed sample. 
The room is 12 x 15, western exposure, woodwork white enamel 
paint and floor of oak, it is used as a writing-room and morning 
sitting-room; has a large roll-top cherry desk in natural color and 

an old fall-leaf cherry table which we wish to retain. The other 
furniture can be adapted to the floor covering. I have thought 
that I would prefer one rug to several small ones, but am willing 

to consider any plan. 

I should like suggestions also for materials to upholster a couch, 
and a rocking chair for the same room and for pillows for the couch. 

I enclose stamped envelope and shall be pleased to receive an 

early reply. L. A. F. 

The sample of wall-paper you send showing a design in light 
mahogany and Gobelin blue on a deep wood tan ground will give 

you sufficient figure in the decorations of your room. Therefore 

I would recommend that you use a two toned tan, deepening to 

brown, rug or one showing various dull blue tones. Upholster 
your pane and rocking chair with cut velour in a shade of dull 

blue which is a little darker than the figure in the paper. This 
material may be obtained in fifty inch width for $2.35 a yard. It 

has most excellent wearing qualities and does not fade. A rug, in 

size 8 x 10 in two or three tones of one color might be used together 
with one Oriental rug,—a runner, showing the wood color as a 
ground with blue, dull red and black figures. 
about 3 x 12 would fill out agreeably. ‘This should cost not more 
than $30. ‘The other rug may be had in domestic weave, Wilton, 
Royal Wilton or Brussels. The best quality of Brussels may be 
bought for about $25. ‘The Wiltons are rather more expensive. 
The cherry furniture should look well in this room, as the coloring 
will harmonize with one figure in the paper. I would suggest that 
any furniture you purpose buying be of the same tones, either 

mahogany or cherry. 
For covering the pillows of your couch I recommend that you use 

raw silk, either the brocaded or plain, in tones matching the three 

colors of the wall-paper. The brocaded raw silk is $3.35 a yard, 
fifty inches wide. The plain raw silk is $1.50-a yard, thirty-six 
inches wide. 

Such a rug in size 

HARMONIOUS COLORS FOR ADJOINING ROOMS 

| have a figured wall-paper in my hal! which shows dull reds, 

greens, and browns. The room directly off the hall has been 
papered in gray and the combination is not agreeable. 
keep this room light in color and also I must use a paper. What 
would you advise? My dining-room too has caused me much 
thought, as I cannot obtain a satisfactory effect here. My furni- 
ture is golden oak; this probably is my real difficulty, but at the time 

it was purchased it was the best of its kind, and | cannot afford to 
change it at present. The woodwork of my dining-room is of pine 
and I propose treating it in some way to improve it, if this be pos- 
sible. It is certainly most unattractive as it now stands. It has 

been finished with hard oil and shows the strong yellow of the 

natural pine. I intend to repaper the walls in the dining-room, 
and also in line with this will you tell me if plate rails are still used. 

R. F. D. 

I must 

I would suggest that the best color for your room opening off the 

hall would be of deep tan showing something of yellow. ‘This is a 
color which lightens and brightens any room in which it is used. 
For the woodwork of your dining-room | advise first a varnish 
remover. This will thoroughly cleanse the wood of its present 

hard oil finish and enable you to treat it as new. Select some rich 
soft shade of brown which will harmonize well with the golden 

brown grass-cloth which I would recommend for covering the lower 
wall, this to extend to the plate rail, which you should by all means 

introduce. Above the golden brown lower wall, cover the upper 
two thirds with wall-paper showing yellow and brown conventional 
figures against a clear ivory ground. Use cream net at your win- 

dows with overdraperies of light golden brown raw silk. With 

this treatment you will find your golden oak furniture will look 
extremely well as it will become a part of the color scheme. Also 
this room will open well off of the yellow tan used in the adjoining 
room. 

AN ATTRACTIVE WINDOW TO ENLARGE A ROOM 

I wish to add to the end of a 14x 18 foot room a combination 

fireplace and window. My idea is to secure privacy and at the 
same time to have a good outlook. 1 am enclosing you blue-print 
of the idea as it has been worked out by my architect. I think that 
the fireplace as shown in the blue-print lacks the old-fashioned 
look and cosey appearance I should desire and it aiso is too narrow. 
I would like to have the chimney of the fireplace extend to the ceil- 

ing and the mantel extend around over the windows and along 

into the main room forming the top of a seat which | would have 
(Continued on page 8, Advertising Section.) 
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TRIMMING JAPANESE FLOWERING APPLE TREES 

lwo years ago | planted quite a number of young Japanese 
flowering apple trees which are growing nicely. Lately | read an 
article in a horticultural paper that young trees should be watched 

and ereceive proper cutting back in order to maintain a well 

balarfved head, but the article gave no explanation of how to pro- 

ceed, Wl you please supply the deficiency? + A. Br J. 

Nearly all trees may be improved by proper training when 
young. It is then that they form the framework that dominates 
their future shape. Young and vigorous members of the Pyrus 

family form dense heads, many of the branches crossing each 

other, becoming chafed by the constant rubbing against each 
other, thus forming wounds, attracting insect and fungus invasion. 

They are easily trimmed, preferably while dormant, but if the 
cutting in is not too severe it may be done at any time. 

First, cut out all branches that rub against another one, unless 

one of these are wanted to fill in vacant spaces and will do so. 

These are naturally those that grow ihwards or across from side to 

side instead of outwards. ‘Then take a good look at the tree and 

bear in mind that you have two objects in view. One to form a 
well balanced head and the other to let light into the interior. Retain 

the branches as low down as possible and endeavor to have them 
all so arranged that there are no open spaces. If a gap occurs see 
that if by pulling the two branches bordering the gap closer 
together, it may be closed. If so, tie them in position, but in all 

cases of tying be careful not to tie closely around the branch or 
trunk as the increasing growth might cause it to cut into the bark. 
Make loops. Sometimes there are two branches at one side of the 
opening, one of which may be pulled into the vacancy. If in pull- 

ing these branches together they are inclined to point in towards 
the trunk, or some one main branch placed elsewhere may do so, 
it becomes necessary to bring them out and retain them there. To 
do this, take the more slender part of a fishing cane and cut a 

length long enough to extend from the trunk to the branch when 
in position. Cut a small hole in the cane near each end in the 

same manner a boy does in the hollow bark of the willow when 
making a whistle, running a strong string through it and out at 
the end, tie it, but leave the ends long enough to tie around the 
trunk at one end and the branches at the other. Some branches 
are quite contrary and may swing sideways, but guy strings to 

neighboring branches will remedy that. The cane will hold the 
branch out from the trunk and one season’s growth generally sets 

them in position and the cane may then be removed. 
You now have thegeneral outside framework in position and have 

cut out all intercepting branches, now cut out all lateral branches, 
young and old that point inwards that would in time grow across 

the head, also all weak shoots proceeding from the trunk. This 
should lighten up the interior considerably. Cut a few inches, 
more or less, off from the tips of all branches, more from the longer 
ones. You will find dormant buds on all of the young growth, 
the upper one left after cutting generally being the one that will 
form the new top, the one below it often pushing out also, thus 

forming a branching head. It is well to cut just above a bud, 
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situated on the outer side of the shoot or nearly so, or at a side 
where it is inclined to be open. If one or more branches are much 
longer than the others cut them in. ‘These trees seldom form a 
single leader as does the maple, but has numerous ones forming a 
round headed tree. ‘These may also be cut back a little. ‘The 
treatment in after years generally consists of cutting out any cross 

branches and keeping the interior somewhat open. Avoid 
shearing. 

SHRUBS SUITABLE FOR A SHADY SITUATION 

Please give me a list of shrubs that will grow at the north side 
of a high wall where it is quite shaded. = ¥. 

Ribes Alpinum, the mountain currant, Berberts aquifolium, 
B. vulgaris and B. Thunbergit, dogwoods, cotoneasters, thorns, 
hypericums, privets, sweet briars, snowberry and the mock 

oranges. The periwinkle, inca major, could be used as a ground 
cover. 

THE POLYANTHA ROSE 

I saw in California last winter boutonniéres of a dainty miniature 
pink rose. They use mainly the buds which are exquisite in 
shape and coloring. The florist said they called them “Ceciles.” 

Can you tell me where | can get plants, and are they hardy here 
in Northern Ohio? E. E. 

In California the polyantha rose, Mlle. Cecile Brunner, is often 

used for buttonhole bouquets and for spray work. No wonder 
you liked it for its buds are most exquisitely formed, resembling 
a piece of bisque. You can grow it by giving it proper winter 
protection. It does not like covering with soil, but when tied 
down and covered with dry leaves with a water-proof box over all, 
they come through nicely. Most all of the nurserymen carry 
them. They are known as Fairy Roses. 

TRANSPLANTING HEPATICAS 

The lovely hepaticas are in bloom in the woods. Can they be 
transplanted? If so, when? Mrs. E. M. B. 

Yes, they may easily be transplanted to your garden. ‘Their 
chief requirements are good drainage, open shade and an addition 

of some leaf-mould to the soil. While they like plenty of moisture 
in the spring, they will stand drouth in the summer if they are in a 
shaded situation. Good drainage in their case means good surface 

drainage; consequently, you should plant on a slightly sloping 
bank. If you have no sloping bank, make one. Select a position 
shaded by some tall growing tree, raising the back of the bed a 

foot or even eighteen inches, holding the soil in position by small 
boulders or rock work, making the outline of the rock work irregu- 
lar. Plant at the back of the rocks almost any of the meadow rues; 
T balictrum aquilegifolium is the finest one in flower, especially its 
variety alba. They will grow in quite shady situations. Then in 

(Continued on page 8, Advertising Section.) 
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Nothing About 
House 

offers greater evidence of the 
artistic taste of the owner than 
the perfect harmony of the hard- 

ware. Nothing gives the pros- 

pective builder of a home such a 

wide range of artistic designs for 

this purpose as the line of 

Yale & Towne 

Ornamental Hardware 

It includes skilful and faithful 
interpretations of all schools and 
all Jands, suited to every style 

of architecture and permits of 

harmonious treatment throughout 

the entire building. 
We make up and send on request a 

portfolio of designs suited to any style 

of architecture you may suggest. 

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co. 

General Offices, 9 Murray Street 

Exhibit Rooms, 242 Fifth Av., New York 

STRENGTH OF 
GIBRALTAR 

, . ; 

i ‘CIBKYFLVE | 

oa We 
| BUNDEMLIWE * “J 

In the 
Calm Days 

Think of Life Insurance 

This is the Time to Reflect 

Your family are comfortable 
now. , . 

What would be their condi- 
tion if You were not here 
to protect and Support 
them ? 

It might not be such clear 
sailing then. 

In Calm or in Storm Life In- 

surance Is the One Resource 

Always Certain and Secure. 

Send for rates at your age and information of 

The Prudential’s liberal and popular policies. 

THE 
PRUDENTIA 

Insurance Company of America 
incorporate? as a Stock Company by the State of New Jersey 

JOHN F. DRYDEN, Prest. Home Office: NEWARK, N. J. 

Dept. 25 

After many years of greenhouse 
designing and building 

HITCHINGS & CO. 

ask that the experience of these years 
be considered as a factor in the letting 
of your greenhouse contract. 

Send 3c postage to 1170 Broad- 

way, New York, for booklet. 

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN. 
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(The Standard for Excellence] 
IN BUILDERS’ 

FINE 

HARDWARE 

With Correct Designs in 

all the Leading Schools of 

Art is found in the produc- 

tions of 

Pr, ae. 
CORBIN 

N. W. Corner 

Eighth and Arch Streets 

PHILADELPHIA 

FACTORIES 
New Britain, Conn. 

A 

THE RUSSWIN UNIT LOCK SET 

No. 2150 Napo 

L’Art Nouveau School 

Russell & Erwin Manufacturing Company 
1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 

26 West Twenty-sixth Street, New York 
FACTORIES AT NEW BRITAIN, CONN. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE MONTH 

(Continued from page 80.) 

THE HOUSE 

But beware of the moths! August is their har- 
vest time and the housekeeper who is at home 
can often prevent their ravages by looking into 
her chests in the trunk room and renewing at 
this time the proverbial “ounce of prevention.” 

THE GARDEN 

by using a spray of tobacco tea, made by pouring 
boiling water over tobacco stems, and use when 

cold. About the middle of the month begin the 
feeding process. Let the food consist of a daily 
portion of manure water. This will enrich the color 
of the flowers. Continue until the flowers begin 
to show color, after which let the stimulant be 

gradually withdrawn. 

Do not neglect the lawn. It should be mowed 

at least once a week. Do not rake or sweep the 
cuttings off, but allow them to lie just as they fall 
from the mower; they serve to shade the grass and 

in the course of time will work in as a mulch and 

fertilizer. Usethe hose freely —- water freely at 
least once in two days;if done daily all the better. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

(Continued from page 83.) 

under windows and along either end of the room, 

finished with an end like a Dutch settle. I would 
like the whole when finished to look thoroughly 
comfortable and inviting for the living-room, but 
at the same time inexpensive. Will you kindly 
suggest interior finish forthe whole room. ‘The 

wood is of ash and the room has a wainscot three 

feet high. Please suggest color and treatment for 
the ash. My preference for furniture is mahogany 
and I have a few nice pieces inthis. There is one 
large window in the room looking north. __D. J. H. 

I would suggest that you cleanse the present 
finish from your ash. Then treat it as new 

wood, using a green stain which is rather dark 
and rich in tone, and finish without gloss. The 
wall above wainscot to be covered with the wall- 

paper like the sample I send you. This shows a 
tapestry effect in soft greens and wood browns, 
worked out in blossoms showing shades of dull red. 
This latter will harmonize well with the brick chim- 
ney and fireplace and the green you will note is in 
entire harmony with the stain suggested for the 
woodwork. I have secured a drawing for you 

showing the fireplace and windows in the end of 
the room as you describe it. I hope this will be 
to your satisfaction. 

GARDEN CORRESPONDENCE 

(Continued from page 84.) 

front up on the highest part of your “slope” and 
near the rocks, plant any of the columbines. ‘The 
common red flowered one is the most permanent. 

Add plenty of leaf-mould to your soil and slope the 
bed down to a few inches in height. Some day in 
late August or September, after some rains have 
softened the soil, go into the woods and take up 
the plants with as good a ball of soil as possible. 

Don’t dump them into a wheelbarrow one over 
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another and thus shake most of the soil from the 
roots. Plant and then give a good watering. 
This is essential, as it will wash the soil close to the 
roots. You may plant quite closely, or you can 
plant so that the center of each plant is ten inches 

from the center of its neighbor. This is based 
upon the presumption that you have collected 

good sized clumps. In between the plants you 

can place later on in the fall any spring blooming 

bulb you desire; Scilla bifolia, S. Stbirtca will 

give you beautiful blues and Chionodoxa Lucilie a 
blue shading to a white at the center, all growing 
about the same height as the hepaticas and bloom- 
ing at the same time. 

CONSTRUCTING A MANURE BARREL 

What is the proper way to construct a manure 

barrel so as to keep the water clear when drawn off ? 

My faucet keeps getting clogged. B. R. R. 

If you are using a full sized barrel or a larger 
cask, make a stool about one foot high, having 

slats across the top. Slip the stool into the barrel 

and weight it with stones. Collect pure manure 
droppings and put them in a strong bag, one 
generally used for vats, and place the bag upon the 
stool. If you are using a half barrel or cask, make 
a frame the width of the barrel and nearly as high. 
Stretch across the frame a heavy galvanized wire 
mesh, say one inch mesh, and use it as a partition 
across the center of the cask. Place your manure 
on one side of this partition. It need not be bagged. 
Put your faucet in at the other side of the cask. 
Use a molasses faucet and you will have no 

clogging. 

MULCHING PERENNIAL PHLOX 

I understand that the perennial phlox will do 
better if the roots are mulched. What material is 

the best to use, neatness and effectiveness consid- 

ered? E. O. 

The perennial phlox, being a shallow rooted 
plant, dislikes a dry, sun-baked soil at its roots, 
hence mulching is beneficial. Very old cow 

manure makes the neatest mulch if screened, 
although old, well rotted horse manure will do. 
Take a screen such as masons use in screening 
gravel, upend two barrels or boxes and rest the 
screens on them. Run a wheelbarrow under it. 
Screen only a shovel or two at a time, using a short 
board to scrape the manure to and fro on the 
screen. If the manure is spread out to dry before 
screening it is done more quickly. 

TYING DAHLIAS 

Which is the neatest way to secure dahlias 
against being broken down by heavy winds? 

E. O. 1. 

Go to a dealer in broom-corn and broom- 

handles. Buy their second grade broom-handles. 
Paint them a brown or green. If placed under 
shelter over winter they will last for years. Get a 
few long mop-handles for the taller ones. Use 

four stakes to a large plant, making two ties, one 
near the bottom and one higher up, running the 
strings all around the plant. Use a heavy, but 
soft string. 

GROWING FOXGLOVES 

My foxgloves die out. What is the matter? 

LS. &. 

Foxgloves, digitalis, are biennials. They bloom 

the second year from seed, and then die at the 

In writing to advertisers please mention House AND GARDEN. 

The Sanitary Importance 
of Alabastine 

Alabastine is made from an antise 
tic rock and becomes a part of the 
solid wall when applied. It cannot 
breed disease germs nor insects be- 
cause it contains nothing upon which 
they can live, and it affords no place 
for them to lodge. 

The Sanitary Wall Coating 
is more durable, more artistic and 
more economical than kalsomine, wall 
paper, oil cloth or tapestries, as well 
as being more sanitary than any other 
material for the wall. 
Anyone can apply Alabastine and 

anyone can use the Alabastine stencils, 
which are sold at trifling cost by all 
dealers in Alabastine. 

The book, “Dainty Wall Decora- 
tions,”’ contains several attractive 
color plans for each. Sent postpaid 
to any address on receipt of 10c coin 
or stamps. Sample Alabastine tint 
cards will be mailed free on request. 

Alabastine is sold in properly labeled 
and carefully sealed 5-lb. packages by 
dealers in drugs, paints, hardware 
and general merchandise, at 55¢c the 
package for tints, and 50c for white. 
Ask your dealer for Alabastine and 
insist upon getting Alabastine. 

The Alabastine Company, 
921 Grandville Avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Eastern Office, Dept. V, 105 Water St., New York City. 

HOME HEATING 

Kelsey Heated Residence, Ardmore, Pa. 

Send for Booklet About the 

KELSEY WARM AIR GENERATOR 
FRESH AIR SYSTEM OF HEATING 

Costs less for fuel, management and repairs and more 
healthful than any other system. Not an experiment 

30,000 sold since 1889 to home owners who have 
investigated Adapted for cottages or finest residences 

Send for 112 page book ‘‘Opinions.,"’ 

KELSEY HEATING CO. 
331 W. Fayette St., Syracuse, N. Y. 

New York Office, 156 Sth Ave. Philadelphia, 24S. 7th St. 

The 

Gorton System 
of Heating 

With the Gorton System, the heat can 
be controlled in each individual radiator 
and the radiator heated as desired, from 
one or two loops up to its fullest capa- 
city. Thus, each room is heated to exactly 
the temperature desired, to suit the occu- 
pant, regardless of the changes in the 
weather. This means a great saving in 
coal, 
The Gorton System costs less to install 

complete than the ordinary Hot Water Sys- 
tem, and it can be put in by any steam fitter. 
We shall be pleased to send catalog and 

give further information on application. 

Gorton & Lidgerwood 
Company 

96 Liberty Street New York, N. Y. 

SPEAR’S 
New Warm Air Distributors 

Open Grates and Stoves for Wood and Coal 
Special Stoves for Laundry, Stable, Greenhouse, etc. 

Steam and Hot Water Heating Systems 
There are many reasons why you should have only Spear’s Heating and Cooking 

appliances—the most modern, efficient, and economical—In Your Country Home 

Write to-day for further information and estimates 

New Cooking Range 

James Spear Stove and Heating Co. 
1014-16 Market Street 

Hotels and Institutions receive special attention 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
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Horses 
Wealthy people, the kind that 
subscribe to Rouse°@arien, living 
in the suburban districts of our 
large cities, must have horses for 
driving and station work. Your 
advertisement published, as we 
will publish it, will attract the at- 
tention of buyers. Special rates 
and several other inducements 
will be sent upon request. 
JOHN GILMER SPEED, Editor. 

~ SAMSON SPOT CORD 

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS 
Boston, Mass. 

Monarch Sash Chains 
THE BEST CHAIN MADE 

GREATEST TENSILE STRENGTH 

.B. 

HERE. MANUFACTURED 8Y 

IMPORTANT. Bridgeport Chain Go., ‘ser 

RELIEF 

DECORATION 

FOR ALL 

DECORATIVE 

PURPOSES 
VARIETY OF DESIGNS 

Manufactured Solely by 

FR. BECK & CO. 
BRANCHES 

CHICAGO, 224 to 228 Wabash Ave 

PHILADELPHIA, rat3 & 1215 Market St. 

BOSTON CLEVELAND, 

tor Tremont St 1362 oth St. N. W. 

New York, 
7th Ave. & agth St. 

The Car That 
! Has Proved Itself 

to the manner born with the greatest 

medium-powered cars of America and 

Europe regardless of price— 

N 

No new car ever put on the market, even with the advantage 
of a great name behind it, has taken such a prompt and firm hold on experienced, 

critical motorists. E-very day increases its lead. The new Model G stands alone 
at $2,000 as a value impossible to produce anywhere except in the largest, best 

Model G—$2,000 
Four-Cylinders— 20 Horse Power 

| 

| equipped automobile factory in the world—classing with automobiles of twice the price. 
Has the toughness, staying polwer, sensitive control, 
marvelously smooth running qualities of all Cadillacs. 

Shaft drive ; newly designed selective type sliding gear transmission ; high speed with no gears in mesh; 
spirited in design as well as action; abundant hill climbing power. Demonstrated by nearest dealer. 

Catalogues of this and other models as follows: 
Rede! G00 b. p. -“y linder Touring Car; $8,000 (Catalog 6 AK 
Bedel B10 b. p. Fear Passenger Car; $960 (Catalog MAK 

Model H—30 hb. p. 4-(y binder Touring Car; $2,500 (Catalog HAK 
Model K-10 b. p. Rumabont; #800 (Catalog MAK 

¥. O. B. Detroit; Lamps net included. 

Send for Catalogue of car in which you are interested. 

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Detroit, Mich. 
Member Association Licensed Automotile M/vs. 

CoN 

crown. New shoots often break out from the old 
roots near the crown, but are seldom of any value. 
In congenial situations, the foxgloves will self sow, 
and if the winter is mild, the plants will live over 
and bloom the following season, thus keeping up 
the group. The safest way, however, is to start 

your seed in May or June, and carry the plants 
over winter in a cold frame. Canterbury bells 

may be treated the same way. 

THE NEW RED SUNFLOWER 

I bought some seed this spring of a novelty 
called the new red sunflower. Not one seed 
sprouted. A neighbor had the same experience. 
Is it a fraud ?— R.O. M. 

No. The germinating power is not a fraud. 
What the flowers will be remains to be seen, but if 
they are like the representations in European 
publications they are worth considerable trouble 

to grow them. 

Quite often a hybrid will not produce any seed, 
as is the case with that most lovely Delphinium 
belladonna, and again when a hybrid does produce 
seed, it is often weak in vitality, and is best sown 
as soon as ripe. The red sunflower seed is un- 
doubtedly of this class, and being gathered last 
fall, has lost considerable strength since then. 
This novelty is a doubly crossed hybrid. The 
mother is a hybrid echinacea, one of the cone- 

flowers, crossed with the pollen of one of the com- 
mon sunflowers. 

Helianthus multiflorus. 1 made one sowing in 
February in the greenhouse and out of fifty seeds 
obtained but one plant. I then made another 
trial, taking extra precautions and obtained 

twenty-two plants from the same number of seeds. 
I sowed in an ordinary wooden flat, covering the 
seeds lightly and then put over the soil a quarter 
of an inch of powdered charcoal, which in turn was 

covered an inch thick with sphagnum moss. 

Most perennials require a long time to germinate, 
and in the moist air of a warm greenhouse the soil 
becomes coated with a scum of fungoid growth 
detrimental to other plant life. The charcoal 
prevented that and the sphagnum preserved and 
maintained an even degree of moisture. 

LILIES AND ORCHIDS 

A*® interesting book for the botanist, 

the enthusiastic layman or the 
student.* 

The family of lilies is one of the most 
interesting and one of the handsomest 
flower groups we possess, and the orchids 
are more nearly related to the lilies than 
to any other family. The author pre- 
sents in this volume what she character- 
izes as “an informal sketch of these 
flower families growing in the United 
States, east of the Rocky Mountains and 

in Canada, together with a few stray 

relatives from the Pacific slope, illus- 
trated by faithful color studies of the 
more prominent examples.” 

** Lilies and Orchids,” by Rosina C. Boardman. Robert 
Grier Cooke, Inc., Publishers, New York. 
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THE BRONZE CANCEROID 

GOME curious particulars regarding 
the presence of bacteria on ancient 

nigger implements has lately appeared 
in “Nature.” The disease makes its 
emneuiane in the form of small ex- 

crescences, which are centres of rapid 
oxidation. On scraping off a little of 
the material from these points it is 
found to be swarming with bacteria. 
This “‘ Ulcerative Disease of Bronze,”’ 

r “Bronze Canceroid,”’ as it has 3 
called, has been described by Dr. 
Frazer, in the “ Journal” 
Society of Antiquaries of Ireland. Ac- 
cording to this authority all objects of 

antiquity fabricated from metallic cop- 
per, and its important alloy, made by 

adding tin in certain proportions, are 

liable to be attacked by this destructive 
corroding affection. ‘The bronze disease 
produces a remarkable disintegrating 
effect on the object it attacks, and there 
are good reasons for considering it 
possesses infective powers, spreading 
like leprosy through the substance of the 
metal, and slowly reducing it to an 
amorphous pow der. Further, there are 
substantial grounds for believing it 
capable of being conveyed from surfaces 
already suffering with it to those yet 
uninfected. The sign of antiquity has 
not been overlooked by the counterfeiters 
of such objects, and we are told that 
skilful artists of these false antiques 
are known to inoculate their productions 
with spots of the bronze disease. 
Boston Transcript. 

SCHOOL GARDENS IN CALIFORNIA 

“THE second year of school gardening 
work closed with the closing of 

our schools, June 29th. A number of 
public spirited women two years ago, 

conceived the idea of educating our 
future citizens in the knowledge of plant 
life by teaching the children how to care 
for plants and make the most of the 
great natural advantages with which we 
are endowed, in the beautifying of home 
grounds and public parks, and some 

system in street tree planting that shall 
eventually make our city the most beau- 
tiful in the world. When the subject 
was first presented to our board of educa- 

tion they looked upon it as a harmless 
fad of a few visionary idealists, and gave 

these earnest, thoughtful women per- 
mission to try their experiment in one 

(Continued on page 14.) 
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A Lifetime Without Repairs 
Asbestos +‘ Century’ Shingles will Outlive the Building 

without either Paint or Repairs 

Illustrating a Concrete Block House of Dr. H. C. Howard, Champaign, Illinois, Prof. F. M. 
White, Architect, roofed with Asbestos ‘‘ Century "’ Shingles, laid French Method. 

Exposed to the action of the atmosphere and elements for a short period, the hydration and 

subsequent crystallization which takes place, converts Asbestos “Century ” Shingles into absolutely 

impermeable roof coverings, which, as such, defy all changes of climates, and thus become greatly 

superior to other forms of roofings. 

Asbestos «Century ’’ Shingles are 5 cents per square foot at Ambler, Pa. 

Asbestos “Century” Shingles. Reinforced Asbestos Corrugated Sheathing 

FACTORS: 

The KEASBEY & MATTISON CO., AMBLER, PA. 

Stanley’s Ball-Bearing Hinges 
Nothing equals them for 
hanging doors either in 

Big Public Buildings or 
Private Dwellings 

Two will frequently take the place of three 
ordinary hinges, and their action is noise- 
less and perfect. | Madein Wrought 
Bronze and Steel 

THE STANLEY WORKS 

Myrtle Street, New Britain, Conn, 

New York Office: 79 Chambers Street 

DO YOU WANT A HOME LIKE THIS? 
Chics & or one equaily beautiful ina different style? Then buy your plans of me. 

7] My designs are Original and Artistic. 

New Book of Bungalows, 1906. A uniqueand artistic book, containing 
designs for one and one and a half story Bungalows in various styles from 
$1,000 up. Price, by mail, $2. 

Picturesque Summer Cottages, Vol. III. Revised Edition. Designs for 
stone, shingle and rustic summer cottagesand bungalows. Price by mail, $1. 

Picturesque Suburban Houses > Price by mail, $2. New, artistic 
and original designs for cement, stone ang frame houses. Colonial, Spanish 
and English styles, from $3,000 up. Estimates and full descriptions. 

New Picturesque Cottages, a original and a designs 
for suburban homes, from $2,800 to $6,000. Brice by mail, 

E. E. HOLMAN, Architect, W-1020 Chestnut St., pemmnasneiite, Pa. 

The man who buys any 

other Typewriter always 

HOPES it will 

be as good as the 

Remington Typewriter Company 
110 S, NINTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House AND GARDEN. II 
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GLORIOUS 
Do not fail to visit the Most Northerly Summer Resort in Eastern America 

LAKE ST JOHN 
Through the Laurentian Mountains Grand Scenery Historic Ground -The New 

Route to the Far Famed Saguenay 
FREE SIDE TRIP TO QUEBEC 

\ day saved by traveling 

The old City of Quebec is so well 
known that it requires no description. 

Lake St. John, a magnificent sheet 
of water, covering an area of about 

1,000 square miles, is skirted by 
the railway for about one-half of its 
circumference, and is world-famous 
as the home of the Ouananiche. 
Indian tribes, a Hudson Bay Post, 
a Trappist Monastery, with a beau- 
tiful climate, fertile soil, magnificent 
scenery, the best of fishing and a 
good hotel are some of the attrac- 
tions. 

At Chicoutimi connection is made 
with steamers for the trip down the 
Saguenay to Quebec which is un- 
equalled on this continent. 

For Guide Books, Time Tables, 

Via ( . \ ( ) I \ to | ake Sr. A Typical Scene on the Canadian Northern Quebec Railway etc., apply to City Ticket Office, Im- 

John and the Saguenay GUY TOMBS, 
perial Bank Building, Victoria Square, 

Montreal. 
General Passenger Agent, Canadian Northern Quebec Railway. 

RESIDENCE JOUN GRIBBEL, WYNCOTE, PA 

Horace Tremsavcenr, Arncuirrectr 

Our Heating Boilers and Radiators 

are made for the home where the Architect 

and Owner demand uniform heat in. all 

weather. 

The efhciency of our apparatus makes this 

alw ays possible. 

THE H. B. SMITH CO. 

728 ARCH ST., - PHILADELPHIA 

in writing to advertisers please 

Peerless Rubber Tiling 
THE MOST DURABLE AND ECO- 
NOMICAL FLOOR COVERING MADE 

Beautiful Designs Effective Colorings 

NOISELESS, WATERPROOF 
AND NON-ABSORBENT 

Peerless Rubber Tiling is made in large sheets, and consequently does 
not have innumerable crevices through which dirt and liquids can enter. It 
is therefore the only perfectly sanitary rubber floor covering on the market. 

Beware of hard brick-like substances purporting to be rubber tiling. 
The Peerless Tiling is soft and elastic, and is made from pure rubber. 

Send for our booklet and prices 

MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

THE PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. CO. 
16 Warren Street, New York 

Detroit, Mich., 24 Woodward Ave. San Francisco, Cal., 17-23 Beale St. and 
Chicago, Ill., 202-210 8S. Water St. 12-24 Main 8t, 
Indianapolis, Ind., 18 S. Capitol Av. Seattle, Wash., Railroad Way and Oc- 
Louisville, Ky., Northeast cor. 2d cidental Ave. 

and Washington Sts. Kansas City; Mo., 1221-1223 Union Ave. 
New Orleans, La., cor. Common Waco, Tex., 709-711 Austin Ave. 

and Tchoupitoulas Sts. Pittsburg, Pa., 634 Smithfield St. 
Omaha, Neb., 1218 Farnam St. Atlanta, Ga., 7-9 S. Broad St. 
Richmond, Va., 1323 E. Main St. Columbus, O., cor. Long and Third Sts. 
Philadelphia, Pa., 220 S. Sth St. Cleveland, O., 61 Frankfort St. 
Dallas, Texas, 177 Elm St. Buffalo, N. Y., 43-45 Pearl St. 
Memphis, Tenn., 228 Front St. Boston, Mass., 110 Federal St. 
St. Louis, Mo., 1213 Locust St. Syracuse, N. Y., 212-214 8. Clinton St. 
Denver, Col., 1621-1639 17th St. Rochester, N. Y., 55 E, Main St. 
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ANNOUNCEMENT FOR SEPTEMBER 
“ AROHEAD” AN IDEAL SUMMER HOUSE 

N the California shore of Lake Tahoe, that crystal 
sheet of water, whose depth has never been fathomed, 
nestles a summer home, which seems almost ideal. 

Among the stately pine trees, Mr. W. S. Tevis of San Fran- 

cisco has developed a retreat for his family and friends. 
The site possessed every natural advantage and not one 
of them has been overlooked or marred by bringing under 
control the native conditions, or weaving into the picture the 
art of the landscape architect, to the lasting glorification of 

them both. Of all of this, the Japanese garden, the rustic 
bridges and gateways, the aquatic gardens, the rustic tea- 
house and last of all the house itself, Mr. Charles Alma 
Byers, has written, in a way that makes one feel that the 
closing vacation has been passed there and that the scenes 
spread out in the illustrations are the ones that have just 
been enjoyed and have been but recently left. 

THE BALTIMORE COUNTRY CLUB 

In the series of articles on ‘AMERICAN COUNTRY 
Ciuss,”” “THe Battimore Country CLup”’ is described 
by Mr. Day Allen Willey. It is little wonder, that, where 
life in the open is so intimate a part of the social fabric, 
should be found a country club of such extensive member- 

ship and broad influence. Its scope embraces not only 
golf and tennis but also cricket, polo and all forms of out- 
door sports. The club house which has recently been 
enlarged and refitted is extremely attractive and in most 

excellent taste. The membership list reads like the “ Blue 
Book” of Baltimore Society. 

FALL PLANTING 

“Fatt PLANTING”’ is considered by Frank H. Sweet. He 
points out what may be gained by planting hardy trees, 
shrubs, vines and perennials in the autumn and _ directs 

attention to the risks which must be anticipated, that 
they may be eliminated or reduced to a minimum. 

THE USE OF PORTLAND CEMENT FOR DWELLINGS 

Such rapid strides have been made in recent years in 
extending the uses of Portland Cement that an almost 
distinct architectural style has sprung into existence, born 
of the desire to employ such an enduring and fireproof 
material in the construction of dwellings of all classes. Mr. 
Seymour Coates describes the several methods now in vogue 
for its use in this direction and illustrates his subject with 
photographs of one of the most common types, namely, 
stucco on metal lath. ‘This form of construction seems to 
immediately suggest the Mission style of design. 
the houses shown have their inspiration from these old 
monuments of the eighteenth century, modified to accord 
more closely with the necessities of to-day and tempered 
with the feeling of any one of several countries. 

THE SMALL HOUSE WHICH IS GOOD 

The September issue will contain an interesting sketch by 

Samuel Howe on the country house of Mr. Austin Willard 

Lord, the well-known architect. It is located at Water- 

Most of 

witch, N. J. and is a delightful solution of the many problems 
which presented themselves to the owner in his endeavor to 
supply the necessary conveniences for his family within the 

limitations which he had set for himself. The realization 

of his ideals is shown in the artistic simplicity of the design, 
the compactness yet freedom of the planning and in the 

home atmosphere which seems to pervade it all. 

Under the same caption will appear a brief description 
of the modest house of Mr. E. H. May of Pasadena, Cal. 
Covering about the same area and intended to encompass 

about the same results as in the A. W. Lord house it is 

interesting to compare them and to see how similar proposi- 

tions are affected by individual and family suggestions, by 

environment and by different ideas as to the proper places 

to apply the pruning knife of economy. 

A HOUSE FOR $4,500 
Mr. Walter P. Crabtree, Architect, presents a pleasing 

house costing the above amount having many advantageous 
features. The object was to design a “dwelling that should 
be above all else, domestic, personal and livable as well as 
convenient in its arrangement. As in the majority of 
“small house” problems the question of cost had to be 
considered and the limitations set be strictly observed. 

BIRDS ARE THE GARDENERS’ BEST FRIENDS 

Investigations which have recently been carried on under 
the auspices of the U. S. Department of Agriculture ge 
established the fact that at least 75 per cent “— the food « 
birds which frequent our gardens and yards, consists f 

insects most of which are harmful in some manner to the 
growth in our gardens. Mr. Craig S. Thoms in commenting 
on this fact, urges the encouraging of these friends to make 
long visits and where possible to coax them to take up per- 
manent residence in our orchards and grounds. He points 
out that the small amount of fruit consumed by the birds is 
inadequate pay indeed for the service which they render. 

UP-TO-DATE BATH-ROOMS 

Every device and every material whose use tends to 
improve the sanitary conditions of the home is to-day seized 

upon with avidity, and the cost is a secondary consideration, 

provided the results secured are satisfactory. 
The bath-room of twenty years ago presente da field rich 

in possibilities. Here lurked the germs of disease, fostered 
by the dampness and coincident decomposition. 

Charles J. Fox, Ph. D. in an interesting article dwells 
upon the growing use of tiles for floors and walls of bath- 
rooms and even for the ceilings. This material being 
inorganic and non-absorbent, would seem to be the ideal 
one for the uses indicated. 

THE DEPARTMENTS 

“The Editor’s Talks and Correspondence,” “ Suggestions 
for the Month” and the “Garden Correspondence ’’ all 
bristle with timely items—which cannot fail to be helpful 
to,the home builder or furnisher—and to the garden and 
flower enthusiast. 
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SUNBURN 
with its unpleasant and painful etfects is 

quickly relieved by Ponp's Extract—the 

cooling, healing and refreshing antiseptic. 

\ toilet necessity during warm weather 

THE STANDARD FOR 60 YEARS 
Sold only in sealed bottles 

Substitutes are 

never in bulk. 

always disappointing, 

FREI First Aid to Injured"* Booklet. 

Lamont Cortiss& Co., Agts.. Dept.62, 78 Hudson St., New York 

A REPUTATION 
Built on QUALITY alone 

ORCELITE 
Has n titor where the best 
ENAMEL # NISH is required. 

For specifications see Sweet's Index, Page 744, or get the Porcelites 
Book. Section E. 

THE THOMSON WOOD FINISHING CO. 

Makers of Enamelsand Varnishes - Philadelphia 

Poultry 
You must advertise, if you want to do so profit- 
ably, in a magazine which circulates among peo- 

ple who own their own homes, and who are in 

consequence, interested in everything that goes to 

make the home a success; and as we publish only 
practical articles on this subject, every issue of 

House AND GarpEN will be bought by possible 

customers of yours. Our special heading for 

our Poultry Department will make your advertise- 

ment attract attention. Special rates on request. 

Rouse “Garien 
Poultry Department. 

10066 ArcH Srreet, PHILADELPHIA. PA 

THE BEST SASH CORD MADE 

= SHVEREAKEA 

EVERY FOOT IS STAMPED IN RED 

SILVER LAKE “A” 

school yard. The result was a revela- 
tion to those interested enough to go to 
see the work done, and so great was the 

benefit to the children thus engaged, 
that this year the idea was carried out in 
four schools. Vegetables as well as 
flowers were grown, and in the majority 
of cases the beds would have been a 

credit to any professional gardener. 
Eighty-five dollars in cash were dis- 
tributed in amounts of $1 to $5 each for 
the best work done. Mayor McAleer 
was present at the entertainment given 
in the Bethlehem Institute by the chil- 
dren, and as each winner was called up 
for his or her award he gave each a 
hearty shake of the hand and a pleasant 
word of encouragement. 

This year the work was not begun 
until February. The coming school 
year the campaign will be begun in 
October, for two principal reasons. 

First, it has been learned that boys and 
girls interested in this garden work are 
better pupils; are much more easily con- 
trolled, and have a respectful, dignified 

manner in the presence of their teachers 
and visitors who call to see their work, 
that children have not who are not thus 
interested. 

Second, to teach the children and 
through them the parents that there is no 
necessity of ground lying idle in this 
delightful climate, during the fall and 
winter months, and that it is possible to 

have flowers and vegetables every day of 
the year in the open air. ‘Then, too, the 
promoters of the scheme have the 
thought in mind of teaching the children 
perseverance, the habit of sticking to a 
job until it is finished—an accomplish- 
ment they must all have if they hope to 
be successful in life-—P. D. Barnhart in 
Florists’ Exchange. 

JOSEPH BONOMI 

H°* was born at Rome in 1739 and 
studied architecture under the 

Marchese Teodoli. In 1767 he was in- 
vited to England by the brothers Adam, 
and was for many years employed by 

them as an assistant and architectural 
draughtsman. ‘The acquaintance which 
he formed in London with Angelica 
Kauffman, then in the zenith of hér 
fame, led to his marrying her cousin and 

ward, Rosa Florini, in 1775. When 
Angelica returned to Italy, after her 
marriage with Zucchi, the painter, she 
induced Bonomi to do the same, and he 

writing to advertisers please mention Hous AND GARDEN. 
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left England in 1783, taking with him 
his family of three young children; but 
he did not remain in Italy above a year. 
About five years after his return, in 
November, 1789, he was elected an 
Associate of the Royal Academy, but 
never raised to the rank of R. A., al- 
though Reynolds interested himself very 
warmly in his behalf, and did all that he 
could to obtain for him the professorship, 
which was bestowed on Fuseli. Bon- 
omi died March g, 1808, leaving a 
widow and six children, the eldest of 
whom also practised as an architect; 

and another son was known as an 
authority on Egyptian antiquities. 

Bonomi’s chief professional works were 
additions and alterations at Langley 
Hall, Kent, 1790; the chapel of the 
Spanish Embassy, near Manchester 
Square, London, 1792; Eastwell House, 
Kent, 1793; the pyramidal mausoleum 
in Blickling Park, Norfolk, 1794; Long- 
ford Hall, Salop; mansion at Laver- 
stock, Haneh 1797; mansion at Rose- 

neath, in Denhostaiiiios. for the Duke 
of Argyll, 1803, which is his most 
celebrated work, although chiefly re- 
markable for the heresy, if not the sole- 
cism, of an entrance-portico with a 
column in the centre. The reason 
assigned for this caprice is that, as the 
portico was intended for carriages to 
drive through, it was thought a column 
in the centre of the front would express 
its purpose better; yet, besides having 
a most awkward effect in itself, a column 

in that situation is not a little objection- 
able, on account of its obstructing the 
view from the entrance-door. Never- 
theless the design 1 is praised as displaying 
originality of genius. Bonomi also 
made designs for the new sacristy of St. 
Peter’s at Rome, of which edifice he had 
been appointed honorary architect in 
1804.—T he Architect. 

SILENCE LAWS IN BERLIN 

N° other large city is as quiet as Ber- 

lin. Railway engines are not 
allowed to blow their whistles within the 
city limits. ‘There is no loud bawling 
by hucksters, and a man whose wagon 
gearing is loose and rattling is subject 
to a fine, says the “ Washington Post.’ 
The courts have a large discretion as to 
fines for noise making. The negro whist- 
lers who make night shrill and musical in 
Washington would have a hard time of 
it in a German community. Strangest 

Preserve and Beautify Your Shingles 
by staining them with 

Cabot’s Shingle Stains 
They are made of Creosote (“the best wood 

preservative known"’), pure linseed oil, and 
the best pigments, and give soft, velvety 
coloring ae (moss greens, bark- browns, 
silver grays, etc.) that look better and wear 
better than any others. 50% cheaper than 
paint. 

Send for sta‘ned wood samples and catalogue 

SAMUEL CABOT, Sole Manufacturer 
141 Milk Street, Boston, Mass. 

Agents at all Central Points 

Clark & Russell, Architects, Boston Cabot’s Sheathing ‘Quilt’ makes warm houses 
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APPLE f ON’S 
MAGAZINE 
ee In “THE YOUNGER SET,” Robert W. 

or one year $1.50 
B May, June and Chambers has written what promises to be the most 

July numbers .45 successful novel of this year, as his * THE FIGHTING 
c Any one of the CHANCE ” was the most successful novel of last year. 

books men- Advance orders already compel a first edition of 100,000 
tioned below 1.50 | copies. Like “The Fighting Chance,” “The Younger 

$3-45 Set” also deals with New York society, and with even 

Special price greater dramatic power. It is now running serially in 

“— all $] 50 APPLETON’S MAGAZINE 

IF you will subscribe to APPLETON’S NOW 
and send us the names of three friends 
who, you really feel; might be inclined 

to subscribe, we will send you FREE the previous numbers 
containing the opening instalments of “ The Younger 
Set,” and ALSO any one of the following $1.50 books 

“TOLE,” by Robert W. Chambers 
“ THE RECKONING,” by Robert W. Chambers 
“ DAVID HARUM,” by Edward Noyes Westcott 
“ NANCY STAIR,” by Elinor Macartney Lane « & a 
“COMPLETE HOSTESS,” by C. E. Laughlin P tion of an an illustration from. 

ounger Set 

Simply fill out this Coupon 

D. APPLETON & CO., 436 Fifth Avenue, New York FC 
Enclosed find remittance of $1.50 for which send me Appleton’s Magazine 
for one year, commencing with the August issue; also the May, June, and 

July numbers of 1906; also a copy of 
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EARSONS 
“AZINE 

‘*She kept to the side of the hedge, 

raising her skirts a little, for the grass 

was long. A few yards farther on was 

The soft swish of her silken 

draperies as she stole along became a 

clearly recognizable sound against the 

background of intense silence. Mache- 

the gate. 

AUGUST 

son had been leaning against a tree just 

side. He opened the gate. She stepped 

almost into his arms. Her white face 

was suddenly illuminated by the soft 

blaze of summer lightning which poured 

from the sky. 

to realize. 

He had no time to move, 

He felt her hands upon his 

cheek, his face drawn downward, her 

lips, soft and burning, pressed against 

his for one long, exquisite second. And 

then—the darkness once more, and his 

arms were empty.”’ 

From Oppenheim's great novel 

in the August Pearson's. 

The Illustrations for The Missioner are by 

In the August Pearson's we are also commencing anew series of short stories of 

romance and stirring narrative entitled 

TALES OF A. 
BLOCKADE-RUNNER 

Of all the periods of American progress none has 

The Civil War 

Of all the branches of The Civil War service none was so full of constant vigilance 

and exciting action as the blockade 

held such charm for live readers of 

all ages as that of 

The great majority of stories of the blockade have been written as from the deck of 

a gun-boat—from the Northern view point. 

Our new series by RAY WYNN is built from the opposite point of view—the 

Southern captain and the fugitive ship. 

The only way to be certain of obtaining this splendid issue is to send in 

your subscription now or order at once through your newsdealer. 

THE PEARSON PUBLISHING COMPANY 
ASTOR PLACE, NEW YORK 15 cents a copy $l. 50 a Year 

Kennels 
BUTCHERS PATENT 

DISAPPEARING 
SAFETY garden. 

Is out of sight by people living in the suburban districts, 

when not in use what is more, by people 
Let ws write vou about it 

LARAMY HOWLETT CO. 

) Standish St., Cambridge, Mass. 

— P.O. Box 42 

Rouse Garten 
In writing to advertisers please mention House aNp GARDEN. 

Dogs for the country are as necessary as the 

If you advertise in our Kennel Depart- 

HITCHING POST ment, the advertisement will be seen and read 

who own their own 

homes and are financially able and willing to take 

advantage of any offer that you may have to 

make them. Special rates will be sent on request. 

of all, piano-playing is regulated in 

Berlin. Before a certain hour in the 
day and after a certain hour in the night 
the piano must be silent in that musical 
city. Even during playing hours a fine 
is imposed for mere banging on the 
piano. In Paris it is only during the 
carnival and on féte days that the sound 
of the French horn is tolerated. At 
other seasons it is rigorously prohibited 
by the police. 
noise is not a recent thing. Wallen- 
stein, who demanded absolute quiet, 
had 130 houses torn down in Prague 
and sentries posted all round in the 
distance, to secure silence. There is a 
tradition that farther back in tinte a 
Bohemian shepherd, seeing the monk 
Adelbert asleep, blew on his pipe in 
mischief. The monk called down the 
curse of deafness on him. 

BOUNTY FOR TREE-GROWING 

HERE is a law on the statute books 
of Pennsylvania which ought to 

have a wide circulation. It is “An Act 
for the Encouragement of Forestry.” 
This law takes the best means possible to 
encourage owners of land to preserve and 

propagate timber-trees, for it allows a 
reduction of taxes to the owner of forest 
land which comes up to certain re- 
quirements of the act. The first man 
to take advantage of the new law is an 
Allegheny County farmer, Mr. Tenner 
of Leet township. As told by the 
“Pittsburg Chronicle-Telegraph,’’ Mr. 
Tenner has obtained from the County 
Commissioners a reduction of $22.50 on 
his taxes for complying with the pro- 
visions of the law. It is rather remark- 
able that the second county in the State 
in point of population should be the 
first to pay a bounty for forest preserva- 
tion under the new law, but such is the 
case. The land-owner who preserves 
his woods not only gets this immediate 
reward, but the increasing value of the 
trees will make a further and larger 
profit for him eventually.—Bujffalo Com- 
mercial. 

IRON PIERCED BY HAILSTONES 

(rE: is justified in many cases in giv- 
ing only a tentative belief to many 

of the big hailstone tales over which 
some travellers delight to spread them- 
selves, says the “St. James’s Budget.”” A 
correspondent in Dholi, Behar, however, 
sends the indubitable proof of photo- 
graphs to quite convince us and our 

German intolerance of 
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readers of the terrible nature of the hail- 
storm which occurred in his district 
recently. ‘The storm passed over the 
greater part of the districts of Mozuffer- 
pore and Durbungah, but it appears to 
have concentrated itself with special 
fury over the indigo factory called 
Dholi. Here the storm was terrific, 
even for tropical regions, the hailstones 
weighing as much as five ounces. On 
an average they were as large, if not 
larger, than cricket balls. It can be 
easily understood that the damage done 
was great. Not a whole tile was to be 
found in the roofs, trees were uprooted, 
birds were killed, and general destruction 
wrought all around. What is more 
astounding, the corrugated iron roofing 
over many of the factory buildings was 
riddled as if it had been shelled by a 
battery. We can quite imagine, as our 

correspondent informs us, that no storm 
like it has ever occurred in the district. 
Hailstones have, however, had the same 
terrific force in Africa, a sample of 
corrugated iron pierced in a like manner 
having been recently shown in London.— 
Scientific American. 

EARLY HISTORY OF THE FUSIBLE 

STRIP 

ERE is an interesting little story 
about the fusible strip. November 

1879, was a momentous time at Menlo 
Park, N. J. Mr. Edison had invited 
the New York aldermen, a number of 
prominent officials and well-known elec- 
tricians, to be present at his laboratory 
to witness the trial of the incandescent 
light. He had invented his three-wire 
system and carbon-flament lamp, and 
was about to show the world what could 
be done with them. The party was 
invited to be present at night. On 
the morning of that day one of his faith- 
ful assistants remarked: ‘“‘What will 
happen to us if somebody should lay a 
bar of metal across these wires? It 
would short-circuit the whole business, 
the lamps would burn out and the thing 
would be a fizzle.” Mr. Edison pon- 
dered over the matter for a few minutes, 
and saw the importance of the question. 

[t was all the more important as it was 
known that some of the guests who were 
invited were not Mr. Edison’s warmest 
friends. After thinking the matter over 
for a few minutes, Mr. Edison retired, 
and in an hour came back and ordered 

Dexter Table 
(Suggestion) 

Our Specialty is Cottage Furniture 
(Simple in line and well built) 

WILLIAM LEAVENS é€ CO. 

Adapted to Shore and Country 

Houses. Can be furnished un- 

finished or stained to match interior 

decorations. 

A request will bring a package 

containing 200 distinctive patterns. 

Visitors are invited to inspect 

specimen pieces displayed in our 

warerooms. 

scanat street BOSTON 

A NEW BUILDING METHOD 

This diagram shows the principies of our 
organization, which directs, co-ordinates and 
controls every part of a building operation. 
It includes under a single contract the ser- 
vices of the architect, builder, decorator and 
furnisher, and places the responsibility for 
every detail of the work on a single firm. 
"The Way to Build" mailed on request. 

HOGGSON BROTHERS 
CONTRACTING DESIGNERS OF 

Residences, Banks, Clubs, Libraries 
7 EAST 44th STREET, NEW YORK 

Mantel Design in Colored Mat 

Glaze Tile 

Made by 

ROOKWOOD POTTERY 0. 

CINCINNATI 

the wires to be cut in several places. 

AGENTS WANTED 

United States. 

necessary. 

1006 Arch Street 

We want a bright active agent to represent HOUSE 
AND GARDEN permanently in every city and town in the 

We have a special offer, covering both new 
subscriptions and renewals, by which a permanent and prohtable 
business can be established with little work. 

Write for our Special Offer. 

Subscription Department 

HOUSE AND GARDEN 

Experience not 

Philadelphia 
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Scribner’s Magazine 
S usual, the AUGUST number will con- 

tain a group of the best short stories of 

the year, and some beautiful color printing, in- 

cluding the cover, a frontispiece by MAXFIELD 

PARRISH and a series of drawings by HAR- 

RISON FISHER. It is in every respect a 

notable number. 

Some Remarks on Gulls, With a 
Footnote on a Fish By Henry van Dyke 

“Brave spirits of the sea and of the shore” 

lew birds are more interesting in their manner of 
life or more suggestive of the mystery and poetry of the 
sea. The author gives his observations of the gulls of 
Manhattan and then follows them along the coast to some 

of their brooding places off the coast of Maine. Inci- 
dentally, he tells of how he and Gypsy caught the big 
ouananiche in the “Gull’s Bath-Tub.” The article is illus- 
trated with drawings by Schoonover and with some re- 
markable photographs by Herbert K. Job. 

A Day at the Country Club 
Drawings by Harrison Fisher 

\ charming series of story-telling pictures by this 
p pular artist. “Wanted: An Answer;” “Byplay ;” 
Fore; “Fisherman's Luck.” 

Mortimer’s Failure By Jesse Lynch Williams 
Che causes of Mortimer’s failure were not any lack 

of business acumen or vain plungings in Wall Street. 

(Quite the contrary. That the failure proved in every 
sense a good investment is made fully apparent to the 
reader of the story. Mrs. Mortimer rose splendidly to 
the situation. Ilustrated by Yohn 

The Fruit of the Tree By Edith Wharton 
In the August installment Mrs. Wharton's novel 

reaches one of its tragic climaxes and prepares the reader 
for a situation that involves a problem of the most vital 
interest 

Reproduced in colors 

“NOTABLE.” 

One 
Of the Best 

Novels 

Price, - - $1.50 

For Sale by all Booksellers 

“One cannot rise from reading this 
book without feeling that it is a not- 
able contribution to current litera- 
ture.”—Philadelphia Inquirer. 
v—~. ~{ original, fresh, earn- 

est, spark! ng with wit and humor.” 
deago Record-Herald. 

“CLASSIC.” 

“A book which is destined to be 
come one of the gems of modern 
novels. The plot is deep, strong, 
graphically told and will not be for- 
gotten as that of many passing nov- 
els, but will be cherished as a classic, 
as a story of right against wrong 
which is destined to bring about a 
great change in the child labor ques- 
tion."—Birmingham News. 

These breaks were then connected by 
means of little strips of lead. The 
whole laboratory force was kept busy 
all that day casting these little strips of 
lead, so it will be seen in the short space 
of an hour’s time, after the emergency 
has presented itself and asserted its 
importance, Mr. Edison had produced 
what is to-day one of the most valuable 
and vital devices in every electrical 
circuit. To finish the story, it may be 
said that when the evening came a now 
well-known electrician was standing 
with one of Mr. Edison’s assistants and 
said tohim: “I think I will play a joke 
on Tom, and just lay this bar of copper 
across the circuit.”” The assistant re- 
plied: “You can’t hurt anything by 
doing that.’’ Nevertheless, the bar 

was laid across. Four lamps burned 
out, the balance kept right on at work. 
A man came and repaired the fuses, 
and, much to the astonished electri- 
cian’s surprise, everything went on as 
smoothly as before. — N. Y. Electrical 
Review. 

HORTICULTURAL NOTES 

A wniter in “Park and Cemetery”’ 
states that the superintendent of Audu- 
bon Park, New Orleans, has adopted a 
plan to cure and preserve trees with hol- 
low trunks thatis “original,” by filling 
the hollows with cement. The plan is a 
good one, but it is by no means “origi- 
nal”; it has been in practice in these 
parts many a year. 

Our native beech makes a grand tree 
when set out where it can grow at will 
untrammeled. When of some age it 
takes on the drooping character of its 
lower branches which so distinguishes 
the pin oak. This, with its white bark, 
gives it a character that calls for its 
planting. 

Paulownia plants are so easily raised 
from seeds that any other mode is not 
considered. But when desired it propa- 
gates readily from pieces of root, cut up 
and set outdoors in early spring, or in a 

greenhouse. 

As soon as summer flowering shrubs 
are out of bloom, give them a fair pru- 
ning back. Many of them, especially 
spireas, if so treated, flower again in 
autumn, some of them as freely as in 
their first display. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House AND GARDEN. 
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Among bush honeysuckles the one 
known as Lonicera Morrow is a great 
favorite because of its bright red berries, 
which it bears in such immense quanti- 
ties in the summer months. All the 
bush honeysuckles are propagated either 
by seeds, soft wood cuttings in summer 
or hard wood cuttings made in winter 
and set out in spring. 

The false larch, so called, Pseudo- 
larix Kaempferi, is a_ beautiful tree. 
Though deciduous, as all larches are, it 
has an appearance in summer of a fir, 
its foliage being between those of a larch 
and a fir. In late autumn the foliage 
becomes of a yellow tinge. 

Tsuga Mertensiana, the western hem- 

lock spruce, is thought not hardy, but 

there are specimens of it about Philadel- 
phia which thrive very well. William- 

soni, another one, considered synony- 

mous with Hookeriana, is also hardy 
thereabout. 

In former days it was the custom of 
E ‘uropean nurserymen to remove the 
strip of wood from a bud before budding 
with it, and this may still be the rule. 
But our own nurserymen consider its 
removal entirely unnecessary, and insert 

the bud just as it is cut from the shoot 
furnishing it. 

Among midsummer flowering shrubs 
of merit place the several vitexes. Of 
Vitex Agnes-castus, there are three 
colors—white, lilac, and deep lilac. 

Then there is another species, incisa. 
All are summer blooming. 

The best mulch of all for plants in 
summer is that of fine dust. This is 
secured by frequent harrowings when- 
ever the soil is in a suitable condition for 
it. Mulching of leaves, short grass and 

the like is apt to cause roots to approach 
the surface, which is not desirable. 
Foseph Meehan in Florists’ Ex< hange. 

A WONDERFUL JAPANESE CARVING 

NE of the most marvellous workmen 
in the world is Hananuma Masaki- 

chi, of Tokio, Japan, who has carved a 
figure in wood so like himself that when 
the two are placed side by side it is said to 
be almost impossible to tell which lives 
and breathes and which does not. By 
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Fiction Number 
The Ghost at Point of Rocks 
By Frank H. Spearman Author of *‘Whispering Smith’”’ 

Young Hugh Morrison was put on “a night job” at 
the loneliest desert station on a great Western road, with 
the idea that this would prove the most effective way to 
“give the boy a quick railroad death.” The story of his 
experiences, including the mystery and romance sur- 
rounding the ruin of “the great brick house,” 
absorbing interest. Illustrated by W. T. Benda. 

The Commandeering of the Lucy 
Foster By James B. Connolly 

Readers of Mr. Connolly’s “Out of Gloucester” will 
be glad to meet Captain Wesley Marrs again and to learn 
how he managed to get his load of herring out of Fortune 
Bay, and of how the agent of the Crown was made to 
serve the purposes of the shrewd Yankee skipper. There 
is a fine description of the way the “Lucy” was maneu- 
vered to give an imitation of a vessel in distress. 

With an illustration by W. J. Aylward 

The Grandfathers of the Evolution 
By Nelson Lloyd 

Few of our short-story writers have shown as much 
originality both in plot and treatment of character as Mr. 
Lloyd. This is a distinctly novel conception, full of humor 
and shrewd observations upon some familiar phases of 
American ancestor-worship. 

“TLascar” 
An army story of an unusual sort. The chief charac- 

ters are three old veterans of L Troop of the Nth U.S 
Horse, Captain Wendell Benner, his orderly, Danvers, 
and the latter's horse, “Lascar.” The bond of comrade- 
ship that unites the three is brought out with fine touches 
of humor and pathos. _ Illustrated by N. C. Wyeth 

Waldo Trench Regains His Youth 
By Henry B. Fuller 

The background of the story is Italy. ‘‘Waldo 
Trench, I take it, was one of the youngest things that ever 
happened. These few pages from the note-book of a mid- 
dle-aged observer will tell how he grew older; then how, 
through the application of force majeure at a critical 
stage of his career, he became young again.” 

Illustrated by J. M. Flagg 

25c. a Number 

is one of 

Illustrated by J. M. Flagg 
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By Lt. Hugh Johnson =... COPYRIGHT 1907, CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS 

Sg MENT COMIN DARE 

COPYRIGHT 1907, CHARLES SCRIGNER'S SONS 

$3.00 a Year 

IMPORTANT TIMELY BOOKS. AMERICA’S INSULAR POSSESSIONS 
[DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE, ROCHESTER, N. Y.] 

‘Beautiful as well as instructive are the two large volumes of ‘America’s Insular Possessions,’ by C. H. Forbes-Lindsay, who 
has written several valuable books on the Philippines, Panama and the canal, on India and other countries. The inteiligent Ameri- 
can who wants to acquire a comprehensive knowledge of the islands we wrested from the tyranny of Spain need go no further than 
these volumes. They contain a clear and absorbing history of the Philippines, from their acquisition by Spain down to the present 
moment. They describe the steps by which the natives have developed. and they afford an answer to the question whether the peo- 
ple and their islands are worth something. From the records of the War Department the author has obtained statistics which 
indicate the growth of the industries, agriculture and other resources. The distinct purpose of the author is to present facts, rather 
than to discuss theories. He describes the islands of the archipelago in their many aspects, the inhabitants and their varied enter- 
prises, the timber and mineral possibilities and the present conditions of commerce. The second volume includes the little-known 
Guam, Hawaii and Porto Rico. Panama occupies a large part of the book and the stupendous work of digging the Isthmian canal is 
accurately described and illustrated. Both volumes are superbly illustrated with photogravures, giving to the reader a clearer idea 
tha he could gain from merely reading descriptions. The pictures show mountain scenery which rivals in wonder and beauty that 
of the Tyrol. he illuminated covers are highly creditable to the publishers.” 

The John C. Winston Co., 
Publishers, Philadelphia $5.00 Express Paid 

In writing to advertisers please mention HOUSE AND GARDEN. 19 
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Ghe “BISHOP” of COTTONTOWN, 

{uthor of 1 Summer Hymnal,’ “Songs and Stories from Tennessee,” etc. 

For Sale at all Booksellers, Price $1.50 

fue Joun C. Winston Company, Publishers, Philadelphia. 
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Every Kernel a Good One 

Plump, solid, clean, heavy. You can raise this 
1 kind of wheat every year if you fertilize 

ystematically with 

Potash 
Don’t accept a fertilizer that 

contains less than 6°¢ of this most 
essential plant-food. Rather than 

risk an under-supply, mix Muriate 
or Sulphate of Potash liberally 

with the fertilizer, 

Our Books on Farming—Free 
Written | experts, Full of practic a! 

vs Ought to b in every farm- 

ers library. 

GERMAN KALI WORKS 
03 Naseau Street, New York 

Monadnock Building, Chicago 
Candler Building, Atlanta, Ga. 

Address office nearest you, 

A NEW NOVEL BY 

JOHN TFROTWOOD MOORE 

MR. C. H. FORBES-LINDSAY 
has been ay attacked because he dared, before President 
Roosevelt visited the isthmus, to say that our work at Panama 
has been well done. 
The facts about the canal and its romantic history are ready 

for you in his book, just issued : 

PANAMA 
The Isthmus and the Canal 

Cloth, 368 pp., 16 illustrations, 2 maps from latest surveys. 

ONE DOLLAR NET 

At all bookstores. 

THE JOHN C. WINSTON CO., Publishers, Philadelphia 

In writing to advertisers please mention House anp Garvey. 

several connoisseurs in art this wooden 
figure has been pronounced the most 
perfect and human image of man ever 
made. Masakichi has faithfully _re- 
produced every scar, vein and wrinkle 
to be seen on his own body. The 
figure is composed of 2,000 pieces of 
wood, dovetailed and jointed with such 
wonderful skill that no seams can be 
detected. Tiny holes were drilled for 
the reception of hairs, and the wooden 
figure has glass eyes and eyelashes in 
which no dissimilarity to Masakichi’s 
own can be detected. The Japanese 
artist posed between two mirrors while 
modelling this figure, and for some time 
after his completion he posed frequently 
beside it, to the confusion of spectators, 
who were often entirely at a loss as to 
which was the artist. The figure stands 
with a little mask in one hand, and an 
instrument for carving in the other; the 

lifelike eyes are apparently gazing at the 
mask, and the face wears a look of 
intense absorption.—Youth’s Compan- 
ion. 

ROMAN ROADS 

N authority on road construction says 
that the Romans made their main 

roads to last forever. ‘They were com- 
posed of siliceous and calcareous mate- 
rials, and were superior to the highest 
type of modern work. ‘The large roads 
averaged 4 to 434 metres, the smaller 
ones 3 to 3% metres. In mountain 
regions the road was narrowed down to 
a single carriageway, 134 metres. The 
sidewalks were larger near the cities, but 
reduced to six-tenths of a metre in the 
outer districts. ‘They were built of cut 
stone, at least on the border. At every 
twelve paces mounting-stones were placed 
and at every 1,000 paces milestones. 
Some of the best roads were paved with 
marble. ‘The minor or secondary roads 
were not so carefully made, though of a 
solidity with which few modern roads 
can compare. A ditch was dug to the 
solid earth, which was stamped, rolled 
or staked; then on a floor of sand, 10 or 
15 centimetres thick, a layer of mortar 
was spread. ‘This formed the basis of 
the four courses which constituted the 
road. ‘The first was a course of several 
layers of flat stones, bound by hard ce- 
ment or clay. This layer was usually 
30 centimetres thick, and twice that in 
bad lands. On this came a concrete of 
pebbles, stones and broken _ britks, 
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strongly rammed with iron-sheathed ram- 
mers. [he ordinary thickness of this 
layer was 45 centimetres. In the ab- 
sence of mortar, loam was used. Super- 
imposed on this was a layer of 30 to 50 
centimetres of gravel or coarse sand, 

carefully rolled. The top layer, or 
crust, was convex, and ran to a thickness 
of 20 to 30 centimetres or more. It was 
made differently, according to the ma- 
terials at hand. It was either paved 
with cut stone or laid with pebble and 
granite, or metalled.—St. Louis Globe- 
Democrat. 

A GLASS HOSPITAL WARD 

AN; aseptic ward”’ in one of the Lon- 
don hospitals contains some novel 

features. Itis 14 feet by 11 feet in area 
and 13 feet high, being intended for only 
one patient at a time. The walls and 
ceiling are of enamelled glass, with 

rounded angles, and 

marble mosaic, with angles also rounded. 
A plate-glass window, with outside blind, 

forms three-fifths of the west wall; the 
door is of ground glass, and the frame 
the only wood about the ward- 
hard teak. No pipe or drain opens into 
the ward, and great care has been taken 
with the ventilating arrangements, the 
ward being also cut off from the rest of 

the hospital by a ventilated lobby; the 
bed, chair, patient’s locker, etc., are of 
metal. Everything in the apartment 
can be washed in hot water without harm 
of any kind, and it is suggested that 

future houses will be provided with the 
most complete protection against the 
growth or entrance of any description 
of harmful germs.—-N. Y. Tribune. 

BURIED FOREST UNEARTHED 

ECRETARY WATSON of the 
Lumbermen’s Exchange _ reports 

that within the last few months an 

extensive forest of walnut has been 
unearthed in southeast Missouri. In 
1811 an earthquake in that part of the 
State resulted in the sinking of large 
tracts of land. Since then there have 
been annual floods in that district, each 
year adding to the accretions. Less 
than two months ago two farmers, walk- 
ing through a part of the district, noticed 
what to their eyes seemed to be the ends 
of walnut trees sticking out of the sunken 
places and tipped over. Remembering 
that vast amounts of cedar-wood have 

on page 23) (Continued 
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New a ens ton in the 

October Issue of 

Flouse Garden 

The domestic animals com- 
monly kept on a country place 
will be dealt with ini a fashion 
so practical that readers, 
whether of long experience or 
new in such ownership, will 
alike be interested. Of these 
animals the horse is probably 
the most important and as the 
department is to be conducted 
by 

Mr. John Gilmer Speed, 

author of the standard book, 
‘“‘The Horse in America,”’ it is 
unlikely that this section will 
not receive proper treatment. 
Mr. Speed was born ona Ken- 
tucky farm, where all kinds 
of farm animals were bred, 
and has himself been a breeder 
of horses, cattle, dogs, and 
chickens ever since attaining 
manhood. He will not only 
write on the various types of 
these animals but will give 
counsel as to the purchase, 
keep, training and general treat- 
ment of them. His expert 
knowledge will be at the dispo- 
sal of all readers of Flouse®Ganien 

POULTRY RAISERS 
Do you wish a flock of the hardiest BIRDS 

and Best Layers on earth? Then write to 

WALTER. SHERMAN 

Maplepath, Newport, R. L., 

for some of his RHODE ISLAND REDS. 
“Eggs to Hatch” at 10c each or BIRDS 

at moderate prices. He has also Light Brahmas, 
White, Silver, Golden and Buff Wyandottes; 
Brown, Buff and White Leghorns; Barred, 
White, Buff and Black Rocks; Black Minorcas 
and Javas. Free circular and other information. 

GREAT DANES—These magnificent dogs are docile, sensible 
and obedient, but splendid watchers at night. We have some es 
pecially handsome young stock at prese nt, Best blood extant, 
Ideal dogs for country p lace, ¢ Lorrespondence solicited, 

DANICKA KENNELS, Geneva, N. Y 

AFTON FARM 
IMPERIAL PEKIN DUCKS 

Bred for size, quick growth, egg produc- 

tion and beauty. They will add beauty 
to your estate and pay a profit at the 
same time. Write for particulars. 

S. B. & E. W. TWINING 
Afton Farm Yardley, Pa. 

WINNETKA COLLIE KENNELS 
Established January, 1902, since which time Collies sired by our 

Stud have won 158 first and Special prizes. 

At Stud Parbold Professor - - - Fee $25.00 

Ch. Winneta Christopher Fee $15.00 

Registered Stock of the best blood in the world always for sale. 

Meadow Farm WINNETKA, III 

eas a Champions 

Largest 
Breeders 

Largest 
Winners 

We Have Won 
during the past five 
years at ae Sq. 

; +4 Garden, Y., more 

prizes i. any Orp- 
ington breeder inthis 
country, namely: In 
the S. C. Buff, Black 
and White varieties, 
last year we won five 
Firsts ; five Seconds ; 
three Thirds; three 

Fourths and three Fifths. We also won the most prizes of any 
breeder, and also won upon stock raised and produced by Willow 
Brook Farm from their established winning and breeding lines. 
We have our breeding lines established, thus accounting for our 
consistent winnings each year at N. Y. We wish you would send 
for our catalogue and our elaborate mating list. describing over 50 
different breeding yards and the price of eggs from each yard. Do 
not be fooled or misled by Orpington whacdiivestioers. but come to 
the fountain-head to get your stock. We are now offering our sur 
plus breeding stock for sale at greatly reduced prices. Write 
your wants plainly to us and receive an answer by immediate mail 

Willow Brook Farm W. L. Davis 
Box H, BERLIN, CONN., U.S. A. 
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Tiling Design—‘Pennsylvania ‘Rubber Tiling—see corresponding leaf in this paper. 

Shaw-Cassidy Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
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been dug up in various places, the 
farmers reported their observations, and 

the ground was explored. It was found 
to be rich in trees of black walnut from 
28 to 36 inches in diameter. Secretary 
Watson states that there are two parts 

to a walnut tree: the center consists 
of solid, black wood, and the rest of the 
tree is a soft, sappy growth, which is of 
little use for commercial purposes. In 
these new trees, just unearthed, the sap 
has all rotted off, leaving only the black 

heart or solid portion of the tree. ‘This 
is found to be a fine specimen of walnut, 
with an unusual depth of color.—St. 
Louts Globe-Democrat. 

FLATS OR APARTMENTS, WHICH ? 

66 (NE thing I would like to know,” 

said a New York citizen who has 
been out hunting a home, “is what con- 
stitutes a flat and what apartments. In 
general I know that apartments cost fif- 
teen per cent more than flats; but I’d like 
to know where the difference lies. 
There’s nothing ina name. One might 
suppose that “Beverwyck’ and ‘Vallan- 
digham’ would indicate apartments; but 
there are flats renting for $25 a month 
that bear those high-sounding titles; 
while the ‘Rustler’ is an apartment- 
house. Locality certainly doésn’t tell for 
I’ve seen apartments advertised on Essex 
Street and a ‘flat to rent’ on a choice 
block in Fifth Avenue. I used to think 
that anything with elevators and hard- 
wood floors were apartments, and dom- 
iciles under $50 a month flats; but 
experience has shaken that notion out 
of me. One other question of a similar 
nature used to bother me—the difference 
between a tenement and a flat—but 
a friend settled that. ‘A tenement,’ 
he told me ‘is a flat with front fire- 
escapes on which the tenants hang their 
bedclothes.’ I'd like to find an equally 
easy definition of an apartment.”— 
Philadelphia Evening Telegraph. 

ROMAN MONOLITHS 

OLUMNS of an astonishing size 
were erected, in which the shaft was 

one piece of stone. For this purpose it 
was hewn in the quarry into the requisite 
form, and was then rolled over the 
ground, or moved by the aid of various 
mechanical contrivances and by im- 
mense labor, to the spot where it was 
to be set up. The traveler now some- 

In 

HE BROUGHTON SELF-CLOSING BASIN COCKS HAVE 

BEEN IN USE FOR SEVERAL YEARS. MANY OF 

CHE LARGEST HOTELS AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS IN 

THE UNITED STATES ARE EQUIPPED WITH THESE 

GOODS. MADE IN BRASS, NICKEL OR SILVE 

PLATED, AND IN SOLID SILVER-METAL. rt oes 

EVERY ONE WARRANTED 

Manufactured only by 

E. Stebbins Manufacturing Co. 

SPRINGFIELD: MASSACHUSETTS 

WorKs aT BrRiGutwoop 

“ hile the red loge before us beat 
The frost lire back with fropic heats” 

Bricks and Terra Cotta of such 

varied colors and finish making it 

possible to carry out the idea of 

any architect or owner successfully. 

O. W. KETCHAM 
24 S. 7th St., Philadelphia 

New York. Washington. 

Terra Cotta Works, Crum Lynne, Pa. 

Baltimore. 

writing to advertisers please mention Hous® AND GARDEN. 
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JAPESTROLER 
NEW BURLAPS 

“Scotia” and “Empire” 
Suitable for High-Class 

INTERIOR DECORATIONS 

Send for Samples 

RICHTER MFG. CO., Tenafly, N. J. 

New York, 20 East 2ist Street 

Chicago, 43 E. Randolph Street. 
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CARNEGIE LIBRARY, NEWARK, N. J. 

RANKIN, KELLOGG & CRANE, ARCHITECTS 
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PHILADELPHIA, STEAM! HEATING, COMEANN., 
1513 Filbert Street, Philadelphia. 

Correspondence Solicited 
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A New House and Garden Book) 

Country Homes 

and Gardens of 

Moderate Cost 

Edited by CHARLES FRANCIS OSBORNE 

Professor in the Architectural School of the 

University of Pennsylvania 

Pree with « eew eubseription to’ House and Garden 

THE WORK OF THE BEST ARCHITECTS 
I'his is not a book of stock plans such as are advertised for sale. Each design is the work of an 

architect of established reputation and the photographs were taken after the house was built. Some of 
the contributors bear such well-known names as Cope & Stewardson, Frank Mead, Wilson Eyre, Elmer 

Gray, Charles Barton Keen, William L. Price, Ellicott & Emmart, Frank Miles Day, Grosvenor 

Atterbury, Margaret Greenleaf Willis Polk and W. C. Eagan. 

PRACTICAL CHAPTERS ON HOUSE-BUILDING 
Ihe illustrated chapters of this book contain much valuable information for those about to build, for 

those who desire to alter or improve their homes, and for all to whom an attractive and comfortable house 
and garden at moderate expense is a matter of interest. The reader of this book will be able to talk to 
his architect intelligently on matters of style and design, can better judge the possibilities and value of a 
piece of land, can advise his builder, and can select his furnishings and decorations with more than 
ordinary taste, or use those he has to better advantage. And the delights of a garden, big or little, are 
brought nearer his reach. 

200 INTERESTING PLANS AND PICTURES 
Ihe houses illustrated range in cost from $800 to $6000. Floor plans, plans of houses and their 

gardens, exterior and interior photographs and suggestive views of planted lawns and gardens in all their 
luxuriance make this book a constant « elight. ee — y a ground, seashore he — 
tain cottages, inviting bungalows and inexpensively remodeled farm- ouses are some of the types 
presented 2 plan and pleted. with detailed notes explaining the illustrations. COUNTRY HOMES 
AND GARDENS OF MODERATE COST ”’ contains 200 superb half-tone engravings and line- 
plans, with text and descriptive notes, printed on the finest heavy coated paper, tastefully bound in 
substantial cloth. The book measures $x 12 inches, contains 128 pages and weighs about 2 pounds. 

PRICES 
To persons who do not subscribe to ‘HOUSE AND GARDEN” 
To Old Subscribers to ‘‘ HOUSE AND GARDEN” 
To New Subscribers to ‘HOUSE AND GARDEN” 

FREE WITH ONE SUBSCRIPTION 
Send us $3.00 for subscription to House anp Garpen, stating at the same time that you 

wish a copy of ‘‘ Country Homes and Gardens of Moderate Cost.’’ We will enter the sub- 
scription bor a year and send the book at once, prepaid. If you are already a subscriber to 

postpaid, $2.00 
postpaid, 1.50 
postpaid, FREE 

<3 02 entaraie dirs can renew or extend your subscription from the date it expires by 
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THE JOHN C. WINSTON CO. 

1006-1016 ARCH STREET 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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times views with wonder the unfinished 
pillars, either occupying their original 
site in the quarry, or lefe after having 
performed one-half their journey, while 
he finds other shafts arranged in their 
intended position, and consisting each 
of a single piece of marble, alabaster, 
porphyry, jasper or granite, which is 

either corroded by time or retains its 
polish and its varied and _ beautiful 
colors, according to the situation in 

which it has been placed, or the dura- 
bility of its substance. The mausoleum 
of the Emperor Hadrian—a circular 
building of such dimensions that it 
serves as the fortress of modern Rome— 
was surrounded by forty-eight lofty and 
most beautiful Corinthian pillars, the 
shaft of each pillar being a single piece 
of marble. 

About the time of Constantine, 
some of these were taken to support 
the interior of a church dedicated to St. 
Paul, which some years ago was des- 
troyed by fire. The interest attached 
to the working and erection of these 
noble columns, the undivided shafts of 
which consisted of the most valuable 
and splendid materials, led munifi- 
cent individuals to employ their wealth 
in presenting them to public struc- 
tures. 

Thus Croesus contributed the greater 
part of the pillars to the temple at 
Ephesus. In the ruins at Labranda, 
now called Jackly, in Caria, tablets in 
front of the columns record the names 
of the donors.—The Architect. 

—_——__. 

AN ELIZABETHAN TOMB 

SUPERBLY rich Elizabethan tomb 
is left to us in Boreham Church, 

Essex. ‘This was erected to the memory 
of Thomas Radcliffe, Earl of Sussex, 
Lord Chamberlain, and known as the 
stern opponent of Leicester. Three 
knights in martial costumes lie on the 
tomb slab, one of whom is his son and 
the other his grandson. Walpole inci- 
dentally states that the Earl bequeathed 
41,500 to be expended on this tomb, and 
that his executors agreed with a Dutch 
sculptor, Richard Stevens, to execute 
his part of the work for £292 12s. 8d. 
The Earl and his son were first buried 
in the Church of St. Laurence Pountney, 
in the metropolis, and then removed to 
Boreham at the instance of the grand- 
son.—Cornhill Magazine. 
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~ @ INTHE BILLIARD ROOM 
OF YOUR HOME OR CLUB 

/] an atmosphere of quietude and unobtrusive elegance is demanded 
to influence those within to a sense of perfect ease and freedom, 

Nothing else can bestow so completely this effect as a floor of 

PENNSYLVANIA 

INTERLOCKING 

RUBBER TILING 
Its property of noiselessness makes certain that no unnerving 

sound shall disturb the nicety of a player's aim. Its sure and 
restful contact under foot eases all strain of difficult positions 
and makes impossible the slightest slip. It can be rendered into 
more beautiful and harmonious designs than any other material. 
It will never show wear, but grow handsomer in coloring and 
finish with each year of use. 

Pennsylvania Rubber Tiling will add as much to other parts 
of your residence as to the billiard room. In your vestibule 
it will give a striking and elegant effect. In your bathroom it 
will be warm under foot, sanitary and waterproof. In your 
kitchen and pantries it will be most easily kept clean, and restful 
to stand and walk upon. It is odorless and non-inflammable. 

Many other exclusive advantages to be gained by the use 
of Pennsylvania Rubber Tiling are told in our Design- 
Book-of-Colors, which will be sent free upon request. 
By sending dimensions of any space you may wish covered, 

you will receive cost estimates and full information. 

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY 
JEANNETTE, PA. 

New York, 1741 Broadway. Bujjalo, 717 Main St. 
Chicago, 1241 Michigan Ave. Detroit, 237 Jeflerson Ave. 
Philadelphia, 615 N. Broad St. Cleveland, 2134-6 East Ninth St. 
Atlanta, Ga., 102 N. Pryor St. San Francisco,512-14 Mission St. 
Boston, 20 Park Square. London—26 City Road. 

2 My 

See corresponding leaf in this paper. 

Shaw-Cassidy Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House AND GARDEN. 25 
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Type XIV—$3000 
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30 h.-p. Touring-car 

Four vertical cylinders. Sliding gear, roller-bearing transmissior 
Three forward speeds and reverse. Direct shaft drive. 112 

h wheel base. Three-point unit suspension of power plant 

Performances that Prove Reliability 
Twenty-four Hour Endurance Derby at Point Breeze Track, Phila- 

delphia, May 24-25. Won by Autocar stock touring-car, 30 horse- 
power ~5§§ miles ahead of nearest competitor. ‘Ten coz.:estants. 

Philadelphia-Harrisburg Endurance Run, January 1-2, over 220 miles 
of muddy roads. Won by Autocar stock runabout, 12 horse-power, 
225 points ahead nearest competitor. 

Record Run from Savannah to Augusta over 132 miles of worst roads in 
South without a single adjustment— Autocar stock runabout 12 h.-p. 

Perfect Score, epee Run of New Jersey Motor Club, May 30- 
31 and June 

These are the kind of tests that establish the supremacy of Autocar construction and 
prove Autocar Reliability. Speed when speed is desired, but Reliability always. 

The Autocar Runabout —most highly developed motor car in the world. 
Absolute standard in runabouts. Two horizontal-opposed cylinders. Motor 

under hood, Sliding gear, roller bearing trans- 

mission. Three speeds forward and reverse. 
Direct shaft drive. Type XV J P “a 

$1200 : den , ¢ 
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12 h.-p. Runabout “a, y or The 

Rochrobilie 
SOME USEFUL BOOKS FOR YOU 

KITCHEN GARDENING. By Thomas Bridgman. This work comprises 152 pages, liber- 
ally illustrated. ramo. Cloth - - - - - - soc. 

FRUIT GARDENING. By Thomas Bridgman. Liberally illustrated. tamo. Cloth, soc. 

“Pre Fipkocar Company 
33d St., Ardmore, Pa. 

Member 

Association Licensed Automo- 

dile Manufacturers 

All Autocars sold with stand- 
ird warranty of 

N. A. A.M 

FLOWER CARSEENG. The work comprises 166 pages, Mberalty ‘Musteated. r2mo. 
Cloth - - soc. 

MY TEN ROD FARM, OR How I seam A FLORIST. By Charles Barnard. 12mo. 
Cloth - - - 40c, 

THE STRAWBERRY GARDEN: HOW IT WAS PLANTED. WHAT iT COST. By 
Charles Barnard. tramo. Cloth - - - 40c. 

FARMING BY INCHES; OR, WITH BRAINS, SIR. By Chaten Senet tamo. Cl., 40c. 

THE JOHN C. WINSTON COMPANY, Publishers, Philadelphia. 
ANY OF THESE VOLUMES MAILED ON RECEIPT OP PRICE. 
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CONCRETE FOR FOUNDATIONS 

CORRESPONDENT of the “ En- 
gineering Record” has been com- 

municating to that journal some strange 

notions about concrete for foundations. 
In his opinion, the ordinary practice of 
mixing the cement and sand dry, then 
wetting this, mixing with the washed 

broken stone, putting into place, and 
tamping until a film of water appears 
on the surface, is all w rong. His objec- 
tions to this procedure is, as he says, 
that the concrete is thus made too wet, 
and that the tamping, by bringing the 
water to the top, brings up with it the 
cement, “‘and thus diminishes the con- 
cretion of binding properties so neces- 

sary to its strength.’ His advice is, 
therefore, to mix the sand and cement 
dry, and, without wetting them, to add 
to them the broken stone, previously 
washed, but allowed to drain and then 

put the mass in place without tamping. 

It is difficult to believe that a person 
who could give such advice can ever 

have seen concrete-work done on an 
extensive scale. Every engineer and 

architect will agree with him as to the 
impropriety of “ deluging”’ concrete with 
water; but his ideas of what constitutes 
“deluging”’ are most extraordinary. By 

actual measurement of the water used 
in making some thousands of yards of 
concrete, with one part Dyckerhoff 
cement to four parts clean and rather 
coarse sand, and six parts of broken 

granite of the ordinary size, it was found 
that, after mixing the sand and cement 
dry, sprinkling them with a watering- 
pot with twelve gallons of water to each 
cask of cement, turning meanwhile, and 
adding the six parts of broken stone, 
thoroughly washed with the hose, and 
allowed to drain, but not to dry, the 

resulting mixture, when well turned, 
was just about as wet as garden loam, in 
that desirable condition for agriculture 

in which it will not stick to the spade. 
This concrete, when put immediately 
into the trenches, in layers twelve 
inches thick, required half an hour of 
hard tamping before a film of water 
could be brought to the surface, and 
was reduced about one-sixth in volume 
by this tamping. The film of water 
brought up by the tamping was a mere 
appearance of wetness, which was in- 

sisted upon simply as evidence that the 
concrete had been compacted by the 
tamping to the desired extent; and i 
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was reabsorbed in an hour or so, carry- 
ing back whatever cement it might 
have originally brought up with it, so 
there was certainly no loss of binding 
property*incident to the process. 

This particular concrete, which was to 
be used for underpinning a heavy build- 
ing, was purposely mixed very dry, so as 
to allow of the utmost possible compres- 
sion by tamping. For ordinary pur- 
poses, in Our Opinion more water might 
be used without disadvantage, but it is 
dificult to conceive of circumstances 
under which concrete footings could 
be properly made with less water. It 
is hardly necessary to say that the 
slight film of water which adheres to the 
surfaces of broken granite after washing 
would be ridiculously inadequate for 
moistening the quantity of dry sand and 
cement necessary to fill the voids in the 
mass; and that concrete made in the 
manner proposed by the “Engineering 
Record’s’’ correspondent would be a 
mere incoherent heap of loose cement 
and sand, containing lumps of a very 
imperfect matrix, each with a bit of 
granite for a nucleus.—The American 
Architect and Building News. 

LONDON’S SOOT 

HE amount of carbonaceous and 
other particles deposited upon 

glass houses is a good indication of. what 
the London atmosphere contains, and in 

many cases it is only possible to procure 
a due admission of light to the plants by 
frequently washing the glass roofs. At 
one establishment, says the “Phar- 
maceutical Record,’’ two tanks con- 
structed to collect the rain from a house 
completed a few years since, were cleared 
out, and no less than ten barrow-loads 
of sooty matter were removed, all of 
which must have been conveyed into the 
tanks from the glass. One scientific 
man has been engaged in computing the 
amount of soot deposited from London 
air, and arrives at the following con- 
clusions. He collected the smoke de- 
posited on a patch of snow in Canon- 
bury one square link (about eight inches) 
in extent, and obtained from it two 
grains of soot. As London covers 110 
square miles, this would give us for the 
whole area 1,000 tons. As the quantity 
measured fell in ten days, a month’s 
allowance would need 1,000 _ horses 
to cart it off, and these stretched in a line 
would extend four miles. 

In writing to advertisers please mention Hous® AND GARDEN. 

See the Special Announcement of the New 

THE BARDSLEY 
Improved 1904 Pattern 

Can be ap- 
plied to either 

right-hand 
or left-hand 
door, or either 
side of a door 
without any 
change what- 
ever. It has 
a coiled wire 
spring, the 
most durable 
form of spring 
known, and is 
the easiest of 
Door Checks 
to apply. 

JOSEPH BARDSLEY, ¥2,"¢J51 Bx" S*- 
Boston, 19 Pearl St. Chicago, 86 Lake St. 

Cincinnati, 3135 Epworth Avenue 

St. Louis, 404 Security Bldg. 

San Francisco, 519 Mission Street 

Departments on page 21. 

F ’ PAINTS 
THAT LAST 

ARE 

OXIDE of ZINC 

PAINTS 

THE NEW JERSEY ZINC CO. 
71 Broadway, New York 

We do not grind zinc in oil. A list of manu- 

facturers of zinc paints sent on application. 

OCEAN CITY, N. J., 
Hotel Cumberland P. H. S. CAKE, Owner & Prop. 

OPEN JUNE 2oth, 1907 

Hotel faces directly on the Ocean, with unobstructed view ; 
light, refrigerating and ice plants, and artesian water. 
beautiful graveled drives, a 3-mile boardwalk 40 feet wide, amusement piers 
and theatre, public music pavilion and the usual boardwalk attractions. 
is patronized by the best element of quiet and refined people, and is an ideal 

place tor persons desiring such surroundings, and yet near enough to Atlantic 

City to command that resort's excitement when desired. 

Rates from $12.50 per week up, according to location of rooms; 
rates made for lengthy stay, or by the week. 

For Information and Booklet, write P. H. S. Cake, Hotel Normandie, 

| Washington, D. C., or E. K. Cake, Hotel Cumberland, Ocean City, N. J. 

70 Minutes from Philadelphia, 5 Express Trains Daily. 
30 Minutes from Atlantic City by Hourly Trolleys. 

own electric 

The town has miles of 

It 

special 

Garden Pottery 

Sun-Dials Vases 
Statuary Fountains 
, 

Catalogue on application. 

WILLIAM GALLOWAY 
3216-3224 WaLNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA 

Real Recreation 
Ba route between 

Detroit and Buffalo 
The D. & B. Line steamers leave Detroit week days 

at 5:00 p. m., Sundays at 4 p. m. (central time) and 
from Buffalo daily at 5:30 p. m. (eastern time) reach- 
ing their destination the next morning. Direct con- 
nections with early morning trains. Superior service 
and lowest rates between eastern and western states 

Rail Tickets Available on Steamers 
All classes of tickets sold reading via Michigan 

Central, Wabash and Grand Trunk railways between 
Detroit and Buffalo in either direction will be accept- 
ed for transportation on D. & B. Line Steamers. 

Send two cent stamp for illustrated pamphlet and 
map of Great Lakes. Address, 

L. G. Lewis. G. P.A,, Detroit, Mich. 

Detroit & Buffalo Steamboat Co. 
Philip H. McMillan, Vice-Pres. A.A. Schantz, Gen. Mgr. 
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The most important influence 

on the health of the entire 
family is the sanitary equipment of 

‘Standard’ Porcelain Enameled Ware 

Our Book, ‘MODERN BATHROOMS,” tells you 

how to plan and arrange your bathroom, and illustrates 

many beautiful and inexpensive as well as luxurious 

rooms, showing the cost of each fixture in detail, to- 

gether with hints on decoration, tiling, etc. It is the 

most complete and beautiful booklet ever issued on the 

subject. FREE for six cents postage, and the name of 

your plumber and architect (if selected), 

in the bathroom, bedroom, kitchen and laundry 
CAUTION: Every piece of “Standard” Wear bears our 

“Standard” ‘‘GREEN and GOLD” guarantee label and 

has our trade-mark “Stavdard cast on the outside. Unless the 

label and trade-mark are on the fixture itis not “Stavdard” Ware. 

Refuse substitutes—they are all inferior and will cost you more 

intheend. The word “Stavdard” is s:amped on all our nickeled 

brass fillings ; specify them and see that you get the genuine trim- 

mings with your bath and lavatory, etc. 

Address Standard Sanitary Ti) fo. Co., Dept. 40, Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A. 

Pittsburgh Snowroom, 949 Penn Ave. 

Offices and Showrooms in New York: “Standard” Building, 35-37 West 31st Street 

London, England, 22 Holborn Viaduct, E, C. 
Louisville, 325-329 West Main Street 

in writing to advertisers please 

New Orleans, Cor. Baronne and St. Joseph Streets 

Cleveland, 208-210 Huron Street 

mention Hovsre AND GARDEN. 
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INFLUENCE OF SEA-WATER ON » 
MORTARS 

E. CHANDLER, in a recent pa- 
* per, describes the action of sea- 

water on mortars, and his investigations 
in the harbor of La Rochelle since 1856 
are of much value, as they extend over 
a period of forty years. Blocks of sixty 
centimetres in length were exposed to 
the open sea from 1856 to 1875, and 
were above the water-surface at low 
tide. The mortars were of hydraulic 
limes of different origin, of natural 
cements from Pouilly, Vassy, etc.; of 
artificial pozzuolanas mixed with lime 
and sand; of trass from Andernach, etc. 
Nearly all blocks had completely lost 
their cohesion after different periods. 
The few blocks of Portland cement 
experimented upon were in good con- 
dition; but blocks of neat cement (Eng- 
lish and French) were decomposed. 
From these tests Viennot draws the 
following conclusions: (1) Neat ce- 
ments are destroyed more rapidly than 
mortars of a certain composition; (2) 
mortars made of one volume of cement 
to one of sand, and, again; of one volume 
of cement to two of sand, are those which 
offer the greatest resistance to sea-water. 
They will last for twenty, thirty-six, and 
thirty-eight years. Thurninger com- 
menced new tests with blocks of masonry 
and concrete made of lime and Speil 
mortar, with a length of edge of forty 
centimetres. In 1895 the masonry 
blocks disappeared, their destruction 
having commenced four years after their 
exposure, and out of thirty-two con- 
crete blocks only twenty-six remained, 

but they were in advancing decomposi- 
tion. In 1880 other tests were com- 
menced on blocks submerged, of various 
limes. Many of these have perished. 
“Out of thirty-one masonry blocks 
laid in Portland cement mortar, and 
submerged between 1881 and_ 1892, 
twenty-three are still intact, while some 
have commenced to disintegrate.” Vien- 
not points to the following conclusions: 
(1) Mortars of hydraulic lime, mixed in 
any proportion, in most cases commence 
to disintegrate after one or two years’ 
immersion in sea-water; they crumble 
into pulp after periods varying in length, 
but apparently not exceeding fifteen 
years. (2) Concrete resists better than 
masonry, owing to the greater density 
imparted to it by ramming. (3) Rapid- 
setting cements may commence to dis- 
integrate after six or eight years, but 

Heating that invigorates 
Delicate women and chil- 
dren, as well as the frailest 

flowers, thrive and bloom 

in the uniformly tempered 

and ventilated homes made 

perpetually June-like by 

AERICAN [DEAL RADIATORS 

That these outfits for either Hot Water or Low Pressure Steam are best for health, 

sanitation, and growth is proven by the fact that they are used in every prominent 

hospital, sanitarium, institution, etc., and in greenhouses — wherever perfect heat- 

ing and ventilating are desired. 

IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators cover the same welcome advan- 

tages whether for cottage, mansion, store, office, school, church, hotel, etc., because 

they distribute genial, equal warmth throughout the building; protect the health of 

the occupants; give absolute control of heat, with pure air ; 
free the premises from ash dust and coal gases; secure full 

benefit from each pound of fuel burned; and all these with 

perfect safety and lowest insurance rate. 

ADVANTAGE 7: Where building has no cellar, an 
IDEAL Water Boiler can be located in a back or unused 
room, and AMERICAN Radiators may be placed in other 
rooms on same floor-level. An IDEAL Boiler for an 8- or 
10-room house occupies as little space as would one or 

two flour barrels. The piping is so small and hugs the 

ceiling so closely that it does not obstruct the cellar as do 
the tin pipes of a hot-air furnace. 

Our catalogues (free) explain other ADVANTAGES and have a 

wealth of concise heating and ventilating information which every IDEAL Boilers are made 

owner or tenant ought to have at hand. Sales Branches and Ware-__ in sizes to fit $1,000 cot- 
. t to 90- build- 

houses throughout America and Europe. inn. vi erin wt 

DEPT. 10 AMERICAN RADIATOR COMPANY CHICAGO 

In writing to advertisers please mention House AND GARDEN. 

Landscape Architects |[ Format AND NATURALESQUE GARDENS 
i To those who may wish expert assistance in 

and Engineers ite design, we an our sar - invite 
Plans for the development of private estates, parks, correspondence, 
cemeteries and boulevards made and executed VINAL & NEGUS 

SOUTHERN WORK A SPECIALTY Established 1856 Landscape and Garden Architects 

P. J. BERCKMANS CO. Augusta, Ga. | | COPLEY SQUARE tnt tent bene a 
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Bice Screens 

97 PORTLAND STREET 
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HOP-VINE LAMP 

Che Chapman Cn. 
Designers and Manufacturers of 

Mosuics of All Kinds, Lamps 

Keuded Glass, Andirans 
Hixntures, Pottery 

Folder upon request 

Branxe-Warck 
PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR SPECIAL WORK 

BOSTON, MASS. 

Don't you think it would pay you to ro after 
a class of people w..o have fine home, love fine 
homes —and always want the very best things 
inthem’ The best way to reach these people 
of expensive tastes and the means to gratify 
them is through 

An Itlustrated Monthly Magazine 
Finely printed and beautifully illustrated, 

containing su gestive articles on home and 
surroundin«a, it appeals to people who can and 
will spend money to secure whatever their fan- 
cy may d ctate. The reading matter instine- 
tively makes the reader turn to the advertis- 
ing pages. If your article j is to be well adver- 
tised, you must use the columns of House and 
(arden. All information, rates, ete., gladly 
furnwehed on request. 

THE JOHN C. WINSTON CO., Publishers 
1006 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

[a posta CARD 
mailed to Dept.No.21 

DWIGHT MFG. CO. 
New York, will bring 
you a neat booklet on 

“Sheeting Facts” 

knowledge they ar 

which will explain 
wy, for over half a 
century, millions of 
housekeepers ac- 

BLACK RED 

EsTaABLisHepD 1844 

PEERLESS 
MORTAR COLORS 

NEW COLORS: Moss Green, 
Royal Purple, 
Pompeian Buff, Colonial Drab. 

BROWN BUFF 

French Gray, 

The original and standard colors 
for interior and exterior mortar. 

SAMUEL H. FRENCH & CO. 
PHILADELPHIA 

Water-Reducing Valve 

high it 
When the water pressure is too 

causes splashing at the 
spigots, hammering in the pipes 
and sometimes bursting of the 
plumbing apparatus. 

This valve will insure against 
these annoyances. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE 

WATSON & McDANIEL CO. 

137 N. Seventh Street Philadelphia, Pa. 

DUFIZ eZ 
a 
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may last longer than thirty-eight years 
without crumbling. (4) The mortars 
offering the greatest resistance are those 
consisting of one part cement to one or 
two parts of sand. ‘This mixture corre- 
sponds to the weight of cement required 
to fill the spaces between the grains of 
sand. ‘These, therefore, are the least 
porous mortars.—Building News. 

MARKET PRICES OF LONDON’S FA- 
MOUS PUBLIC BUILDINGS 

STRIKING article which appeared 
in London recently, describing the 

“market”’ value of London, has a timely 
suggestiveness in connection with the 
battle between public and private 
interests over Copley Square, says 
the- “Boston Transcript.’’ London’s 
greatest treasures are known by name 
to all, and London is so far away that 
the valuation put upon them will not 
stir other emotions than precisely those 
which it is the purpose of the statistician 
to arouse. Mansion House, which cost 
£70,000 to build, says the writer, is now 
valued at fully ten times that figure. 
The Royal Exchange, as a building of 

bricks and mortar, is worth £200,000, 

but land in that neighborhood has re- 
cently sold at the rate of $10,000,000 an 
acre, so that £2,000,000 is probably 
not an excessive valuation for the Ex- 
change. Eight bridges over the Thames 
cost £5,000,000 to build, but are now 
worth much more than that, while the 
tunnels underneath are worth other 
millions, and the embankment is worth 
probably double the £2,000,000 which 
it cost to make. “If St. Paul’s were 
private property, you might induce the 
owner to sell it for £10,000,000, but 
the likelihood is very remote. ‘Those 
tattered banners which you have seen so 
often would arouse pretty keen bidding 
at the sales. Westminster Abbey is difh- 
cult to value. But the sales give us 
some idea of what historic treasures are 
worth in the market, and I should not be 
surprised if the abbey—put up in lots 
-—realized £50,000,000.”" The British 
Museum, which anybody can see for 
nothing, could not be bought up by 
the millionaires in America. If it were 
absolutely empty it would be worth 
£ 1,500,000, and it is full of priceless 
treasures. The National Gallery is 
worth millions. “It cost, with the new 
Tate Gallery section, £350,000 to build, 
and has one picture which cost £14 an 

AND GARDEN. 
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inch.” ‘The Nelson column, close by, 
is worth £50,000, and the statue of 
King George III, a little way down Pall 
Mall, cost £4,000. The Albert Hall 
and Royal Aquarium are both worth 
about £250,000, but the Crystal Palace 
cost more than three times the value of 
both of these. Earl’s Court, the great 
show rivaling the palace, has millions’ 
worth of treasures, and even when it is 
empty the twenty-five acres of gardens 
and buildings are worth £300,000. 
Imagine buying the Tower, the Holborn 

viaduct, the miles of sewers, walks and 
pavements; the various markets, of which 
four—which are for cattle—actually 

cost £10,000,000 between them; think 

of the hospitals and schools and churches 
and fancy the market value of the parks 
cut into city lots. ‘The entrances alone 
of Hyde Park are said to have cost 
nearly $1,500,000. Does the statement 
made by the English writer seem extrav- 
agant, that all the coined money in the 
world to-day would not adequately rep- 
resent the value of what the poor can see 
and use in London?—Philadel phia Press. 

DECORATING SURFACES WITH COLOR 

NEW method of decorating surfaces 
with color has been devised by M. 

Charles Henry, which promises to have 

an extended development. Every one 

knows that if a drop of oil, or of spirit of 
turpentine, is allowed to fall on water, 
it will spread over the surface of the 
water, showing iridescent colors as the 
pellicle extends, and becomes thin enough 

to cause interferences in the light reflec- 
ted from the upper and lower surfaces. 
Sometimes these iridescent colors are 
very brilliant, particularly with turpen- 
tine or essential oils, but they disappear, 

of course, with the evaporation of the 
volatile substance. M. Henry’s inven- 
tion consists in adding to the volatile 
spirit some substance which, as_ the 
spirit evaporates, will remain fixed, at 
the same time that it retains the prop- 
erties of the spirit pellicle. For this 
purpose he employs bitumen, or resins 
of certain kinds, dissolving them in tur- 
pentine, and allowing a drop of the 
solution to fall on water. The solution 
spreads, as turpentine alone would do, 
but, as the turpentine evaporates, a thin 
permanent film of resin is left, which 
exhibits the iridescent colors of the 
original liquid. This permanent film 
is then taken up on paper, to which it 

In writing to advertisers please mention House AND GARDEN. 

THE RUSSWIN UNIT LOCK SET 

No. 2150 Napo 
L’ART NOUVEAU School 

Russell & Erwin Manufacturing Company 
1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 

26 West Twenty-sixth Street, New York 
FACTORIES AT NEW BRITAIN, CONN. 

N 

_ 

Decorative 

Cloths 

THE 
HOLLISTON 

MILLS 
Used by the highest class decora- 

tors in the country and found 

superior to any other wall covering 

NORWOOD, MASS. 

U.S. A. 
Absolutely sanitary—will not hold dust—colors are fast, lasting and match perfectly. 

New York Office No. 67 Fifth Avenue, 

SEND FOR SAMPLE BOOKS—FREE 
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SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES 
Quinc 

Mansion School 

Wollaston, Quincy, Mass. 
Beautiful location, six miles south of Boston. 

Plight acres of grounds with fine old trees 
Athletic fleids, artificial lake. Three handsome 
bulldings, large library, Assembly Hall, seating 
one Art room, laboratory, gymnasium, ten 
music rooms. Large corps of teachers. Excel- 
lent courses for graduation. Advanced work in 
Music, Language and Art Numerous electives, 
Certificates for college. Address 

HORACE M. WILLARD, A.M., ScD., Principal. 

{ The Gilman School | 
for Girls “mass. 

Corporation, controlled by Harvard professors 
who inaetruct In Radcliffe College. Many teach- 
ers, mostly Radcliffe graduates. Classes, small. 
Courses of study, planned for each pupil. Pri- 
mary, Intermediate, Academic, and Coliege Pre- 
paratory departments. Teaching thorough. Ex- 
aminations required only of girls going to col- 
lege. School-house and residence separate, bullt 
to be full of sunshine and good air, Basket-ball, 
tennis, Radcliffe gymnasium and swimming pool, 
Iiarvard museums and Boston afford great fa- 
cilities and pecullar attractions. Address 

. Mise RUTH COIT, Head Mistress. i 

MISS BAIRD’S 
Home School for Girls 

NORWALK, CONN. 
One hour from New York city and 
five hours from poatee. via N. Y., 
li. and Hartford Rk. Country ‘alr. 

Ideal S eainamt for stud 
and recreation. Broad cul- 

ture. Real training of body, 
mind and manners. The 

homelife is replete with inspi- 
ration, tending to develop each 

girl into a useful and attractive 
member of the family and of so- 

clety. Separate house for girls un- 
der 15. Intermediate, Academic 

and College-Preparatory classes. Su- 
Py 7 advantages in Music, Art and 

e Languages. 

MISS CORNELIA F. BAIRD, Principal 

The Stearns School | 
FOR SMALL BOYS 

A sub-fitting school, preparing boys for Phil- 
lips Academy and other leading schools. Course 
of study includes the first two years’ work of 
the usual high school. The home life is cheer- 
ful and sympathetic, boys living in cottages 
with the —-s and masters, and constantly 
under their watchful care and supervision. The 
school is ag ye! located in a small country 
town, where the climate is delightful and bene- 
ficial to health. All outdoor sports—golf 
course, tennis court and baseball field. Gym- 
nasium. For further information, address 

ARTHUR F. STEARNS, A.B., 

Mount Vernon, New Hampshire. 

Mrs. Mead’s School 
for Girls siiside, Norwatk, Conn. 

Beautifully situated in charming suburban 
town one hour from New York. College 
Course admits by certificate to leading col- 
leges 

Attractive General Courses for girls who 
do not enter College 

Musical and Art instruction. 
equipment for Library, 
Studio Work 

Pleasant home and school life. 
For Circulars address 

Mre. M. E. MEAD. 

Complete 
Laboratory and 

HOWARD SEMINARY 
For Girls and Young Ladies West Bridgewater, Mass. 

In a healthy and beautiful location, 25 miles 
from Boston. Home building remodeled in sum- 
mer of 1005, at a large expense. Academic, Col- 
lege Preparatory and Special Courses. Two 
years’ course for High School graduates. Art 
and Muale studios, For catalogue, address 

Miss Sarah E. Laughton, A.M., Principal. 

Bunumer 
Arademy 

SOUTH BYFIELD, MASS. 
(Near Newburyport) 

One of the most Renntttualy located schools in 
New England. 330 acres. Fine opportunity for 
physical training, horseback riding, golf, boat- 
ing and swimming. Prepdres boys for any co1- 
lege, scientific school or business. Individual 
attention is provided for by an able corps of 
teachers. The aim of the school is to develop 
in each boy a high moral standard, a healthy 
body and a well-balanced mind. For illustrated 
catalogue, address Head Master. 

Wellesley School for Boys 
Wellesley, Massachusetts. 

A unique school. Catalogue and illustrated 
books sent on request. 

The Commonwealth Avenue School for Girls 
(THE MISSES GILMAN’S SCHOOL) 

General and College-Preparatory Courses. Resident 
and day pupils. 

Miss Gilman, Miss Guild, Principals, 
324 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston. 

The Laurens School 
FOR GIRLS 

107 Audubon Road, Boston, Mass. 

Beautifully located, overlooking the Fen- 
way Park. New building specially designed 
for the purpose, Rooms large and cheerful, 
open fireplaces, and at least two windows in 
each. Outdoor sports, under trained di- 
rector, on private playground. Best of in- 
struction. College preparatory and finish- 
ing courses 

Miss Elisabeth Bailey Hardee, B.S. 

Miss Sarah Chamberlin Weed, B.A. 

CorncorpD, Mass 

Concord School for Boys 
prepares boys not only to enter but to go through 

college. yecial preparation for scientific schools. Ex- 
cellent a ness course. 

Athletic field, golf, canoeing, and all sports. 
Address, Leon Epwitn Ryrner, Prin. 

Lawrence 
Groton, 

Mass. Academy 
Founded 1793. Prepares boys for universities, col- 
leges and scientific schools; also a thorough 
academic course for those not going to college. 
Unusually efficient corps of teachers enables the 
school to give each boy careful and individual 
attention. Beautifully located in an attractive 
New England village, widely known for its 
healthful climate. Splendid opportunities for 
outdoor sports—football, baseball and track 
work, hare and hound chases, cross-country run- 
ning, skating, coasting, etc. 

Year opens Sept. 19, 1907. For catalogue, address 

WILLIAM STEEN GAUD, Head Master. 

New York, New York, 6-8 East 46th St. 
S. Mary’s School (Episcopal). Founded 1869 
Boarding and day school for girls. Two courses or- 

fered—College Preparatory and — ee English. Spe- 
celal attention given to individ pupils. Address 
Sister Superior. 

gives a beautiful iridescence. Either 
black or white paper may be employed, 
the former giving greater brilliancy, and 
the latter greater softness. While the 
liquid solution is spreading over the 
paper, the colors may be artificially 
modified, by blowing on the film, or by 
whistling near it, or in other ways, and 
these variations will be perpetuated in 
the finished work. It will occur to the 
scientific man that there might be a 
possibility of producing such variations 
by the action of colored light, as is done 
by the Lippmann process on a film of 
bromide of silver and gelatine, and 
experiments are likely to take that direc- 
tion.—A merican Architect and Building 

News. 

BULLET HOLES IN CHURCH DOORS 

HE removal of thick incrustations of 
dirt and varnish from the old wood- 

work above the outer central doors of the 
northern porch of Westminster Abbey, 
prior to polishing up for Easter, shows 
that the wood is thickly penetrated with 
a great quantity of small shot, and bears 
bullet marks. The old doors beneath 
were removed about three years ago to 
admit of a freer method of egress and 
they were riddled in a similar manner. 
The Abbey workmen engaged 1 in clean- 
ing the woodwork say it is four or 
five hundred years old. It is very thick 
oak and is studded with large iron bolt- 
headed nails, and it and the old doors 
have filled a space about fifteen feet in 
height by seven feet in width. The 
oaken doors of the Church of St. 
Clement Danes in the Strand have been 
riddled in much the same manner. 
Surmise can only be ventured upon to 
account for these strange marks on the 
doors of ecclesiastical edifices, many 
of which were sanctuaries. From the 
earliest Saxon times the sanctuary of 
Westminster—or, as Stowe calls it, 

“The Abbey Church Sanctuary,” 
which he specified as “the church, 
churchyard, close, etc.”” — formed a 
place of refuge for offenders of all kinds, 
until it was suppressed, with all other 
sanctuaries, in the reign of James I. 
“But the right of asylum,” says Dean 
Stanley, “rendered the whole precinct a 
vast ‘Cave of Adullam’ for all the dis- 
tressed and discontented of the metropo- 
lis who desired, according to the phrase 
of the time, ‘to take Westminster.’ 
Sometimes, if they were of higher rank, 
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they established their quarters in the 
great northern porch of the Abbey, with 
tents pitched and guards watching In Building 
round, for days and nights together. 

Sometimes they darted away from their Your Home 
captors to secure the momentary protec- 
tion of the consecrated ground.” Thus one yeni Hulda: for one weamet ot fare 
some of the nimble-footed ones occasion- generation. 

ally lost their lives, and perhaps now ' 
and then a little lead that was meant for Are You Erecting 
them went astray. Long after the sup- 

pression the neighborhood of the Abbey a New House 

Mantel Design in Colored Mat 

Glaze Tile 
was a hotbed of iniquity and vice, and it that is going to look shoddy or shabby in 

may be that during this period, if not pada soy ar 
: - “ - “ 5 re you familiar with the economy before it, the woodwork of the northern of using floor and wall tile in bath-rooms, Made by 

porch suffered from over-free firing.— kitchens, butlers’ pantries, laundries, ' 
London News fireplaces, vestibules and porches ? 

4 Wi. 

For free information write to the In- 

PENALTY FOR DESTROYING AZTEC ipa un A | ROOKWOOD POTTERY (0), 

Ee 
has been arrested in Arizona, CINCINNATI 

where he was caught in the act of demol- 318 Corcoran Bldg. Washington, D. C, 

MENNENS 

ishing an ancient Aztec cave-dwelling, 

BORATED TALCUM 

and, after a severe reprimand from the 

TOILET POWDER 

Court, and the summary confiscation of 

che relics that he had been collecting, dis- 
missed, with a warning that he, or any 

other person meddling with the ancient 
ruins sO numerous in the State, will 

hereafter be severely dealt with. A 

Statute, providing heavy penalties for * The Griswold,”’ New London, Conn. “YOU'RE SAFE” to ae . / ; the hands 
mischief of this sort, has just been R. W. GrBson, Architect, captain at the helm, the 
passed in Arizona, and, although in the | —26" diam. 24’—0” long. or diam. —22’—0” long, whose results Ly 9 

present case, which was the first to be wp tn sacp ty tatty cans MENNEN’S 
. ’ ; > 

brought into the courts under the new Koll’s Patent Lock Joint Col 
° vane umns and Ornamental Capitals Borated Talcum 

law, the judge was willing to show were made and furnished by us TOILET POWDER 
J : Idi rotects and soothes, a sure 

clemency, future offenders need expect for this building. ; fhet tom San bora: 
/ ; . We have unusual facilities for turning Prickly Heat, Chafing, 

no mercy.—A merican Architect. out work of this character. See our spe- oe. Put up in non-refill- 
able boxes —the ‘* box 
that lox’’--for your protec- 
tion. If Mennen’s face is on 

A RAPHAEL STORY the cover it's genuine and 

Hartmann Bros. Mfg. Co. | J belsithit’ster shaving: 
Guaranteed under Food & Drugs 

cial catalogue in ‘‘ Sweet’s Index Cata- 
logue of Building Construction,’’ pages 

323 to 328. 

APHAEL, the great Italian painter, 
° ° ° Act, June 30, 1906, Ser'al No. 1542, 

whose celebrated Biblical _ pic- MT. VERNON, N.Y., U.S. A. Bold everywhere or ty mal, 

tures are worth fabulous sums of | new York Office, 11243 BROADWAY G. Mennen Co., Newark, N.J. 

money, was not a rich man when young, | 4. sAUNDERS CO., Elston & Webster Aves. Chicago, Il Br Visier'iioraved 
and encountered some of the vicissitudes |; 4. j. KOLL PLANING CO., Los Angeles, Cal. ] freak. out “Farms 

of life like many another genius, Says Manufacturets of Koll’s Patent Lock Joint Columns for Pergolas, —- 

““ Harper’s Round Table. 99 Once when Porches, or Interior Use. Send for catalogue (P) 

traveling he put up at an inn and re- 9 
mained there, unable to get away S Pp E A R S 

through lack of funds to settle his bill. New Cooking Range New Warm Air Distributors 
Che landlord grew suspicious that such Open Grates and Stoves for Wood and Coal 
was the case, and his requests for a Special Stoves for Laundry, Stable, Greenhouse, etc. 
settlement grew more and more pressing. Steam and Hot Water Heating Systems 
¥ 1, Yy y hael, in desperation ; Finally, young Raphael, =P _ There are many reasons why you should have only Spear’s Heating and Cooking 

resorted ad the following device . He appliances—-the most modern, efficient, and economical—In Your ountry Home 
carefully painted upon a table-top in his 

b f ld : d Write to-day for further information and estimates Hotels and Institutions receive special attention 
room a number of gold coins, and, ° 

placing the table in a certain light that James Spear Stove and Heating Co. 
gave a startling effect, he packed his 1014-16 Market Street Philadelphia, Pa. 
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Real Recreation 
Ba route between 

Detroit and Buffalo 
The D. & B. Line steamers leave Detroit week days 

at 5.00 p. m., Sundays at 4 p. m. (central time) and 
from Buffalo daily at 5:30 p. m. (eastern time) reach- 
ing their destination the next morning. Direct con- 
nections withearly morning trains. Superior service 

and lowest rates between eastern and western states 

Rail Tickets Available on Steamers 
All classes of ticketa sold reading via Michigan 

Central, Wabash and Grand Trunk railways between 
Detroit and Buffalo in either direction will be accept 
“ for transportation on D. & B. Line Steamers 

end two cent stamp for illustrated pamphlet and 
map f Great a es. Addremsa, 

. G. Lewis, G. P.A,, Detrolt, Mich. 

Detroit & Buffalo Steamboat Co. 
Prilip H. MoMillan, Vice-Pres. A.A. Schantz, Gen. Mgr. 

Ives Patent Window Stop Adjuster 
Prevents Drarrs, Dust ANO Winoow RATTLING. 

© HC IVES’ PATENT 
Window Stop Adjuster. 

PATENTED. 

The only Stop Adjuster made from one piece of metal with solid 
tibe and heavy bed that will not cup, turn or bend in tightening 

the ecrew Manufactured only by The H. B. IVES CO.. New 

(Fifty-page Catalogue Mailed Pree ) | Haven, Conn., U.S. A. 

DON’T LOSE 
YOUR TREES 

Write for our free booklet telling 
how to improve and invigorate the 
young trees and how to save the old 
timers from the chopper. 

“THE CARE OF TREES” 

is useful to all who realize (1) the priceless worth 
of an old, familiar tree, (2) that a growing tree 

will become more healthy and vigorous if 
scientifically sprayed. 

We Do For Decaying Tree Trunks 
What Dental Surgeons Do 

For Decaying Teeth 

Our work includes 

PRUNING, FORESTRY, ENTOMOLOGY, 

SPRAYING, ARBORICULTURE, 

TREE SURGERY and FERTILIZATION 

The work is scientific in every respect. 
Our directors are graduates of the Massachu- 

setts Agricultural College. 

If your estate needs attention we can get 
to it quickly. Our booklet should be in the 
hands of every tree owner. Ask for particu- 

lars and references. 

MUNSON- WHITAKER CO. 
Boston, 620 Tremont Bldg. 

New York, 1101 Flatiron Bldg. 

Albany Harrisburg 

PLATE 812% G. 

Offices and Showroom 

Trenton, N. J. 

“Ideal” Porcelain Oval Pattern Bathtub. 

The Trenton 
Potteries Company 

Satisfactory Usage Is The Test 
Your bathtub should be a source 

“Ideal” Porcelain 

bathtubs are most satisfactory, being 

of satisfaction. 

made entirely of solid clay—there is 

no metal used in their construction. 

Imitators of “Ideal” porcelain bath- 

tubs cannot dispute the superiority 

of Pottery Plumbing Fixtures. Let 

us send you illustrations and refer 

you to users of “Ideal” porcelain 

bathtubs in your neighborhood. 

**Ideal’’ Every Piece 
Porcelain Bears 

Trademark This Label 

Factories at 

Trenton, N. J. 

“The World's Largest Manufacturers of Pottery Plumbing Fixtures.”’ 

few belongings and summoned his host. 
“There,” he exclaimed, with a lordly 
wave of his hand towards. the table, “is 
enough to settle my bill and more. 
Now kindly show the way to the door.” 
The innkeeper, with many smiles and 
bows, ushered his guest out and then 
hastened back to gather up his gold. 
His rage and consternation when he 
discovered the fraud knew no bounds, 
until a wealthy English traveler, recog- 
nizing the value of the art put in the 
work, gladly paid him £50 for the table. 

FOREST FIRES CAUSED BY LIGHTNING 

CCORDING to Dr. Bell, in “‘ The 
Scottish Geographical Magazine,”’ 

the forest fires of Canada are generally 
caused by lightning. In the great forest 
between Alaska and the Straits of 
Bellisle the portions recently burned are 
easily recognized by the tenderer green 
of their foliage from the parts which 
have been longer spared. The fire 
rushes along with the speed of a gallop- 
ing horse. The branches and dead 
leaves on the ground burn like tinder, 
and the flames rise to nearly 200 feet. 
Resinous pine woods burn fastest. One 
of them extended 160 miles in ten hours. 
The traces of a fire remain for nearly 
a century. Birds and beasts are stifled 
or burned. Beavers and muskrats, 
which are amphibious, have a chance of 
saving their lives. After the fire a few 
trunks of the largest trees are left. 
Next spring roots begin to sprout and 
seeds to grow. In fifteen or twenty 
years the soil is covered with poplars, 
willows, etc., which shelter young firs 
and other trees. In fifty years the 
conifers are uppermost, and in one 
hundred the others are dying out be- 
neath the pine wood. A third of the 
forest region of Alaska has trees of fifty 
years old, another third, trees of fifty 
to one hundred years, and the rest, trees 
over one hundred years old. The fire 
seems to suit the Banksian pine, as it 
opens the cones and sets free the grains. 
Without fires this species would hardly 
reproduce itself. Such fires took place 
even in the Pleistocene epoch of geology. 

European bird cherry, Cerasus padus, 
forms a large, handsome tree, beautiful 
when in flower, and the delight of robins 
when in fruit. Those who wish to 
encourage birds, should plant a tree of 
this cherry.—Florists’ Exchange. 
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